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December 21, 2015 

 
Goodwin Procter LLP 

 

Dear Ms. : 

This letter acknowledges receipt of your public records request to Sergeant Tad Ochman 
dated December 18, 2015.  The following items were referenced in your request and the 
corresponding response is below each numbered item. 

1. Any documentation regarding the number of sexual assault evidence kits received by
the DPD in at least the last ten (10) years, broken down by year, if documentation is
readily available further back in time, we request all such readily-available
documentation;

The Durham Police Department does not have the information requested compiled in 
existing documents. Therefore, the Durham Police Department has no records responsive 
to this request.  We do have a total of 2686 rape kits in inventory at this time 

2. Any documentation regarding the number of sexual assaults evidence kits received by
the DPD that have been processed by the DPD in the last ten (10) years, broken down
by year, if documentation is readily-available further back in time, we request all such
readily available documentation;

The Durham Police Department does not have the information requested compiled in 
existing documents. Therefore, the Durham Police Department has no records responsive 
to this request. 

3. Any documentation regarding the number of sexual assault evidence kits received by
DPD that are unprocessed and remain in any storage facility currently under the DPD’s
jurisdiction and control; and
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The Durham Police Department does not have the information requested compiled in 
existing documents. Therefore, the Durham Police Department has no records responsive 
to this request.  Although, we do not have the number of cases, the Forensics Services 
Manager said there is not a backlog of sexual assault kits and all that can be processed are 
done so through the State Bureau of Investigation or a private lab within two weeks of 
collection. 
 
 
4. Any written policies or procedures regarding the DPD’s practices on handling of sexual 

assault evidence kits, including the testing protocols, and also including any documents 
defining the meaning of any terms or abbreviations used by the DPD pertaining to 
sexual assault evidence kits. 

 
 
Please see attached documents labeled, G.O 4031 R-2 – Initial Response to Sexual 
Assaults, G.O. 4058 – Property and Evidence Control, Uniform Patrol SOP, and 
Investigators SOP. 
 

 
  Sincerely, 
 
 
 
  Captain M.K. Bond 
  Executive Officer to the Chief 
 
   
   
 











 < @joyfulheartfoundation.org>

Fwd: RE our FOIA and your letter

 < @joyfulheartfoundation.org> Tue, Jan 3, 2017 at 3:14 PM
To:  @durhamnc.gov
Cc:  @durhamnc.gov,  @durhamnc.gov, 
< @joyfulheartfoundation.org>,   < @joyfulheartfoundation.org>

Hello Chief Davis, Mr Marsh, and Mr. Prendergrass,

Happy New Year!  I hope you had a restful holiday. 

Joyful Heart Foundation is preparing a public release of the documents we have received in response to our FOIA
requests from several cities from last year. As you know, the information we have received from DPD shows that there
are 2,686 kits in "inventory" at the Durham Police Department.  In your response letter dated September 8, 2016, you
stated:"The Durham Police Department's response indicated that there were 2,686 rape kits in its inventory: not that
those kits were untested."  

We expect that the press will ask us about these documents when we release them; we are currently not able to
characterize any of the rape kits you have in inventory.  While we understand that, per your response, "the Durham
Police Department did not, nor does it currently, have a backlog of sexual assault kits in need of testing," DPD has
provided no clarifying information on the status of these 2, 686 kits. 
  
Would someone from your staff be able to join us for a call to discuss this week? 

Thank you!

********************** 

 
Joyful Heart Foundation 

 
 

On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 10:13 AM,   < @joyfulheartfoundation.org> wrote: 
 Dear Chief Davis, 
 
Thank you so much for your response to our letter regarding the results of our untested rape kits in Durham. Is it
possible to set up a call to discuss the issue with you and your team?   In particular, we would like to get more
information about the 2,686 kits in the inventory, which ones have been tested and which ones have not. 
 
Many thanks for your consideration!  
 
Best,
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GENERAL ORDER 
NUMBER: 

 

4031 R-2 
DURHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DURHAM, NC  

 

INITIAL RESPONSE TO SEXUAL ASSAULTS 
 

Effective Date:  12/15/1995 Revision Dates:  R-1 01/10/2005; R-2 04/26/2013 

   

INTRODUCTION 

It is the policy of the Durham Police Department to begin investigation of sexual assault complaints as 

expeditiously as possible. A concerted effort shall be made to identify and apprehend the suspect, while at the 

same time, handling the matter with discretion and respect for the victim. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UNIFORM PATROL OFFICER 

The officer shall assess the extent of injury, if any, and summon an ambulance if necessary. The officer shall 

obtain ONLY enough information to establish that a crime did occur. (The officer SHALL NOT conduct an 

investigative interview of the victim). The officer shall then determine the need for crime scene investigators 

and/or police investigators through his or her supervisor in concurrence with the Watch Commander.  

If there is no serious injury, the officer shall re-assure the victim that a patrol vehicle is available to transport 

him/her to the hospital, but shall request that they wait at the scene for the arrival of an investigator. 

The officer shall obtain identifying information on the suspect and their vehicle, if possible, and broadcast all 

pertinent information over the primary police channel as soon as possible. 

The officer shall secure and preserve the crime scene keeping in mind the victim is the most crucial source of 

evidence. The officer shall request the victim be relocated away from the immediate scene of the sexual assault. 

The presence of the victim or the officer in the area where the sexual assault occurred may add to the 

contamination of the crime scene. 

If a crime scene investigator is not called to process the crime scene, an officer already involved with the 

investigation should collect the evidence at the hospital. 

The officer shall remain at the scene to assist until relieved by the lead investigator. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF INVESTIGATORS 

The lead investigator will determine from the initial responding officer, the location and condition of the victim. 

If the victim is still at the scene, the investigator shall request the victim accompany a uniformed officer or a 

person of his/her choice to a local hospital for a thorough medical examination. From an investigative 

standpoint, it is imperative that the victim agrees to a  sexual assault work -up if there is even the remotest 
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possibility that the case will go to court. The examination is important to the victim’s welfare because of the 

possibilities of undetected injury, pregnancy, and/or sexually transmitted diseases. 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF FORENSICS PERSONNEL 

The Crime Scene Investigator shall consult with the lead investigator to determine the course of examination of 

the crime scene and they will collect all evidence specifically requested by the lead investigating officer. 

Forensics personnel shall provide the investigator with a written report of the findings and conclusions of the 

Forensics Services Unit. 

PRESERVATION OF CLOTHING EVIDENCE 

If the victim is in his/her home or close to her home, the investigator shall request for the victim to bring a 

change of clothes to the hospital so that his/her clothes may be retained as evidence. This is only applicable if 

the victim is still wearing the clothing he/she was wearing at the time of the assault. If the victim is not near 

home, the investigator shall suggest that a friend bring his/her clothing. If this is not possible, an officer shall 

take the victim home so he/she may secure more clothing before proceeding to the hospital. 

MEDICAL EXAMINATION / SEXUAL ASSAULT WORK-UP 

The transporting officer should prepare the victim for the chain of events that will occur at the hospital. The 

officer should explain the difference between a regular examination and a sexual assault work-up, but 

recommend the sexual assault work-up because it is more thorough and provides evidence necessary to press 

charges. The officer will inform the victim that a Rape Crisis Counselor is on-call 24-hours a day to assist the 

victim if he/she so desires.  If the question of cost becomes an issue, the officer shall inform the victim that 

most medical insurance plans, including Medicaid, cover the majority of costs associated with a rape work-up. 

Victim Witness Services information will be provided to the victim for follow-up services pertaining to victim 

compensation. 

ASSISTING VICTIM AT THE HOSPITAL 

Upon arriving at a hospital of the victim’s choice, the officer shall inform the emergency room personnel of the 

victim’s status. The officer shall re-assure the victim that that transportation home will be provided if necessary. 

The victim may want a family member or friend to come to the hospital, and this should be strongly 

encouraged. If the victim so chooses, the uniformed officer should contact that person and briefly explain what 

the victim is going through and how to best assist and support him/her. The reaction of the victim’s family or 

friends will have a major impact on the victim’s ability to cope with the trauma of rape. Any reactions of 

disapproval, recrimination or guilt can do irreparable damage to the victim at this point.  

FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

The investigator and victim should mutually agree upon a suitable time and place for a thorough 

interview/discussion of the events concerning the sexual assault. The Investigator should allow the victim to 

choose a support person to be present at the interview.  All questions posed by the Investigator shall be phrased 

in the most diplomatic way possible while still allowing him or her to accumulate all essential facts. The 

Investigator will answer all questions of the victim as frankly as possible, particularly those concerning the 

difficulty of prosecution. 
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DOCUMENTATION 

Uniform Patrol will be responsible for the completion of the Incident/ Investigation Report. All documentation 

for sexual assault responses will be the same as all calls to crime scenes. All actions and observations by 

uniformed officers prior to the arrival of the investigator also should be recorded on the incident report.  

UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING GUIDELINES 

On January 1, 2013, the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) definition for “forcible rape” changed. Established in 

1927, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) originally defined rape as carnal knowledge of a female 

forcibly and against her will. The new definition for all incidents reported is: 

[The penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus with any body part or object, or oral 

penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the victim.] 

Under the previous definition, the suspect was required to be male. However, the new definition is gender 

neutral, for both persons, meaning male/female, male/male, female/male, and female/female are all possible 

suspect/victim combinations. Also, just as it was under the old definition, the phrase without the consent of the 

victim includes the inability to provide consent due to mental or physical incapacitation. 

In RMS and MCT, the list of offenses for incident reports has changed as follows. The Part I offense of Forcible 

Rape remains unchanged. Officers will simply just start using the new definition when selecting this offense on 

incident reports beginning January 1, 2013. Belated reports for crimes committed prior to 2013 are unaffected. 

If the crime is reported to police starting in 2013, the new definition applies. The Part II Sex Offenses of Male 

Rape, Sexual Assault with an Object and Sodomy are repealed effective January 1, 2013. They have to remain 

in the offense list in order for historical reports prior to 2013 to be searched and display properly. However, 

their description has been modified to reflect they are now inactive. Note: the preceding classification changes 

are unrelated to N.C. General Statutes and have absolutely no impact on how a suspect is charged or prosecuted. 
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GENERAL ORDER 
NUMBER: 

 

4058 R-7 
DURHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DURHAM, NC  

 

PROPERTY & EVIDENCE 
 

Effective Date: 12/15/1995 Revision Dates:  R-1 05/20/1996; R-2 09/01/2002; R-3 05/06/2003; R-4 

04/28/2004; R-5 11/22/2006; R-6 04/26/2013; R-7 09/19/2014 
   

Introduction 

The Durham Police Department will collect and maintain property and evidence according to state and federal 

regulations.  All employees will follow guidelines found in this general order and the specific procedures found 

in the property and evidence packaging areas on how to properly submit evidence/property to the Property and 

Evidence Unit (PEU). All property and evidence items collected by DPD employees shall be recorded and 

submitted to the control of the PEU by the end of the submitting employee’s tour of duty. The PEU is charged 

with the receipt, logging, tracking, security, and disposition of all property and evidence items for the DPD. A 

chain of custody is maintained by the PEU for every item collected and turned into the PEU until the final 

disposition of each item. In conjunction with this policy, the DPD uses the current North Carolina State Crime 

Laboratory Evidence Guide as a resource for the proper handling and storage of evidentiary items.  

Definitions 

Chain of Custody – The documented possession and control of a physical item from the time of collection to 

final disposal. 

Evidence - Any item of property seized by an employee that could be used to establish or disprove criminal 

conduct.  

 Note: All drugs shall be categorized as Evidence. 

Found Property - Any lawful (non-contraband) item of no evidentiary value that is controlled by an employee 

for the purpose of returning the property to its rightful owner. This includes property found by citizens. 

Safekeeping – Any property without evidentiary value surrendered to a department employee for temporary 

custody. Examples are personal items from accident victims, unwanted weapons, and personal items not stored 

by the jail. 

Evidence Technician (ET) – Employee accountable for controlling and maintaining all evidence/property 

submitted, accepted and stored in the department’s property and evidence facilities. 

Official Seal- The closed portion of the package containing property and/or evidence where a long strip of clear 

tape is placed across the fold or edge, overlapping at least two sides of the package, thus creating a seal. On this 

strip of clear tape, the submitting employee must write: 

 Employee’s initials and employee number,  
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 the time and date it was sealed,  

 the IR number and,  

 the corresponding item number. 

 

***An official seal is required on all envelopes, boxes, and/or specialized containers submitted to the PEU. The 

tape will be placed over the opening once the box or container is closed. All taped openings require an official 

seal. 

Voucher – formerly known as the Property Report. This is the electronic form completed within the Records 

Management system that contains all of the known information about the item being submitted to and stored by 

the PEU.  

Package Label – color-coded, pre-printed, self-adhesive label that contains case information including case 

number, item number and description, offense, name of owner, and other identifying information. The label 

shall be completed and applied to the corresponding package by the submitting employee. The color codes are 

used by the PEU for storage organization. The color coded labels are identified as:  

White Label – Items classified as evidence and not containing DNA for testing (ex. Clothing without 

body fluids, unfired bullet, documents, GSR kit)  

Blue Label – Items classified as found property with no evidentiary value (ex. Keys, monies,     

documents, jewelry). 

Green Label – Items classified as evidence and containing or suspected of containing DNA for further 

testing (ex. buccal swabs, blood samples, rape kits, clothing soiled with body fluids, items containing 

touch DNA). 

Yellow Label – Items classified as non-evidence property that are temporarily held for safekeeping 

purposes (ex. certain weapons, purse of accident victim, lighter from arrestee) 

Note: All items except those packaged in drug bags and currency envelopes require a package label. 

FSD – Forensic Services Division. The PEU is a unit within this division, under the Investigative Services 

Bureau. 

NCSCL – North Carolina State Crime Laboratory (formerly SBI Laboratory). 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE 

All employees are responsible for any property/evidence that comes into their custody during the performance 

of their official duties. All evidence and found property will be properly packaged and submitted to the 

Evidence Technician on duty during normal business hours, or secured in a property locker, safe, or cage after 

hours.  Personal property that is not evidence and taken from a subject who has been arrested, and is to be 

incarcerated, will be identified and stored in accordance with Durham County Jail Procedures.  

No employee is authorized to hold in his or her possession (or in his or her desk, office, locker, vehicle, 

briefcase or residence) any evidence or found property unless the exception is described in department policy 

(see FSD QM, FSD CSIM). 

All evidence and found property will be submitted to the PEU prior to the end of the employee’s work shift, 

except for evidence that is in the custody of the Crime Lab Unit (CLU) or Crime Scene Unit (CSU) which 
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requires special processing that cannot be completed by the end of shift.  In such cases, any employee who has 

custody of such an item shall follow the procedures outlined in FSD QM, FSD CSIM.  

The Evidence Technician is responsible for the custody, control and accountability of all evidence and found 

property submitted to the PEU. 

IN-CAR CAMERA RECORDINGS 

All In-Car Camera (ICC) recordings shall be placed into the custody of the Digital Files Coordinator and not 

one of the standard property lockers. See GO 4064 for further ICC submission procedures  

COLLECTING, MARKING AND PACKAGING 

Members involved in the evidence and property collection process should use discretion in collecting items. 

Property and evidence storage space is critical; whereby, only items of sound evidentiary value should be 

collected.  Prior to submitting physical evidence or property, the employee will: 

 obtain an Incident Report (IR) number (and) 

 complete a Voucher and a package label for each individual package submitted. All information on the 

Voucher, packaging, and label must be identical.  

If evidence is submitted in reference to a traffic investigation, a separate incident number is needed for 

the Voucher, as the wreck report number is from a different series than other IR numbers. 

The original voucher is to be submitted with all PEU submissions except when an electronic signature is 

recorded. Incomplete or inaccurate documentation of evidence/property submitted will be returned to the 

employee or his/her supervisor for immediate correction. 

The member submitting the evidence/property will make appropriate notes on the voucher as to nature, 

condition, and exact original location of the item collected. All items capable of being packaged shall be placed 

in a 9 x 12 envelope, box, paper bag, drug bag, plastic bag, or supplied specialized container. Items too large or 

bulky to be packaged (i.e. bicycles) shall be submitted to the Evidence Technician on duty during business 

hours or an appropriate-sized locker or cage after hours. If no such storage space is available after hours, the on-

call Evidence Technician shall be notified to handle.  

Information printed on the evidence/property packaging, package label, and voucher must correspond exactly. 

Please verify all information before submission to the PEU.  

Specific guidelines for the proper packaging and submission of items are posted at the PEU processing area on 

the first floor of 921 Holloway Street and listed in this general order. All packages must include an official 

seal. 

PERISHABLE ITEMS 

Perishable items such as urine samples, blood tubes, and blood/alcohol kits will be submitted directly to an 

Evidence Technician or placed by the submitting employee in one of the designated refrigerators located in the 

PEU processing area at 921 Holloway Street. Only one evidence item shall be stored in any evidence 

refrigerator at any given time. If there are no available evidence refrigerators, the on-call Evidence Technician 

shall be contacted to respond. 
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To store perishable items after normal business hours, the submitting employee will: 

 Transport the item to the PEU processing area at 921 Holloway Street.  

 Package the item in an appropriate-sized container, seal, and then place in a clear plastic envelope. Place 

an official seal on the envelope then complete and apply the correct package label, and complete the 

voucher. 

 Choose an empty refrigerator, place the perishable item inside and lock the refrigerator door.   

 Place the Voucher in the designated report box that is located on top of the property/evidence safe; and, 

 Place the refrigerator key in the key Drop Box Locker #33. 

 Complete the evidence/property log. 

Sexual Assault Evidence – Rape Kits 

The Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit (NCSBI-200) is a white box with contents and shall be sealed and 

signed by the SANE or exam physician when the item is collected at the medical facility. The chain of custody 

on the box top shall also be completed when receiving the kit from the medical facility. The victim name, DPD 

IR# and DPD Item number shall be written on the box top before submission to the PEU (except in cases of a 

blind report). The submitting employee shall affix clear tape over the medical examiner’s seal and complete an 

official seal prior to submission to the PEU. This kit box shall be submitted with its own item number. This box 

shall be turned over to an Evidence Technician directly or placed in a locker. The kit box does NOT go into a 

refrigerator.  

A medium-sized manila envelope is attached to the box bottom. Inside of this envelope should be four small 

envelopes of hair and DNA evidence from the exam, possibly inside a plastic envelope. Either the plastic or 

manila envelope should be sealed and signed by the SANE/Physician. After collection from the hospital, this 

envelope with contents shall be removed from the kit box bottom and placed in a DPD 9x12 envelope; sealed, 

and submitted as a separate item to the PEU. 

If a urine container and/or blood tube have been collected from the victim, the SANE/Physician should turn 

these items over to law enforcement in a clear plastic bag. These items shall be placed in a pilfer can or 

equivalent for submission to the PEU as a separate item. The two may be packaged in the same container and 

listed as one item. These items are the only two pieces of evidence which must be refrigerated until sent to the 

NCSCL.  

Any clothing not included in the sexual assault kit box should be placed in paper bags and sealed by the 

SANE/Physician. DPD employees shall then place these bags into the properly-sized PEU bags or envelopes, 

seal, label, and turn into the PEU as separate items. If either of these items are wet, contact CSU personnel for 

assistance (see page 9 of this G.O. for further).  

The pink copies of the exam paperwork should be turned over directly from the SANE/Physician to law 

enforcement or the facility may use their own envelope and attach it to the kit box for transport purposes. The 

pink copies shall be turned over to the lead CID Investigator. If the lead is unknown at the time of submission to 

the PEU, the employee shall submit the paperwork to the PEU as a separate evidence item (DO NOT submit the 

paperwork attached to the kit box or package it with other evidence). 

Foodstuffs 

There are no facilities available in the PEU for the storage of perishable foodstuffs (consumable goods such as 

meats, baked goods, vegetables, crackers, etc.). If ownership is known, upon direction of the District Attorney’s 
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Office, perishable items shall be photographed and released to the owner. If ownership is unknown, a court 

order shall be sought authorizing the disposal of the items to a charitable organization. Upon receiving the 

items, a representative from the organization shall sign the PEU chain of custody. The disposition of perishable 

items shall be documented by the responsible employee within the incident report. 

NON-PERISHABLE ITEMS 

After normal business hours, for non-perishable items that require a locker, the submitting employee will:   

 Transport the item to the PEU processing area at 921 Holloway Street.  

 Select the appropriate-sized, available locker. Employees shall use the smallest locker available that will 

accommodate the item(s) they are submitting; 

 Package the item, complete and apply the correct package label, and complete the voucher (ensure the 

locker number is placed on the voucher and the package label); 

 Place the item and voucher inside the locker. Close and lock the door.  

 Place locker key in Drop Box Locker #33;  

 Sign the property/evidence log  

PROPERTY/EVIDENCE SAFE 

The Property/Evidence Safe is located in the PEU processing area at 921 Holloway Street. The safe will be used 

to temporarily store small, single items such as currency, checks, and any other item that may be properly 

packaged in a 9 x 12 envelope or drugs submitted in a properly packaged drug bag.  To submit items into the 

safe, the employee will follow the same protocol stated in the non-perishable locker section, except: 

 The submitting employee shall write “SAFE” as the locker number on the package, voucher and 

package label. A copy of the Voucher shall be placed in the tray that is located on top of the 

property/evidence safe. 

 At the safe, open the flap door and place item into the safe. Close the flap door and make sure the item 

has fallen into the safe by opening the flap again. 

Bulky or fragile items should not be placed in the safe. No items will be forced into the safe. If an item becomes 

lodged in the safe opening, an Evidence Technician shall be notified immediately. 

PROPERTY/EVIDENCE CAGES  

Items that are too large to be stored in the lockers or the safe shall be placed in a numbered cage in the PEU 

processing area at 921 Holloway Street. To store items temporarily in a cage, the employee will follow the same 

protocol for the locker and safe submissions except: 

 The submitting employee shall write the cage number as the locker number on the package, voucher, 

and package label 

 A copy of the voucher shall be placed in the tray atop the property/evidence safe. 

 No drugs, guns or monies are to be stored in the cages. 
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If an item is too large for the cages and it is after normal business hours, on-call PEU personnel shall be 

contacted and arrangements made for proper storage. Authorization for the call-back of the on-call personnel 

must be obtained from an FSD supervisor or Watch Commander.  

CHEMICALS, FLAMMABLES AND EXPLOSIVES 

Under no circumstances will any container housing volatile or explosive materials be submitted without 

clearance from a member of BCERT.  During normal business hours, the BCERT Investigator shall be 

contacted. After normal hours, the on-call BCERT officer shall be contacted via the Watch Commander. Once 

cleared for storage, an ET shall be contacted to respond with the submitting employee, and small items will be 

placed in the PEU flammable cabinet at the rear entrance of police headquarters. See General Order 4041 

BCERT-WMD for additional information pertaining to policies regarding the short term storage of chemicals, 

flammables and explosives. 

Liquid and powder items deemed evidence must be submitted in sample-sized glass containers. The original 

container shall be processed for evidence, cleaned, and submitted separately from the chemical or flammable 

material. 

Before submitting items containing known flammable liquids such as gasoline or motor oil (lawnmowers, 

chainsaw, etc.), the item shall be taken by the submitting employee to City Fleet to be emptied of all flammable 

liquids. The Fleet Supervisor on-duty will ensure the item and materials are handled and the flammable liquids 

are disposed of properly. Officers will ensure that empty items and containers submitted PEU.  After City Fleet 

business hours, CSU personnel shall be contacted to coordinate storing of the item at the DPD lot at 213 

Broadway Street. During normal business hours employees shall contact PEU personnel to coordinate the 

submission of flammable items. 

After PEU business hours the submitting employee will: 

 Affix the proper label to the item(s). 

 Complete the property/evidence log at 921 Holloway Street, noting the item is stored at Broadway.  

 Complete the Voucher and place in the tray on top of the property/evidence safe located in the PEU 

processing area.  

 Transport the item to 213 Broadway for storage. 

ARSON/FIRE SCENE EVIDENCE 

Evidence collected from fire scenes and scenes of suspected arson that may contain accelerants shall be placed 

in specially designed arson cans, glass jars, or nylon bags to preserve possible accelerants. Labels are placed 

directly on the items and the cans and jars are not placed into plastic bags.  

FIREARMS & BALLISTICS EVIDENCE 

All firearms will be carefully inspected and unloaded prior to submitting them to the PEU. During this process, 

the recovering employee shall handle the firearms and ammunition with clean gloves and on surfaces that do 

not normally yield fingerprints (checkered grips, edges of the trigger guard, or any rough surface).  The slide or 

the cylinder of the weapon must be secured in the open position with a gun tie provided at the evidence 

packaging area (DO NOT PLACE THE GUN TIE INSIDE OF THE BARREL OF THE FIREARM). All 

firearms will be packaged in provided envelopes. On firearms that are loaded by magazine, carefully remove the 
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magazine, but leave any live ammunition in the magazine. Use precautions to preserve latent and DNA 

evidence. The loaded magazine shall be placed inside a 9 x12 brown paper envelope. Live ammunition that is 

not contained inside a magazine shall be placed inside the same envelope. Long guns will be packaged in the 

same manner using the long plastic tubing at the evidence packaging area. All fired ammunition shall be 

packaged separately from the live ammunition, in a 9x12 paper envelope and handled appropriately to preserve 

latent and DNA evidence. Additional items (holsters, belts, etc.) shall be packaged separately.  

All seized firearms must have an ATF Tracing Center Trace Request Form and completed GRIP package 

submitted with it. 

Firearms Terminology 

 Cartridge - A unit of ammunition, made up of a cartridge case, primer, powder, and bullet. Also called a 

"round", or “load.”  

 Cartridge case - Commonly known as “shell casing.” This is the container for all the other components 

that comprise a cartridge.  

 Bullet - A non-spherical projectile for use in a rifled barrel.   

 Projectile – An object propelled by the force of gases produced by rapidly burning gunpowder. An 

“expended round.” 

 Fragment – any piece or particle of a cartridge.   

During normal working hours, if an employee is unable to unload a weapon to render it safe for submission, the 

employee shall contact the department Armorer or Firearms Examiner for assistance. If after hours, a warning 

tag shall be placed on the locker advising of a loaded weapon. These tags are available in the PEU packaging 

area. If a loaded weapon is submitted and emptied by the Armorer or Firearms Examiner, the submitting 

employee must return to the PEU to submit the recovered ammunition as a separate item.  

Weapons submitted to the PEU are subject to forensic testing, required function tests, and Integrated Ballistics 

Identification System (IBIS) testing, either by the FSD or NCSCL. The following is a list of items that are 

suitable for IBIS entry: 

 All handgun calibers with the exception of .22 rimfire 

 Rifles with the following calibers:  

o .223 Remington 

o 7.62X39mm (SKS/AK type rifles) 

o .30 Carbine 

 

Items that are not currently suitable for IBIS entry include: 

 .22 caliber rimfire, including rifles 

 Shotguns and shot shells 

Items being submitted for IBIS testing must be packaged separately from items that will not be analyzed by the 

FSD or the NCSCL. A NCSCL request form shall be submitted with all items suitable for IBIS testing. 
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Note: All firearms deemed legally eligible to be returned to their rightful owner will have ownership verified by 

the PEU using criminal background checks and ownership paperwork submitted by the lawful owner prior to a 

firearm being released.  

KNIVES 

Pocketknives and knives with cases that can be made safe are to be packaged in the appropriate sized brown 

envelope with an official seal. All other knives are to be made safe by wrapping a brown paper bag or cardboard 

sheath around the knife and taping it securely, or by utilizing a suitable sized box or plastic Sharps container. 

Precautions should be used to preserve latent and DNA evidence when necessary. Do not leave an exposed 

blade in a property/evidence locker. 

PHOTO ARRAYS 

Photo Arrays shall be placed in a properly-sized envelope with a package label attached. No other property or 

evidence will be placed in the envelope with the array. 

CURRENCY 

Currency will be counted by the submitting employee and a supervisor.  The currency shall be placed in a 

special currency 9” x 12” white envelope, separate from any other property or evidence, and must be officially 

sealed. The form pre-printed on the currency envelope must be properly completed (no package label). A 

supervisor must verify the amount of currency, initial the official seal, and complete the verification on the 

bottom front of the money envelope prior to submission to PEU. On the corresponding Voucher, the dollar 

amount submitted shall be entered in the “value” box as well as in the text box description field. 

PEU will only open and verify the currency amount when the currency is being counted for bank deposit. The 

currency envelope will be destroyed after the bank deposit. 

Checks, Financial Records, And Other Legal Documents 

Checks, financial records, and other assorted legal documents shall be placed in a 9 x 12 manila envelope and 

listed as “documents” on the Voucher (not currency). An affidavit of forgery is to be included, when applicable. 

A package label listing the entire contents of the envelope shall be completed and attached to the officially 

sealed envelope.  

Counterfeit Currency 

All counterfeit currency shall be packaged in a manila 9x12 envelope with an official seal. Counterfeit currency 

is of no monetary value and does not belong in a white currency envelope. A supervisor must be notified of the 

counterfeit currency and sign the official seal before submission to the PEU. 

LICENSE PLATES 

License plates from any state collected as found property or as evidence shall be packaged and submitted to the 

PEU in an 8x10 envelope with an official seal and label. In addition, the submitting officer needs to complete 

the License Plate Log at the PEU Packaging area. The following information shall be recorded for each license 

plate submitted to the PEU: 

 License plate number and/or letters; 
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 State of Issuance; 

 Owner’s Information (if known); 

 Date of Submission; 

 Submitters Initials and Employee Number. 

 

License plates held as evidence or found property shall be returned to the rightful owner unless subject to lawful 

detention or ordered disposed of by the court. The PEU will transport eligible plates to the NCDMV.  

Employees submitting license plates which may be claimed by the registrant shall make a determined effort to 

locate the rightful owner. An Owner Notification Letter shall be sent by the Case Officer to the owner of the 

license plate eligible for release. The officer shall notify the PEU when there is a plan to release the item to the 

owner. 

License plates/licenses seized for suspension or revocation per N.C.G.S. 20-45 shall have the appropriate 

NCDMV suspension/revocation notice (Form DL-53A) attached and shall be submitted to DPD Headquarters 

desk officer for return to the NCDMV within 48 hours of the tag seizure.  

Officers will complete a DL-53A form for each NC plate seized.  The yellow copy will be taped to the back of 

the tag allowing both the tag and the form to be read.  The white copy of the DL-53A will be turned into DCI 

with the completed tag seizure form. 

The PEU does not accept these items unless they are evidence in a criminal proceeding.  

TRACKING DEVICES 

Dye packs, electronic tracking devices, and the like, are sometimes used at banking institutions and collected 

during robbery investigations. Employees who are trained shall disable the devices before collection or 

submission to the PEU. The items shall be packaged in such a way as to prevent the device from being activated 

while in the PEU storage. The packaging depends on the device. PEU personnel shall assist when necessary.  

NARCOTICS AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Only sworn officers will seize and submit drug evidence to the PEU. Crime Scene Investigators should refer to 

the Crime Scene Investigation Manual for processing drug evidence once submitted to the PEU.    

Narcotics and other controlled substances, with the exception of marijuana plants (see Suspected marijuana 

plants, leaves, stems, and/or seeds), will be counted and weighed by the submitting officer and a supervisor. 

The controlled substances must first be weighed with designated DPD scales and placed in a clear plastic bag 

and officially sealed. Controlled substances are to be packaged separately in designated drug bags containing a 

bar code. The pre-printed form on the top of the bag shall be completed (no package label affixed). Controlled 

substances seized from different persons or locations shall be placed in separate drug bags. Only DPD-issued 

scales shall be used to weigh narcotics evidence.  

If DNA or Latent processing of drug packaging is requested, the submitting officer must separate the original 

packaging from the drug evidence prior to submission to the PEU. The original packaging evidence shall be 

placed in a 9x12 paper envelope and the proper label affixed. The FSD request form (Attachment 1) shall be 

completed and submitted to the FSD Supervisor.  
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The clear plastic bag will be placed inside of a drug bag. Two (2) different sized bags are available; 5” x 8” and 

8½” x 10½”.  Drug bags are only to be used to package narcotics. Up to three (3) items can be placed in the 

large drug bags. 

 The information side of the drug bag must be filled out completely, to include:  

 the DPD IR number, 

 suspect/owner name,  

 location recovered,  

 seizing officer,  

 date and time of offense,  

 date and time the officer sealed the evidence,  

 weight, 

 chain of custody information (if PEU is not the first location transfer),  

 a thorough description of the items within the package, and; 

 the corresponding Voucher item number. 

 

The drug bag must be closed, the attached tamper proof seal affixed, and an official seal put in place. A 

supervisor must initial the official seal of the drug bag. (Note:  This is to be completed each time the drug bag is 

opened and sealed). 

The seal of the drug bag shall be inspected for tampering when being accepted or released by any member of 

the Department.  In the case of any suspected tampering, the PEU shall be immediately notified. 

The Voucher and the drug bag must correspond exactly. The number that is pre-printed on the drug bag shall be 

entered on the Voucher in the serial number box, and the NCSCL request form. 

In the event that the item will be analyzed further, a NCSCL request form shall be completed by the submitting 

officer for all controlled substance submissions.  

Suspected marijuana plants, leaves, stems, and/or seeds 

Due to the nature of the residual moisture, fresh cut marijuana plants, leaves, stems, and/or seeds will be 

packaged in an appropriate sized manila envelope, paper bag or brown box available in the PEU packaging 

area. A plastic drug bag shall be attached to the exterior of the packaging. All other procedures will remain the 

same for submitting the plant evidence. 

In all instances of excessively large amounts of a controlled substance, PEU personnel shall be notified to help 

package and secure these items immediately; i.e. marijuana bales or plants, which cannot be placed in an 

evidence locker. Drugs are not to be stored in any PEU cages. 

VEHICLES 

The PEU does not accept vehicles other than bicycles, mopeds, or go-carts. Motor scooters, dirt bikes, 

motorcycles, and all-terrain vehicles are classified as motor vehicles and need to be towed and stored according 

to the DPD Towing General Order 4044.  

Note: All bicycles submitted as non-evidence will be held for 60 days and then disposed of according to the law.  
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BIOHAZARDOUS EVIDENCE OR MATERIALS 

NOTE:  Under no circumstances will any improperly packaged contaminated materials or evidence be taken 

into Headquarters or other DPD buildings. 

Anyone collecting contaminated evidence or materials for submission to the PEU are required to follow those 

guidelines stated in General Order 4049, “Communicable Diseases,” as well as the following:   

Note: Bio-Hazardous material is defined as bodily fluids in this General Order. 

Dry Contaminated Evidence or Material(s): 

Dry contaminated materials collected at crimes scenes will be placed in a paper envelope, paper bag or box with 

the packages clearly marked “BIO-HAZARD” using the provided BIO-HAZARD stickers.  

For evidence that contains DNA to be preserved for testing, a green property label shall be completed and 

affixed to the package. If no DNA is to be preserved, affix the proper label to the exterior of the package.  

Turn packaged items into the PEU. Include NCSCL request form, if necessary. If the PEU is closed, place items 

in a properly sized property locker or cage and tag the locker or cage as containing a “BIO-HAZARD.” 

Wet Contaminated Evidence or Material(s): 

Collect and package wet contaminated evidence or material(s) in a leak-resistant package and clearly mark the 

package “BIO-HAZARD” using the provided BIO-HAZARD stickers.  

During CSU working hours, transport the wet contaminated item(s) to the DPD Crime Lab at 516 Rigsbee 

Avenue and request an on-duty Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) for assistance with processing. Once dried, 

the collecting employee is responsible for submitting the items to the PEU.   

The employee is responsible for following established procedures:  

 Secure the wet item(s) in a sterile Bio-Hazard Cabinet(s) to dry, 

 Complete the cabinet chain of custody, 

 Monitor the drying process, 

 Upon completion of the drying process, follow the directions for dry material previously stated. 

During any CSU stand-by hours, officers shall contact the Watch Commander for authorization to have the on-

call CSI meet the officer at the DPD Crime Lab at 516 Rigsbee Avenue.  

NOTE:  All contaminated materials or evidence will be properly processed and secured prior to the end of the 

submitting employee’s work-shift. There are no exceptions to this requirement. 

ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL EVIDENCE OR ITEMS 

Computers, laptops, cell phones, iPads, thumb drives and other similar devices shall be handled with care and 

packaged to preserve and protect the item from damage. 

Assistance with the proper collection and handling of digital devices shall be directed to the Forensic Services 

Division’s Digital Forensics Section.  
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All mobile devices shall be placed into “Airplane Mode” or powered off by using the device power button 

and/or removing the battery.  

Chargers and other accessories (monitors, keyboards, etc.) that do not store data typically do not need to be 

collected. All parts of the same device shall be packaged together and labeled accordingly. 

Items small enough shall be placed in a 9 x12 envelope, affixed with an official seal and label, and placed in a 

locker or handed directly to an Evidence Technician. Do not drop digital evidence into the safe as the item 

could be damaged.  

If no latent or DNA processing is necessary, the make, model and serial number shall be recorded prior to 

packaging and entered on the Property Report. CPU’s and other large hardware shall be wrapped in paper or 

plastic, sealed, and the proper label attached.  

Fragile devices that require additional protective insulation may be wrapped in paper, plastic or foam padding 

and placed in a properly sized envelope, box or wrapping.  

Devices requiring DNA processing shall be wrapped in paper. An FSD request form with the proper legal 

authorization shall be submitted to the FSD for additional processing/examination of electronic items.  

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

If there is no evidentiary value or menu description for an item(s) being submitted to the PEU, the label of 

“miscellaneous item” can be used. A description of the items shall be written on the item packaging and also 

typed in the voucher notes. For disposition purposes it is important for the PEU to know what exactly is inside 

all packages.  

LABORATORY ANALYSIS REQUIRED 

Special care should be taken to avoid contamination of any evidence requiring laboratory analysis. This 

evidence must be placed in separate packages, and separate property labels filled out and affixed on each 

package. When collected evidence requires further laboratory examination, the lead investigator or officer, 

regardless of the assigned division, is responsible for making the request by completing the appropriate FSD 

request form or NCSCL request form. All request forms must be properly completed with all pertinent 

information known to the submitting officer to ensure proper processing. A summary of the incident must be 

included. The Evidence Technician, upon receipt of the lab request, will log and prepare the evidence for 

transport to the NCSCL. FSD requests for latent, DNA, digital or firearms examinations shall be immediately 

submitted to the DPD FSD by the requesting officer. The PEU makes trips on a regular basis to the NCSCL and 

will submit and retrieve items for the DPD.  Officers with court cases that require evidence be submitted to 

facilities outside of the Department should coordinate with the District Attorney’s office and allow enough time 

for the analysis and return of the evidence. 

All evidence requiring in-house forensic processing must have a Forensic Services Division Request for Service 

Form (FSD-9) submitted to the FSD by the lead investigator or officer. 

FOUND PROPERTY  

Found property will be handled with the same care and procedures as evidence.  
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A receipt will be filled out by the employee assuming custody of any found property. A copy of the receipt will 

be given to the person from whom the property was received. The submitting employee retains the original 

copy. If such property is lost or damaged due to an employee’s negligence, that employee may be subject to 

disciplinary action or may be required to make restitution for the property. 

REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM THE PEU 

Evidence/property may be removed from the PEU by authorized personnel for the following reasons: 

 Court 

 Evidence Review 

 Evidence analysis or processing 

 Official copies/research 

 Lab Submission 

 Final Disposition 

When employees remove evidence or property from the PEU, they must sign the appropriate receipt form for 

chain of custody. The employee removing the evidence or property shall return all items to the PEU on the same 

working day or provide notice to the PEU if additional time is necessary. Note that the chain of custody of items 

signed out from the PEU is the responsibility of the employee who removed the items. The chain of custody 

must be documented on the item packaging and/or using a department approved form such as FSD-CSIF18 

Chain of Custody. 

In the event it is necessary to leave evidence with the court, the employee removing the evidence will have the 

Property Receipt from an official of the court and return the white copy to the PEU within 48 hours. 

Packages of evidence returned from the laboratory facilities outside of the Department (FBI, NCSCL, etc.) are 

sealed and should not be opened by anyone unless directed by the court.   

EVIDENCE REVIEWS 

An investigator, district attorney, or defense attorney may request an evidence review at any time. The reviews 

will be held in the PEU viewing room at 921 Holloway Street. A defense attorney must provide the appropriate 

documentation showing their legal representation in the case, as well as any court orders pertaining to 

discovery. Evidence reviews are scheduled through the CSU, lead officer, and the PEU. Evidence should only 

be handled by authorized DPD personnel and may be viewed and recorded by defense personnel under the 

supervision of DPD personnel. Discovery documents from the DPD should only be submitted to the defense via 

the District Attorney’s office. The PEU shall receive a minimum of 48 hours’ notice to have the evidence ready 

for pickup or viewing. 

DEFENSE LAB TESTING 

In the event that the defense is granted an order for independent testing of DPD evidence items, the defense 

shall make arrangements with the DPD PEU to transport the items to and from the chosen lab via personal 

ground transportation or FedEx shipping.  

EVIDENCE AND PROPERTY DISPOSITION 

Disposition of all property and evidence will be in accordance with state statutes and orders of the court issued 

pursuant to these statutes. The Police Evidence Supervisor is responsible for the timely and legal disposition of 
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all property and evidence in the custody of the PEU in accordance with law (N.C.G.S. Article 2 Chapter 15). 

The supervisor of the Property and Evidence Unit shall contact the police attorney for assistance with drafting 

any necessary court motions and orders.  

The Property and Evidence unit is responsible for retaining copies of court orders directing the disposition of 

property for a minimum of 20 years.   

Officers’ Disposition Responsibility 

All officers have the responsibility of obtaining legal authorization for disposal of the evidence submitted in 

their cases. In arrest cases, officers are responsible for requesting court disposition of evidence items that are 

involved in their court proceedings. A Court Order takes precedence over any other authorization. 

Storage space is critical; evidence and property shall be released as soon as legally possible. Officers shall 

work closely with the District Attorney’s Office to determine the earliest date of disposition in their cases. 

Officers who have state charges dismissed because of pending or active federal charges shall notify the PEU, in 

writing, to ensure that the evidence status is updated and the items are maintained as long as the court deems 

necessary.  

Online Public Auction 

For items legally eligible for public auction, a notice will be printed in the newspaper at least 30 days in 

advance of the online auction. Any proceeds from the auction, after all expenses are paid, are turned over to the 

Durham County School Board. 

Donations 

All items legally eligible to be donated by the DPD PEU will go to locally qualified charitable organizations. 

Return to Owner 

All citizens with the legal authority to pick up their property/evidence must schedule an appointment with the 

PEU after securing the proper paperwork (i.e. court order, ownership papers) to have their item(s) returned. All 

citizens requesting return of property and evidence must report to the PEU at 921 Holloway Street with a photo 

ID and paperwork at their scheduled date and time. 

Conversions  

No property seized by law enforcement, found, or received as found by the Department shall be converted for 

personal ownership or use by any member of the department. 

Some items received into the PEU may be eligible for conversion to law enforcement use. Any member of the 

department seeking to have eligible property converted to official use by the Department shall make a written 

request to his or her Division Commander.  The request must specifically describe the property sought and the 

official use to which the property will be used.  The Division Commander shall obtain written approval of the 

request from his or her Assistant Chief.  The Division Commander will provide written approval to the Police 

Evidence Supervisor. The police attorney will assist in drafting any necessary court motions and orders. The 

PEU will not release the property to the requesting member until the appropriate order has been obtained.  
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Upon appropriate approval, the item(s) and responsibility will then transfer to the inventory for the unit 

assigned the item. Under no circumstances will property received under the conversion process be used in a 

manner that is not consistent with official use.    
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DISTRICT INVESTIGATORS 
 

ENABLING STATEMENT 
 
 
 

The information contained within this handbook shall comprise the Handbook for the District 
Investigators. 
 
These procedures are to be considered official statements of the Durham Police Department and 
shall apply to all personnel assigned to the District Investigators Units, either on a permanent or 
temporary basis.  Members should exercise good judgment and use proper discretion should 
unusual circumstances necessitate deviating from said procedures. 
 
Unit supervisors will conduct any training necessary to insure that their subordinates are 
knowledgeable of the provisions of this handbook. 
 
Changes, additions, and/or modifications to this handbook shall be made by revision and 
approved by the Assistant Chiefs. Such changes shall be effective on the date indicated thereon.   
 
This handbook is the property of the Durham Police Department and is placed into effect on 
September 1, 2010. 
        
 



DISTRICT INVESTIGATORS 
FUNCTION STATEMENT 

 
 
The primary function of the District Investigators is to investigate property and violent crimes in 
the City of Durham in an effort to identify and arrest offenders, reduce crime, and develop a 
healthy working relationship with the community. The District Investigators will work closely 
with the District Attorney’s Office in the prosecution of offenders. 
 



DISTRICT INVESTIGATORS  
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

 
 
 

GOAL  
 
To maintain standards that will be conducive to a high level of service. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

• To maintain a property crimes clearance rate of 18% or greater and a violent crimes 
clearance rate of 45% or greater.  

• To attempt contact with victims/complainants of assigned cases within forty-eight hours 
of receiving the case and to make contact with 90% of the victims/complainants. 

• To close or inactivate a case within thirty business days of receiving the case. 
 



JOB DESCRIPTION 
DISTRICT INVESTIGATOR 

 
 
Position Summary: District Investigators render basic police services to include 

enforcement of the law and protection of the rights and property of 
the citizens. District Investigators conduct investigations initiated 
by uniform patrol officers and apprehend persons wanted for 
criminal offenses. District Investigators work irregular and 
extended hours as needed and are assigned to on-call teams. 

    
Immediate Supervisor: District Investigator Sergeant & Corporal 
 
Duties & Responsibilities: Conduct investigations based upon information received from 

citizens, informants, or any other source, including the following: 
  

• Conducting interviews & interrogations 
• Coordinating investigations with other agencies 
• Collecting evidence at crime scenes 
• Conducting surveillance, show-ups & photo arrays 
• Completing & executing search/arrest warrants 

     
    File criminal charges with DA’s Office 
 
    Provide courtroom testimony 
 
    Perform related work as required 
 
    Assist in training new investigators 
   
Qualifications:   Sworn law enforcement officers who are eligible based on General 

Order 2014, Assignments & Transfers of Sworn Personnel.  
   
   



JOB DESCRIPTION 
DISTRICT INVESTIGATOR CORPORAL 

 
 
 
Position Summary:  Investigative Corporal, with all duties and responsibilities  
    commensurate with the rank and commission. Renders basic 
    police services to include enforcement of the law, and 

protection of the rights and property of the citizens. Conducts 
investigations initiated by Uniform Patrol officers, and apprehends 
persons wanted for criminal offenses. Works irregular and 
extended hours as needed and is assigned to an On-Call team. 

    
Immediate Supervisor: District Investigators Sergeant 
 
Duties & Responsibilities: Conduct investigations based upon information received from 

citizens, informants, or any other source, including the following: 
  

 Conducting interviews & interrogations 
 Coordinating investigations with other agencies 
 Collecting evidence at crime scenes 
 Conducting surveillance, show-up & photo line-ups 
 Completing, executing search/arrest warrants  

 
    File criminal charges with DA’s Office    

 
    Provide courtroom testimony     

 
    Assume District Investigator Sergeant’s duties as assigned   
 
    Perform related work as required    
 
    Assist in training new investigators     
 
Qualifications:   Police Corporal 
 
 

 
      



JOB DESCRIPTION 
DISTRICT INVESTIGATOR SERGEANT 

 
 
 
Position Summary:  Police Sergeant, with all duties and responsibilities  

commensurate with the rank and commission. Directly supervises 
the District Investigators, which are responsible for investigating 
cases involving rape, robbery, kidnapping, aggravated assault, 
break-ins to businesses, residences and vehicles, larcenies, motor 
vehicle thefts, and other crimes at the discretion of the District 
Commander. Assists in the performance of the duties and 
responsibilities of the District Command Staff as needed. Renders 
basic police services to include enforcement of the law and 
protection of the rights and property of the citizens.  Conducts 
investigations initiated by Uniform Patrol officers, and apprehends 
persons wanted for criminal offenses. Works irregular and 
extended hours as needed and is assigned to an on-call team. 

    
Immediate Supervisor: District Commander or Assistant District Commander 
 
Duties & Responsibilities: Directly supervises the operation and personnel of the District 

Investigator Unit.     
 

Performs administrative duties, to include but not limited to 
monthly reports, performance appraisals, performance logs, 
progress reports, statistical unit reports, assignment of cases, and 
other activities assigned by the District Commander.  

 
Meets with members of the Durham County District Attorney’s 
Office and other interested parties to discuss Property and Violent 
Crimes issues and policies.      

  
Communicates with Watch Commanders, District Commanders, 
and other Departmental personnel concerning operational 
problems, needs, concerns, and suggestions involving the District 
Investigators.        

 
Qualifications:   Police Sergeant 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this procedure is to establish guidelines for District Investigators by 

types of cases and criteria for assignment of the cases. 
 
 

A. Each patrol district shall have a District Investigators Unit which is directed by the District 
Commander. 

 
1. The District Investigators Unit in each district will investigate the following type of crimes:  

Armed Robbery, Common Law Robbery, Rape, Kidnapping, Aggravated Assault, Breaking 
and Entering, Larceny, Motor Vehicle Theft and any other matter as directed by the District 
Commander. Exceptions will be cases meeting criteria for assignment to The Criminal 
Investigations Division (CID) Homicide, Youth, Domestic Violence, or Fraud units (Refer 
to CID SOP’s). 

 
2.   The District Investigators Sergeant or designee is responsible for assigning 
      cases in their district. 

 
B. The District Investigators Unit is responsible for investigating sexual assaults with the 

following criteria: 
  

1. Victims age 18 years or older and not involving a domestic partner. 
2. Victims age 16 or 17 if the incident does not involve a family member or custodial 

caretaker. 
3. Incidents involving a juvenile suspect, no matter the age of the victim, are generally 

investigated by the Criminal Investigations Division Youth Unit. 
4. Incidents involving a domestic partner are generally investigated by the Criminal 

Investigations Division Domestic Violence Unit. 
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PURPOSE: To ensure the degree of flexibility necessary to provide investigative services at an 

optimum level of efficiency. 
 

I.  WORK SCHEDULE  
 

A.   District investigators and supervisors generally work the following schedules: 
 

1. Monday through Friday, 0800 to 1630 hrs. 
2. Monday through Thursday, 0800 to 1830 hrs. 
3.   Tuesday through Saturday, 1730-0200 hrs. (on-call shift) 

 
B.  The Criminal Investigations Division is responsible for assigning investigators to the on-call 

teams. 
 

C. These schedules may be altered with prior approval of the supervisor of personnel involved.   
 

D. On-call personnel should not report for duty on City recognized holidays unless called in for 
on-call duties. 
 

II. OVERTIME  
 

A. Due to the nature of the investigative function, non-scheduled work is often essential to the 
accomplishment of our mission. Whenever possible, overtime should be approved in advance 
by the supervisor of the personnel involved. The supervisor should review all overtime to 
assure that it is reasonable and consistent with all provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

 
III.  ON-CALL  
 

A.   Efficient and effective utilization of manpower prohibits having investigators on duty 24 hours 
a day.  In order to provide timely investigative follow-up support, the following procedures 
should be followed: 

 
1.   The Commander of the Criminal Investigations Division or his designee will provide an 

on-call duty schedule to the Watch Commander. 
 

2. Upon request, the appropriate on-call sergeant will be contacted by the Watch Commander.  
The on-call Sergeant will obtain the basic facts of the case, determine if immediate 
response is needed, and contact the appropriate investigator(s). 

 
3. The on-call sergeant will determine the number of investigators needed for the incident. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this procedure is to establish guidelines for a case management system 

to enhance the effectiveness of the District Investigator Units.  This will be 
accomplished through a systematic selection of cases to be investigated actively or 
inactivated, based upon established criteria. 

 
 

I. ASSIGNMENT & CLASSIFICATION 
 

1. The unit sergeant or designee will run a daily query of the PISTOL Records Management 
System (RMS). This query will be used to identify cases that are to be assigned within each 
unit. The unit sergeant or designee will review all reports for their respective district, 
determine solvability, and assign cases accordingly. The case assignment will be entered 
into the RMS system by logging the assigned investigator’s employee number as well as 
the assigning supervisor’s employee number into the appropriate spaces on the reports. 

 
2. A case assignment log shall be maintained daily by each investigator and submitted to the 

unit sergeant at the end of each month. 
 

3. The investigator assigned the case will assume responsibility for the case until final 
disposition or the case is reassigned by the unit supervisor. 

 
4. The investigator assigned a case shall contact the victim within 48 hours upon receipt of 

the case to inform them of the assignment and any developments. 
 

5. Investigators should close or inactivate cases within thirty (30) business days of when the 
case is received. The unit sergeant may grant extensions of up to two weeks at a time when 
the need arises due to the complexity of the case or the development of leads. 

 
6. All available resources will be used in the investigation of a case.  Any resource which 

incurs expense to the Durham Police Department shall be approved by the District 
Commander or his/her designee. 

 
7. The investigator assigned a case is responsible for ensuring that the case is properly 

classified according to Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) standards. If an investigator 
determines that a classification change is needed, the investigator will submit a request for 
classification change by completing a supplemental for the case. 
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II. CASE DISPOSITION  

 
A. Unfounded Cases 
 

On occasion, an agency will receive a complaint which is determined through investigation to 
be false or baseless. If the investigation shows that no offense occurred nor was attempted, the 
reported offense can be unfounded for UCR purposes. 

 
B. Cases Cleared by Arrest 

 
A case is considered “cleared by arrest” when at least one person involved in the commission 
of the offense is: 
 

1. arrested 
2. charged with the commission of the offense, and  
3. turned over to the court for prosecution (whether following arrest, court summons, or 

police notice).   
 
Although no physical arrest is made, a clearance by arrest can be claimed when a juvenile 
is petitioned to appear in juvenile court or before other juvenile authorities. 

 
C. Cases Cleared by Exceptional Means 

 
If the following questions can all be answered “yes”, the offense can then be cleared 
exceptionally for UCR purposes: 
 
1. Has the investigation definitely established the identity of the offender? 
2. Is there enough information to support an arrest, charge, and turning over to the court for 

prosecution? 
3. Is the exact location of the offender known so that the subject could be taken into custody 

now? 
4. Is there some reason outside law enforcement control that precludes arresting, charging, 

and prosecuting the offender? 
 
Examples of Exceptional Clearances: (Generally, an offense can be exceptionally cleared when 
it falls into one of the following categories. The list is not, however, all-inclusive, and there 
may be other circumstances when a law enforcement agency is entitled to an exceptional 
clearance.) 

 
1. Suicide of the offender. (The person who committed the offense is dead.) 
2. Double murder. (Two persons kill each other.) 
3. Deathbed confession. (The person who committed the offense dies after making 

confession) 
4. Offender killed by police or citizen. 
5. Confession by an offender who is already in custody or serving a sentence. (This is actually 

a variation of a true clearance by arrest – the offender would not be “apprehended” but in 
most situations would be prosecuted on the new charge.) 
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6. Offender is prosecuted by state or local authorities in another city for a different offense or 
prosecuted in another city or state by the federal government for an offense which may be 
the same. (Law enforcement makes an attempt to return the offender for prosecution, but 
the other jurisdiction will not allow the release.) 

7. Extradition denied 
8. Victim refuses to cooperate in the prosecution. (This action alone does not unfound the 

offense. The answer must also be “yes” to questions 1, 2, and 3 in the preceding 
paragraph.) 

9. Warrant is outstanding for felon but before being arrested the offender dies. (The method of 
death is irrelevant.) 

10. The handling of a juvenile offender either orally or by written notice to parents in instances 
involving minor offenses such as petty larceny. No referral is made to juvenile court as a 
matter of publically accepted law enforcement policy. 

 
D. Inactive Cases 

 
1. All assigned cases shall be investigated until all leads are exhausted.  When no conclusion 

to the case has been reached the case shall be filed as inactive.  The only exception to this 
is when leads exist and the investigative resources do not exist to complete the 
investigation or when the case lacks seriousness to warrant the expenditure for the 
resource. 

 
2. A case deemed inactive can be reopened if additional leads develop. 

 
When an investigator desires to inactivate a case, the entire case report shall be submitted 
to the unit sergeant for review and approval. 

 
E. Completion of Investigation 

 
When a case status is changed from active investigation, the victim or complainant shall be 
notified of the status change by the assigned investigator.  This contact can be made in 
person, by telephone, or by letter, depending on the nature of the crime.  If at the second 
contact, the victim or complainant has additional information, the case may remain open. 

 
 

III. FILING CASE REPORTS 
 
A. The original of all preliminary reports, follow-up reports, lab reports, supplemental reports, or 

other documents related to the case shall be forwarded to the Records Division for filing. 
 

B.  Case notes should be entered in RMS within 48 hours (two business days) of obtaining the 
information. 
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PURPOSE: To set forth guidelines for conducting follow-up investigations. 

 
A follow-up investigation is the effort expended by the investigator in gathering information subsequent to 
the initiation of the preliminary report until the case is ready for prosecution. 
 
An investigator will conduct a follow-up investigation on all cases assigned to them. 
 
The unit supervisor will review all follow-up investigations conducted by investigators under their 
supervision. The supervisor may determine that further investigation is needed. 

 
There are a variety of lawful procedures that may be part of a follow-up investigation. Investigators may 
consider, but are not limited to, the following procedures: 

 
• Read and become thoroughly familiar with the investigation report in order to follow up leads and 

begin to consider what activities might produce additional leads. 
• View all evidence seized and arrange to have it submitted to the Forensics Unit, if necessary. 
• Establish a liaison with the officer initiating the report in an attempt to develop further  
 information and to clarify aspects of the case. 
• Re-interview witnesses and complainants, as in many cases they have failed to submit important 

information to the preliminary investigator. (When possible, the scheduling of interviews or other 
necessary appearances should be made at the convenience of the victim/witness.) 

• Review department records to see if this crime is linked to previous crimes. 
• Conduct a neighborhood canvas and visit the crime scene. 
• Evaluate the legal significance of statements, evidence, and laboratory findings. 
• Where appropriate, employ specialized techniques such as physical or electronic surveillance and 

polygraph examinations. 
• When applicable, disseminate information to officers, other agencies, and the media. 
• Plan and organize searches of places, vehicles, and/or persons that may contain evidence linking 

the offender to the crime. 
• Collect and/or seize additional physical evidence or stolen property. 
• Utilize informants or other sources of information to gather information. 
• Attempt to identify the offender through use of photographic arrays, composites, video, physical 

evidence, or through other suspects and/or defendants.  
• Prepare background information on the suspect through local and NCIC record checks and through 

interviews of known associates. 
• Arrest the suspect if probable cause is determined. 
• Interview the suspect to obtain information about the crime, information about potential additional 

suspects, and information about other crimes possibly committed by the suspect. 
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• Submit a complete, accurate report to the unit sergeant.  
• Complete and submit a felony screening report to the District Attorney on the day an arrest is made 

in the case, or the day of obtaining a warrant for charges if an arrest is not immediately made. 
Refer to General Order 4070. 

• Assist the District Attorney in the prosecution of the defendant. 
• Facilitate the disposal of seized property, as permitted by law or rules of evidence. 
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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines for reporting activities on a weekly and monthly basis. 
 

I.   WEEKLY REPORT 
 

A. Each investigator will report on a weekly basis to their unit sergeant information regarding 
warrants obtained, persons arrested, or any other information at the discretion of the 
District Commander. 
 

B. A weekly report compiling the information from the investigators of the unit shall be 
completed by the District Investigators Sergeant or his/her designee. This report shall be 
submitted to the District Commander. 
 

II.   ASSIGNMENT LOG 
 

A.  Each investigator will complete a log listing all cases assigned to the investigator for the 
month. Cases should be entered on the log on the day the cases are received. 

 
B.  The log may contain the following information or any other information at the discretion of 

the District Commander: 
 

1. Investigator’s name 
2. Month/year of report 
3. IR# 
4. Date case was assigned 
5. Name of complainant 
6. Offense reported 
7. How case was cleared 
8. Number of persons arrested/number of charges 
9. Due date of report (30 days from assignment) 
10. Date report was submitted 

 
 C.  The log may be used to prepare a monthly report of activities for the unit. 

 
 D.  The completed logs will be maintained by the unit supervisor.   

 
III.  MONTHLY REPORT 
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A.  The District Investigator Sergeant is responsible for submitting a monthly report to the 
District Commander. 

 
B.  The report may contain the following information or any other information at the discretion 

of the District Commander: 
 

1.  unit name 
2.  month/year of reporting period 
3.  total number of cases referred for month/year to date 
4.  total number of cases assigned for month/year to date by types of cases 
5.  total number of cases cleared for month/year to date by types of cases 
6.  percentage of cases referred which are assigned 
7.  percentage of assigned cases which are cleared 
8.  total number of cases assigned to each investigator  
9.  total number of persons arrested by each investigator. 
10. percentage of assigned cases cleared 
11. total court time for each investigator 
12. total dollar value of recovered property 
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PURPOSE: To provide for the exchange of information between investigative units as well as 

patrol components to increase the productivity of the Police Department.   
 

I.  Criminal Intelligence Meetings 
 

A. A representative from each District Investigator Unit shall attend the weekly intelligence 
meeting at police headquarters. 

 
B.   Each representative should bring intelligence information from the district to be shared 

with other law enforcement officers and crime analysis personnel. 
 
 
II.  Uniform Patrol Briefings 
 

A. On-call investigators will participate in the Uniform Patrol briefing. 
 

B. Each investigative unit will examine their responsibilities and provide information on 
problem areas to the Uniform Patrol Division to include:  wanted persons, patterns of 
crime, any intelligence deemed necessary to be disseminated, and any deficiencies which 
exist that need to be noted. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this procedure is to establish a liaison between the District Attorney’s 

Office and District Investigators Unit to further the integrity of the Durham Police 
Department during investigations of criminal activity by Durham Police Department 
personnel. 

 
 

A District Investigator who receives a report of criminal wrong-doing by Durham Police Department 
personnel shall notify their Investigator Sergeant. The Investigator Sergeant shall notify the District 
Commander. The District Commander or his/her designee shall establish a liaison with the District 
Attorney’s Office in order to obtain legal advice and obtain assistance in case preparation for the trial. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to ensure all evidence is handled in a manner to ensure 

chain of custody is maintained for court purposes. 
 
 
 I.  HANDLING OF EVIDENCE 

 
A. All evidence shall be handled as directed in Department General Orders. 

 
B. No member of the District Investigators Unit shall maintain evidence in a vehicle, desk, 

file, or any other location unless approved by the District Commander or for short-term 
storage, such as an area that can be secured and access controlled until the evidence can be 
properly submitted to the Property Room.  
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the proper request for 

customer information from the utility companies and to name the person(s) 
authorized to contact the utility companies. 

 
 
UTILITY COMPANY CHECKS 

 
All officers assigned to the District Investigators Unit who need customer information for a 
particular person or address from the power company will request the Criminal Investigations 
Division (CID) secretary to conduct a utility check.  The investigator will provide the address and 
the utilities check will be conducted during normal business hours. 
 

RESTRICTIONS 
 
The CID secretary is the only person authorized to contact the utility company. 
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Factory Vehicle Lights

       

DISTRICT ____ 

INVESTIGATORS  

INSPECTION

Absent From Inspection

Radio Call Number

Valid N.C. Operator's License (Check Date) 

Appearance: Hair, Facial Hair, Jewelry, Clothing & 

Accessories

Duty Weapon 

Handcuffs & handcuff key

Citation Book, Parking & Warning Tickets

Traffic Safety Vest, Mag-Lite and Wand
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Emergency Lights and Siren

Spare Tire, Jack, and Lug Wrench

Keys for each vehicle (matched keys & veh. )

Vehicle Damage (note damage below)

HAZ-MAT Mask. If seal is broken / Accounted for

Contact BIO-HAZARD Team.         /   Broken Seal 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the control and inspections of 

equipment assigned to the District Investigators. 
 
 
 I.  VEHICLES 

 
A. All District Investigators are responsible for the maintenance of their vehicle, as well as all 

equipment assigned to the vehicle, and the cleanliness of the vehicle.  All personnel will 
immediately report to their supervisor any repair needs, any loss or damage of equipment or 
any damages to their vehicle. 

 
B. Unit sergeants will conduct quarterly inspections of all vehicles issued to investigators 

under their supervision and will ensure that the vehicle is in good working order.  The 
inspecting sergeant will document the date of the inspection and take corrective action as 
appropriate. (see attachment 1 – Inspection Log) 

 
C. The investigators will report immediately to their supervisor any loss of vehicle keys.  The 

unit sergeant will make sure during the vehicle inspections that all keys are accounted for. 
 

II.  EQUIPMENT ISSUED TO OFFICERS 
 

A. Unit sergeants will conduct quarterly inspections of all equipment issued to officers under 
their supervision and will ensure that the equipment is accounted for and in good working 
order.  The inspecting sergeant will document the date of the inspection and take corrective 
action as appropriate. (see attachment 1 – Inspection Log) 

 
B. All missing and/or abused equipment will be reported through a memorandum to the 

District Commander. 
 

C. Equipment found to be in need of replacement or repair due to normal use will be replaced 
or repaired by following established departmental or divisional procedures, depending on 
the equipment needing repair or replacement. 

 
III.   OFFICE AREA 
 

A. It will be the responsibility of the District Investigators Sergeant to ensure that the office 
areas are maintained in a presentable manner. 
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B. It will be the responsibility of each investigator to ensure that confidential reports or items 
are not left in view of the janitorial workers and/or other non-authorized personnel. 

 
IV.   PERSONNEL 
 

A. Unit sergeants shall monitor personnel under their supervision on a daily basis to ensure 
that their appearance and dress are consistent with the specific task assigned.  District 
Investigators are reminded that their appearance and dress is of utmost importance when 
representing the Department at speeches, meetings, and other public forums. 

 
V.    REPORTING LOST/ABUSED EQUIPMENT 
 

A. It is the responsibility of each investigator to report any damage or loss of equipment to 
their supervisor.  Each supervisor will follow up on lost/inoperative equipment to ensure 
that it is replaced and/or repaired. 

 
B. On those occasions when a supervisor’s administrative investigation concludes that any 

departmental equipment has been lost, abused, or misused through negligence, then the 
matter shall be handled through established departmental disciplinary procedures. 

 
C.  Unit sergeants shall ensure that members under their supervision shall comply with 

departmental rules, regulations, and procedures, governing equipment care, use and 
replacement. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish a coordinated effort to apprehend and 

convict suspects who are involved in continuous criminal activity. 
 
  
A task force should be considered when a series of similar unsolved crimes occur and additional or 
special resources, other than what can be provided by the District Investigators’ usual operations, are 
needed in order to identify and/or apprehend the offender. Details such as the seriousness of the crimes 
that have occurred, and the number and frequency of crimes should be considered when determining 
the need to form a task force. 

 
 

The following procedures will be followed when requesting the formation of a task force: 
 

• An investigator who believes a task force should be formed based on the paragraph above will 
generate a memo to the District Commander. The memo will contain the problem, why a task force 
is needed, what manpower and/or equipment is needed, the objectives, and whether or not the task 
force will be required to work with another agency or division (identify if applicable). 

 
• The District Commander shall review the proposal to determine if the proposed task force is 

feasible. 
 

 
The following procedures will be followed when a task force is formed: 

 
• When possible, the District Commander should designate a District Investigator Sergeant to lead 

the task force.  In the absence of a District Investigators Sergeant, other designated personnel shall 
be given the authority and responsibility of leading the task force.  The sergeant shall report the 
progress of the task force to the District Commander on a daily basis.  It then becomes the 
responsibility of the District Commander to report the task force’s progress to the Assistant Chief in 
a timely manner.  All task force members shall report daily to the task force leader any information 
acquired. 
 

• Should the task force require assistance of officers from other divisions and/or departments, the 
District Commander shall obtain approval from the Assistant Chief who will coordinate with the 
division(s) and/or agencies involved. 
 

• When a task force requires assistance of other agencies, it shall be the responsibility of the District 
Commander to obtain a written mutual aid agreement with the required departments within the 
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guidelines set forth in G.O.1006.  The agreement shall include, at a minimum, 1) the purpose of the 
agreement, 2) the responsibilities of each department involved, and 3) the length of the agreement. 
 

• Should the task force require specialized equipment, the District Commander shall utilize the 
equipment assigned to the district and attempt to obtain additional equipment from other divisions 
when possible. 
 

• Periodic evaluation of the progress towards the stated objectives shall be conducted by the District 
Commander in order to evaluate the continued necessity of the task force. 
 

• At the conclusion of the operation, the lead investigator shall document the various activities, 
including any arrests made, and shall submit the report to the District Commander. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for obtaining a search warrant 

and the subsequent execution of the search warrant. 
 
 
I.  OBTAINING A SEARCH WARRANT 

 
A. All search affidavits must comply with NCGS 15A-244, and must contain the following 

information: 
   

1. Name and title of applicant 
 

2. A statement that there is probable cause to believe that items subject to seizure under NCGS 
15A-242 may be found in or upon a designated or described place, vehicle, or person. 
 

3. Allegations of fact supporting the statement.  The statements must be supported by one or more 
affidavits setting forth the facts and the circumstances establishing probable cause to believe 
that the items are in the places or in the possession of the individual to be searched. 
 

4. A request that the court issue a search warrant directing a search for and the seizure of the 
items in question. 

  
B. All affidavits must include independent surveillance and corroboration by officer, not just 

informant information, and must be approved/reviewed by a supervisor before it is signed by a 
Magistrate or Judge.  The address must be verified by an officer, other than the one writing the 
warrant, before it is taken to the magistrate or judge for signing. 

 
II. SERVICE OF SEARCH WARRANT  

 
A. A supervisor must be present during the planning and execution of all search warrants, except 

when the only purpose of the search warrant is to obtain blood or other evidence from a person. It 
is the responsibility of the unit supervisor to assure that the necessary personnel are available. The 
Selective Enforcement Team (SET) will be utilized to affect the entry and secure the premises on 
all search warrants where violence is anticipated.  Prior to the execution of the search warrant, a 
pre-search meeting shall be conducted to inform all participants of the following information, if 
the information is applicable to the situation: 

 
1. Person in charge of search 
2. Location to be searched 
3. Identification of hazards 
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4. Layout of building interior and exterior features if known 
5. Assignment of officers as necessary in order to conduct the following: 

 
a. Cover front and rear of premises 
b. Provide forcible entry utilizing hammer, pry tools, battering ram, or bodily force 
c. Guard person(s) arrested 
d. Search certain areas 
e. Seize and take photographs of evidence 
f. Guard main entrance to restrict access 
g. Protect raid vehicles from vandalism 

  
6. Insure all officers have and wear protective body armor, clothing which plainly identifies them 

as police officers, as well as flashlights, radios, and other necessary equipment. 
7. Designation of the radio frequency and any special communication procedures. 
8. Development of specific strategy for approaching, entering, securing, leaving target premises. 
9. Location and time of debriefing and incident critique. 
 

B. During the pre-search meeting, the layout of the area and/or premises should be diagramed on a 
board noting entry point(s) and possible hazards. 
 
Also, the street name and address should be written on the board, as well as name(s) of 
participants.  At the conclusion of the pre-search meeting, a photograph of the diagramed 
chalkboard should be obtained.  

 
III. EXECUTION OF SEARCH WARRANT  

 
A. All search warrants must be executed within 48 hours from the time of issuance.  Any warrant not 

executed within this time frame shall be void and must be marked “Not Executed” and returned 
without delay to the Magistrate’s Office. 
 

B. The officer executing the search warrant must, before entering the premises, give appropriate 
notice of his identity and purpose to the person to be searched or the person in apparent control of 
the premises to be searched.  If it is unclear whether anyone is present at the premises to be 
searched, the officer must give the notice in a manner likely to be heard by anyone who is present. 
 

C. Before undertaking any search or seizure pursuant to the warrant, the officer must read the face of 
the search warrant and give a copy of the warrant application and affidavit to the person to be 
searched or the person in apparent control of the premises or vehicle to be searched.  If no one in 
apparent and responsible control is occupying the premises the officer must leave a copy of the 
warrant affixed to the premises or vehicle. 
 

D. An officer may make a forced entry of any premises or vehicle when necessary to the execution of 
the search warrant if: 
 
a. The officer has previously announced his/her identity and purpose and reasonably believes 

either that admittance is being denied or unreasonably delayed or that the premises or vehicle) 
is unoccupied.     
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b. The officer has probable cause to believe the giving of notice would endanger the life or safety 
of anyone.  This probable cause information must be included in search warrant.  

 
IV. SEARCHING PREMISES OR VEHICLE  

 
A. A supervisor must be present on all searches of premises. The search will be conducted by 

investigators or officers selected to conduct the search. It is recommended that each location be 
searched twice and by different officers to lessen the likelihood of missing any evidence related to 
the search. Any evidence located will be noted with the date, time, location found, and name of 
person who found it, and left in position until collected by the predetermined evidence custodian. 
If a predetermined evidence custodian was not selected, then officers will follow the instructions 
regarding given during the pre-search meeting or by the investigator in-charge of the search. 
Evidence should be photographed in its original position before collected. If there is an evidence 
custodian present to collect evidence, then one officer will be assigned to the evidence custodian to 
assist with the documentation and to be a witness of the control of the seized evidence. 
 

B. Officers will conduct the search in a manner so as to leave the premises or vehicle in the same 
condition as found. 
 

V. FRISKING OF PERSONS PRESENT AT THE SEARCH 
 

A.  If an officer reasonably believes that his/her safety or the safety of others is threatened, he/she may 
search for any dangerous weapons by an external patting of the clothing of those present. If the 
officer feels an object he/she believes to be a weapon, he/she may take possession of the object. 
 

VI. DETENTION AND SEARCH OF PERSON(S) IN PRIVATE PREMISES OR VEHICLE TO BE 
SEARCHED 

 
A. An officer executing a search warrant directing a search of premises not generally open to the 

public or of a vehicle other than a common carrier may detain any person(s) present for such time 
as is reasonably necessary to execute the warrant. 
 

B. If the item(s) listed in the search warrant are not found on the premises/vehicle, the officer may 
then search any person(s) present at the time of the officer’s entry for the particularly described 
property in the warrant. 
 

VII. EVIDENCE  
 

A.  All evidence seized will be handled in accordance with the Department G.O. 4058 and District 
SOP. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines for conducting surveillance 

operations. 
 

Surveillance may be defined as the secretive, continuous, and sometimes periodic watching of person(s), 
vehicle(s), place(s), or object(s) to obtain information concerning the activities and identities of 
individuals. 
 
All surveillance operations will be conducted in such a manner that no infringement occurs upon the 
statutory and constitutional rights of any individual and/or group. 
 
All surveillance operations will be conducted with a minimum of two officers/investigators. 
 
Investigators will obtain prior approval from their supervisor prior to conducting a surveillance operation. 
 
Depending on the complexity and nature of the surveillance operation, a written operation plan may be 
necessary prior to conducting the operation. The unit supervisor will determine if a written operation plan 
should be developed. 
 
Each investigator involved in the surveillance operation should document in their investigative notes the 
details of their participation in the operation. 
 
Some objectives of surveillance may be as follows: 

 
 To protect undercover officers or to corroborate their testimony 
 To determine whether or not a violation of the law exists or will exist 
 To obtain admissible legal evidence for use in court 
 To determine the methods of operation of suspects 
 To determine identities of suspects and associates 
 To check on the reliability of persons providing information 
 To prevent the commission of a crime or to apprehend a subject in the commission of a crime 
 To obtain probable cause for obtaining search warrants 
 To locate person(s) by watching their associates and locations 
 To locate hidden property or contraband 
 To obtain information for later use in interview 
 To develop leads/information received from other sources 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the use of informants and 
other individuals in a confidential capacity, and the maintenance and security of 
confidential informant files. 

 
 

 DEFINITIONS  
 
The following terms will be used in reports and correspondence when referring to individuals in the 
appropriate categories in circumstances where such person’s identification is confidential. 
 
Confidential Informant (CI) – an individual who, through close or criminal association with others 
involved in criminal conduct, provides information or assistance of investigative significance, usually 
but not necessarily in an ongoing capacity – usually motivated by expectation of personal gain of some 
nature. 
 
Confidential Source (CS) – an individual who, through legal business or personal connections, 
provides information of investigative significance as it is encountered or at the request of an 
investigating officer – usually motivated by friendship or civic concern. A subject receiving cash 
payment for information only 1 time in a 12 month period will be considered a Confidential Source. 
 
Confidential Cooperating Individual (CCI) – an individual with no criminal connection to an 
investigative target who, usually on a 1 time basis, cooperates with the police department in an 
investigation – individual is characterized as an ordinary citizen usually with no criminal history or 
background and with firm ties to the community and motivated by a civic concern to assist law 
enforcement. 
 
Special Operative (SO) – an individual acting in a covert capacity under the control of a department 
member – may be an informant or other cooperating individual. 
 
  
POLICY 
 
It is the policy of this division to cultivate the use of individuals wishing to cooperate in the 
furtherance of law enforcement functions.  It is also the policy of this division to carefully control the 
nature, manner, and means in which these individuals are utilized. 
 
The Uniform Patrol Districts do not have funds for paying informants for information pertaining to an 
investigation. District Investigators who wish to pay a confidential source (CS) for information may 
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request the funds from the Criminal Investigations Division (CID) Commander or Special Operations 
Division (SOD) Commander. The policies of the respective division pertaining to obtaining informant 
funds will apply. 

 
The use of a person in the capacity of a confidential informant (CI) requires particular documentation 
and procedures. The Uniform Patrol Districts, including commanders, investigators, officers, and non-
sworn personnel, shall not maintain confidential informant (CI) files. If an investigator wishes to 
document a person as a CI, the investigator should contact the SOD Commander for the proper 
procedure. The CI file will be maintained in SOD and all SOD policies pertaining to informant files 
will apply. 
 
Investigators who wish to request funds from CID or SOD for payment to a CS or CI will notify their 
Unit Sergeant and District Commander prior to requesting the funds. 
 

    
 USE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS 

 
District Investigators will adhere to the following when using a CI: 

 
• No informant will be used in any capacity until final approval by the Division Commander 

maintaining the informant’s file or his/her designee has been given as the result of a review of 
the complete informant file. Such approval will be documented in the informant’s file by 
memorandum. 

• Investigators will notify their Unit Sergeant and District Commander prior to using a CI in any 
capacity. 

• The presence of informants in or around departmental facilities is discouraged and if necessary 
is to be strictly controlled. 

• Any funds transfers to an informant must be documented and witnessed by 2 officers. 
• No officer will meet any informant at the officer’s residence or the residence of any department 

member. 
• No relationship will be developed with any informant which is or may be construed by 

continuing circumstances to be social or other than strictly business in nature 
• Informants will not be a party to information concerning investigations conducted by this or 

any other agency, or to information derived as a result of any such investigation 
• Informants will not meet or view any undercover officers or meet any members of the 

department in their capacity as an informant, other than those officers designated for such 
purposes on a case by case basis.  

• No informant will be allowed to knowingly meet or view any other informant for this or any 
other agency under circumstances which could conceivably disclose their status unless for a 
specific law enforcement purpose. 

• All phone conversations and person contacts with informants are to be conducted as if they are 
being taped. 

• No contact will be made with a terminated informant without the expressed written permission 
of the District Commander and Division Commander maintaining the file. 

• No person under 18 years of age will be used as an informant in any capacity without the 
written consent of the person’s parent or guardian and the approval of the District Commander 
and Division Commander maintaining the file. The use of such persons will be approved only 
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in the most unusual circumstances and then only after full discussion of the case with the DA’s 
Office and Department’s Legal Advisor.  

• No individuals on parole, probation, community release or any other supervised or 
unsupervised program will be used without the full knowledge and written consent of the 
person or agency maintaining jurisdiction over the individual. 

• The use of the polygraph to verify information supplied by an informant that cannot be 
corroborated by other sources, surveillance, or intelligence reports is encouraged and may be 
required in particular cases by division supervisors. 

• A search of an informant periodically without warning will be made by case investigators 
during contacts with the informant to insure compliance with the Statement of Understanding 
provisions. Failure of the informant to submit to a search will result in the immediate 
termination of the informant or operative status. 

 
 
TERMINATION OF INFORMANT 
 
The following circumstances concerning an informant will be brought to the attention of the District 
Commander and Division Commander maintaining the informant’s file immediately upon the 
occurrence and followed by written documentation. Such occurrences will be considered in any 
decision to terminate the use of an informant. The occurrences are as follows: 

 
• Repeated failure to keep appointments, return calls, follow through on legitimate requirements 

affecting the outcome of an investigation – the number, nature and seriousness of each 
infraction will be considered. 

• Violation of informant’s Code of Conduct or any portion of same. 
• Discovery of any misrepresentation of fact by informant. 
• Failure to follow instructions of case investigators. 
• Any incident, circumstance(s), or information which may cause concern or alarm regarding the 

action of the informant. 
 

Upon termination of an informant, a memorandum detailing the reason(s) for such termination will be 
placed in the file. 

 
 
INFORMANT FUNDS 

 
Informant funds may be obtained through the Criminal Investigations Division Commander and 
Special Operations Division Commander. The Standard Operating Procedures for the respective 
Division will be followed. 
 
All payments to an informant or “source of information” must be witnessed by another sworn officer. 
 
Investigators are not authorized to use personal funds under any circumstances to pay informants. 
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PURPOSE: To establish a procedure to handle pawn transactions in the City of Durham. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Durham Police Department is interested in pawnbrokers as their operation could be an outlet 
to dispose of stolen property. 

 
II. THE LAW GOVERNING PAWNBROKERS 
 

 General Statutes Chapter 91. 
 
All transactions of lending, pledging or advancing money on the pledge and possessing personal 
property, dealing in the purchasing of personal property or valuable things on conditions of selling 
the same back at stipulated prices, shall be properly recorded in a book maintained at the 
pawnbroker’s business and shall be reported electronically to the Durham Police Department 
Criminal Investigations Division (CID) within 24 hours of said transaction. 

 
III. REPORTING TRANSACTIONS 
 
 Pawnbrokers report transactions to the CID Pawn Investigator. 
 

The Pawn Investigator reviews all reports and will notify the appropriate investigator if a reported 
article fits the description of stolen property. 
 
District Investigators should review pawn transaction reports through the Durham Police 
Department’s Reports Management System as part of their criminal investigation. 

 
IV. STOLEN PROPERTY DETECTED 

 
Should property from transaction reports be determined stolen, the pawnbroker must be contacted 
with the findings. 

 
The property shall be seized from the pawnbroker with a receipt issued to the pawnbroker by the 
investigator. 

 
A follow-up investigation should be conducted on the seller’s possession and sale of the property. 
If it is determined that a criminal offense has occurred, it is recommended that the seller be 
charged with obtaining property by false pretense in addition to any other relevant charges. 
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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines for the release of information to the media regarding criminal 

cases investigated by the District Investigators Units. 
 
I. INFORMATION BULLETIN 
 

A. All information bulletins shall comply with Durham Police Department General Orders. 
 

B. Releases about investigations conducted by District Investigators can be made by the following 
personnel: 

 
1. District Commander or Lieutenant 
2. Public Information Officer 
3. Investigative Sergeant 
4. Lead Investigator 
5. Public Relations Coordinator 

 
II. INFORMATION THAT MAY BE IN THE INFORMATION BULLETIN 
 

A. The following information may be released by District Investigators: 
 
1. Details of crime – it may be desirable not to release all details of the crime in order to not 

hinder the investigation 
2. Names of victims depending on the type/status of the investigation 
3. Name, address, birth date, race, and gender of arrestee or person  
4. Charges filed  
5. Photographs of arrestee/wanted person 
6. Factual information on the accused that will appear in public records 

 
B. The following information shall not be released: 
 

1. Hearsay information 
2. Opinions 
3. Specifics about witnesses 
4. Specifics about the evidence in the case 
5. Any information given in confidence to an investigator 
6. The name of victim of a sexual assault 
7. The name of juvenile victim(s) 
8. Statements of the accused 
9. Anticipated plea by the accused 
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C.  All information regarding a criminal investigation of an officer or other highly visible person 
shall be released through the Public Information Officer, District/Division Commander, and/or 
Chief of Police. 

 
III. NOTIFICATION OF MEDIA RELATIONS COORDINATOR 
 

A. When a news release has been made by a District Investigator, it shall be that investigator’s 
responsibility to notify the Public Information Officer without unreasonable delay. 

B. The following method of notification will be accepted:  person-to-person contact, telephone 
contact, e-mail and inter office memorandum. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to outline procedures for use of sick leave and calling 
out sick. 

 
 

USE OF SICK LEAVE 
 

• An employee needing to be absent from work due to personal or family sickness must notify their 
supervisor or leave a message on the supervisor’s voice mail prior to his/her assigned reporting 
time. 
 

• Employees are required to designate the type of leave to be used at the time they report the 
absence. Employees have the option of using sick leave or compensatory time. 
 

• The supervisor/secretary receiving the notification of an employee’s absence shall record the 
absence. 
 

• When extended sick leave will be used, the employee shall notify their supervisor of the 
anticipated date of return and will be considered on sick leave or compensatory leave until that 
date. The employee must immediately notify their supervisor upon any change of the date of 
return. 
 

• A City “Request for Leave” form must be completed & signed immediately upon the employee’s 
return to work. 
 

• All use of sick leave will be in accordance with City Personnel Policy PER-504. 
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PURPOSE: The purpose of this policy is to establish guideline standards of dress for all 

sworn personnel assigned as District Investigators. 
 
GENERAL POLICY: All personnel are expected to dress in a manner that is neat, clean, and 

displays a professional appearance.  Investigators on special assignment 
may be exempt pursuant to prior approval from their District 
Commander. 

 
APPEARANCE – MALE: 
 
Hair:  Investigators shall be well-groomed and neatly trimmed.  Investigator’s hair shall not 

extend over the ears or below the top of the shirt collar. 
 
Facial hair: Investigators shall not wear a beard. Sideburns will be neatly trimmed and shall not extend 

more than ½” below the bottom of the ear, and be no wider than 1½” at the bottom. 
Mustaches will be neatly trimmed and may not extend more than ¼” beyond the corners of 
the mouth. 

 
Clothing: Male investigators will wear pants that are clean and neat in appearance. Investigators will 

wear a dress shirt and tie, golf-type shirt or band-collar shirt that is clean and neat in 
appearance.   

 
Jewelry: Except for facial jewelry (earring in ear or nose) the wearing of jewelry in a neat 

appropriate fashion is allowed. 
 
 
APPEARANCE – FEMALE: 
 
Hair:  Shall be neatly styled and not longer than shoulder length. Hair may be worn pinned up in a 

neat fashion. No hair decorations shall be worn unless for the purpose of keeping hair in 
place. 

 
Clothing: Female investigators clothing will be neat and professional in appearance.  Casual clothing 

(stirrup pants, mini-skirts, etc.) are not acceptable. Clothing that may prohibit the 
investigator’s ability to perform her duty will not be permitted. 

 
Jewelry: Wearing of jewelry is allowed. Investigators shall not wear more than one earring per ear.  
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APPEARANCE AFTER NORMAL WORKING HOURS AND DURING ON-CALL STATUS: 
 
Investigators may be casual in appearance. Investigators are permitted to wear golf-type shirts or band-
collar shirts. No t-shirts or tank tops are permitted. Athletic shoes are permitted if they are clean. This 
attire is permitted through normal hours if the call-back investigator is continuing his/her work on into 
normal working hours. 

 



New Investigator Training Checklist 
 

_____ District investigators SOPs – Investigators should know how to access SOPs and be familiar with their 
content. 

 
_____ Monthly case logs and monthly reports – Provide case log and monthly report to the new investigator 

and show how to complete. 
 
_____ Use of OSSI RMS – Provide basic training on how to use the system so the investigator will be familiar 

with basic procedures which include, but are not limited to, how to access their cases, enter notes and 
supplemental reports, conduct name and location searches, look up pawn information, and close or 
inactivate their cases. 

 
_____ Criminal investigation related schools – Investigators should be aware that Basic Criminal 

Investigation, PLI, and Interview and Interrogation are relevant classes for all investigators. An 
investigator should attempt to complete these courses within their first year assigned as an 
investigator and as course offerings and scheduling permits. 

 
_____ Eyewitness Identifications – Investigators should know the proper procedures for conducting 

eyewitness identifications. Refer to G.O. 4077. 
 
_____ Polygraph examinations – Investigators should be familiar with how to set up polygraph examinations. 
 
_____ Miranda rights form (adults and juveniles) – Investigators should be familiar with appropriate rights 

forms for adult and juvenile in-custody interviews. 
 
_____ Felony screening packages – Investigators should be familiar with the proper procedure for 

completing felony screening packages, including the use of the District Attorney Screening Package 
Checklist. Refer to G.O. 4070. 

 
_____ Forensic Services – Investigators should be familiar with the services provided by the Forensic Services 

Unit (AFIS requests, manual latent comparisons, etc.) and how to request these services. 
 
_____ Investigative services/tools – Investigators should be aware of available services and tools including, 

but not limited to: NC Aware, Justice Exchange, OSSI P2P, Accurint, the N.C. Department of Motor 
Vehicles and the N.C. Department of Corrections websites. 

 
_____ Search Warrants – Investigators should be familiar with how to write search warrants and the 

approval process for them. 
 
_____ Property Unit – Investigators should be familiar with the Property Unit hours of operation, the 

procedure for setting up appointments to view property, and the procedure for completing and 
submitting lab submission forms such as the SBI-5. 

The items above, when checked, have been discussed with the investigator and the investigator has 
demonstrated the ability to understand and complete the tasks. 

Investigator: __________________________ Training Inv. / Supervisor: ____________________ 

Signature: ____________________________ Signature: ________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________ Date: ____________________________________ 

Attachment 1 – District Investigators SOP D-19 (Sept 2010) 
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PURPOSE:  To establish guidelines for training new investigators in the District Investigator 

Units. 
 
I. GENERAL OVERVIEW 
 

The training program for new investigators assigned as District Investigators provides the 
necessary skills to conduct basic general investigations and increases the investigators’ 
understanding of the function and operation of the District Investigator Units. 

 
II. PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 
 

The objective of the new investigator training program is to provide training that emphasizes 
understanding of the functions of a criminal investigation. Investigative functions may include, 
but are not limited to: 

 
1. Conducting investigations based upon information received from citizens, informants, or 

any other source. Investigations may include, but are not limited to, conducting 
interviews/interrogations, coordinating investigations with other agencies, directing the 
collection of physical evidence at crime scenes, conducting surveillance, conducting show-
ups and photographic arrays, and completing and executing search warrants and arrest 
warrants. 

2. Screening and filing criminal charges with the District Attorney’s Office 
3. Providing courtroom testimony 

 
III. PROGRAM PLAN 
 

A. Upon assignment of a new investigator to a District Investigators Unit, it will be the 
responsibility of the unit supervisor to provide an orientation and review of the new 
investigator training program and to discuss the function of the unit and its Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP). 
 

B. The training program shall consist of four phases: 
 

1. Phase I – The first four week period when the new investigator is assigned directly to a 
training investigator.  The training investigator should have at least three years of criminal 
investigative experience within the Durham Police Department before being assigned to 
train a new investigator. During this training cycle, the new investigator will work closely 
with the training investigator on all cases assigned. All paperwork and investigative 
functions completed by the new investigator will be monitored by the training investigator. 
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It is the responsibility of the unit supervisor to ensure that a variety of cases are assigned to 
the new investigator during this phase.  
 

2. Phase II – The second four week period when the new investigator begins working on their 
own, but with their training investigator providing close support and guidance. The unit 
supervisor should provide close supervision as well. During this phase, the new 
investigator should primarily be assigned cases with a high degree of solvability to help 
them continue to develop their investigative skills and reinforce procedural learning. 

 
3. Phase III – The four month probationary period immediately following the successful 

completion of Phase II in which the unit supervisor continues to closely monitor the work 
of the new investigator. After completion of Phases I, II, and III, the investigator may be 
released from probationary status by the District Commander upon recommendation from 
the unit supervisor. 

 
4. Phase IV – The successful completion of Basic Criminal Investigator School, Police Law 

Institute (PLI), and Interview and Interrogation. The new investigator should attempt to 
complete these courses within the first year of being assigned to the unit, as course 
offerings and scheduling permit. 

  
 C. During Phase I and II, the new investigator’s unit supervisor should place the new investigator 

on the on-call rotation with their training investigator so they may learn their responsibilities in 
that area. The new investigator will respond to incidents at the discretion of their training 
investigator and only when the training investigator responds to the incident. After completion 
of Phase II, the new investigator may be assigned to an on-call team and respond to incidents at 
the discretion of the on-call supervisor. 

 
IV. ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 

 
A. During Phase I, the training investigator will discuss with the new investigator the items on the 

New Investigator Training Checklist (see Attachment 1). Upon completion of Phase I, the new 
investigator’s training investigator will provide a copy of the completed checklist to the 
District Investigators Sergeant to be kept in the investigator’s file. 
 

B. It will be the responsibility of the unit supervisor to provide a written evaluation report to the 
District Commander regarding the performance of the investigator who completed Phase I and 
II of the training program. 

 
C. Documentation regarding the performance of the new investigator will be provided by the 

training investigator in the unit with whom he/she was assigned. 
 

D. The written evaluation by the unit supervisor shall be in memo form and directed to the District 
Commander. 

 
E. At the end of Phase III, the new investigator’s unit supervisor will provide a memo to the 

District Commander stating their recommendation for or against release from probationary 
status. If the recommendation is against release, the supervisor shall provide specific details 
justifying the recommendation and remedial actions/training needed. 
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F. Should a new investigator in training not progress as expected, their training time may be 
extended upon recommendation of the unit supervisor and approved by the District 
Commander. 

 
V. TRANSFER OF INVESTIGATORS TO NEW UNITS 
 

An investigator who transfers from one District Investigators Unit to another District Investigators 
Unit or from CID to a District Investigators Unit will be assigned to a training investigator within 
the new unit for a period of at least four weeks. The purpose is to familiarize the investigator with 
the cases and procedures specific to the new unit. The investigator’s training period may be 
extended at the discretion of the unit supervisor or District Commander. 
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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines for creating electronic records of interviews. 

 
  I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

N.C.G.S. 15A-211 requires the creation of an electronic record of an entire custodial 
interrogation in homicide investigations conducted at any place of detention in order to 
eliminate disputes about interrogations, thereby improving prosecution of the guilty while 
affording protection to the innocent and increasing court efficiency. The Durham Police 
Department Criminal Investigations Division (CID) and District Investigator Units have 
established the following procedures for the electronic recording of interviews of persons 
involved in a criminal investigation. 

 
  II.   DEFINITIONS  
 

Electronic recording - An audio recording that is an authentic, accurate, and unaltered record; 
or a visual recording that is an authentic, accurate, and unaltered record. 

 
In its entirety - An uninterrupted record that begins with and includes a law enforcement 
officer’s advice to the person in custody of that person’s constitutional rights. It ends when the 
interview has completely finished and clearly shows both the interrogator and the person in 
custody throughout. If the record is a visual recording, the camera recording the custodial 
interrogation must be placed so that the camera films both the interrogator and the suspect. 
Brief periods of recess, upon request by the person in custody or the law enforcement officer, 
do not constitute an interruption of the record. The record will reflect the starting time of the 
recess and the resumption of the interrogation. 
 
Place of detention - A jail, police or sheriff’s station, correctional or detention facility, holding 
facility for prisoners, or other facility where persons are held in custody in connection with 
criminal charges. 
 
The terms “interrogation” and “interview” are used synonymously in this policy. 

 
III. PROCEDURE 

 
A.  Custodial interviews in homicide investigations conducted at the Durham Police 

Department Criminal Investigations Division or District Substation Interview Rooms. 
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1. An investigator conducting a custodial interview in a Durham Police Department CID 
or District Substation Interview Room involving a homicide investigation shall make 
an electronic recording of the interview in its entirety. 
 

2. An investigator may conduct an interview without electronically recording it if the 
accused refuses to have the interview electronically recorded, and the refusal itself is 
electronically recorded. 
 

3. The electronic recording shall be an audio and visual recording unless circumstances 
do not reasonably allow for both. An investigator must include justification in their 
report when circumstances do not allow for both an audio and visual recording. 
Although NCGS 15A-211 defines an electronic recording as an audio or visual 
recording, compliance with this SOP requires an audio and visual recording 
unless circumstances do not reasonably allow for both. 
 

4. The CID interview rooms at Police Headquarters are recorded at all times with an 
audio and video recording system.  
 

5. The CID recording system at Police Headquarters shall not be turned off at any time, 
unless authorized by the CID Commander. 

 
6. It is the responsibility of the investigator conducting the interview to ensure that the 

recording system’s audio and video are operating properly. The investigator should 
check the volume control to ensure that it has not been turned off. 

 
7. The District Substation interview rooms are not necessarily recorded at all times. It is 

the responsibility of the investigator to make sure the system is turned on prior to the 
suspect being placed in the room. The recording cannot be turned off until after the 
suspect has been permanently removed from the room.  
 

8. The camera must film both the investigator and the interviewee. 
 

9. Video recordings, including copies, will show an empty interview room prior to the 
investigator and person being interviewed entering the room and will conclude only 
after the person being interviewed has been permanently removed from the room. 
 

10. Investigators will record the starting time of any recesses taken and the resumption of 
the interview.  
 

11. Video/audio recordings of interviews conducted in the CID interview rooms at Police 
Headquarters are automatically saved to the recording system hard drive for a period of 
approximately two weeks before they are recorded over by the system. Since the CID 
system hard drive at Police Headquarters should not be stored as evidence, to ensure 
compliance with discovery and to prevent the loss of any evidence, following an 
interview, the investigator shall ensure that recordings are copied in their entirety to 
three DVD disks and distributed to the following: 
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a.  the Durham Police Department Property and Evidence Unit to be stored as 

evidence; 
b.  the appropriate prosecutor’s office after criminal charges have been filed; and 
c.  the lead investigator for inclusion in the criminal investigative file. 

 
The distribution of video/audio recordings of interviews conducted in the District 
Substation interview rooms will follow the same procedure as those recorded in CID, 
except the original recording shall be turned in to the Property and Evidence Unit to be 
stored as evidence when the recording is on a removable media and not on the system 
hard drive. 
 

12. The investigator conducting the interview is responsible for ensuring that the audio and 
video portions of the recording have properly transferred to the DVD disks.  
 

13. In the event an investigator discovers that an interview did not properly record due to 
an equipment malfunction or other reason, the investigator shall immediately notify the 
Division Commander in writing through the investigator’s chain of command. A copy 
of the written notification shall be maintained in the criminal investigative file.  
 

14. The investigator shall ensure that recordings are clearly labeled with the date and time 
of the interview, the case IR#, the name of the person interviewed and the name of the 
investigator conducting the interview. 
 

15. Handwritten notes are required to be made during the interview. This is to ensure there 
is documentation of the interview in the event of a recording equipment malfunction.  

 
B. Custodial interviews in homicide investigations conducted at places of detention other 

than Durham Police Department Criminal Investigations Division or District Substation. 
 

1. An investigator conducting a custodial interview at a place of detention other than at 
the Durham Police Department Criminal Investigations Division  or District Substation 
involving a homicide investigation must make an electronic recording of the interview 
in its entirety. 
 

2. An investigator may conduct an interview without electronically recording it if the 
accused refuses to have the interview electronically recorded, and the refusal itself is 
electronically recorded. 

 
3. The electronic recording shall be at least an audio recording and when reasonably 

possible, a visual recording of the interview in its entirety. 
 

4. It is preferable that a visual recording show an empty interview room prior to the 
investigator and person being interviewed entering the room, and conclude after the 
person being interviewed is permanently removed from the room. However, if 
equipment, policies or practices of the custodian make such a recording impractical, to 
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be considered “in its entirety,” the audio or visual recording must begin with and 
include a law enforcement officer’s advice to the person in custody of that person’s 
constitutional rights and end when the interview has completely finished. 

 
5. If a visual recording is made, the camera must film both the investigator and the 

interviewee. 
 

6. Investigators will record the starting time of any recesses taken and the resumption of 
the interview.   

 
7. The original recording shall be obtained by the investigator and shall be stored in the 

Durham Police Department Property and Evidence Unit. If the equipment, policies or 
practices of the custodian do not reasonably allow the investigator to obtain the 
original recording, the investigator shall obtain a duplicate of the original in its entirety 
which shall be stored in the Durham Police Department Property and Evidence Unit. 
The investigator shall ensure that two copies of the original or duplicate of the original 
are made and distributed to the following: 

 
i. the appropriate prosecutor’s office after criminal charges have been filed; and  

ii. the lead investigator for inclusion in the criminal investigative file. 
 

8.  The investigator conducting the interview is responsible for ensuring that the audio and 
any video portions of the recording have been properly copied.  

 
9.  In the event an investigator discovers that an interview did not properly record due to 

an equipment malfunction or other reason, the investigator shall immediately notify 
their District or Division Commander in writing through the investigator’s chain of 
command. A copy of the written notification shall be maintained in the criminal 
investigative file.  

 
10. Recordings shall be clearly labeled with the date and time of the interview, the case 

IR#, the name of the person interviewed and the name of the investigator conducting 
the interview.  
 

11. Handwritten notes are required to be made during the interview. This is to ensure there 
is documentation of the interview in the event of a recording equipment malfunction.  

 
C.  Other interviews of persons electronically recorded in a criminal investigation.  
 

N.C.G.S. 15A-211 requires the creation of an electronic record of an entire custodial 
interrogation in homicide investigations conducted at a place of detention. However, 
investigators may choose to create an electronic record of custodial or noncustodial 
interviews of suspects, victims or witnesses in any type of criminal investigation. If 
investigators create such a record, to ensure compliance with discovery and to prevent 
the loss of any evidence, the following procedures shall be utilized. 
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1.  The CID interview rooms at Police Headquarters are recorded at all times with an 
audio and video recording system.  

 
2.   The CID recording system at Police Headquarters shall not be turned off at any time, 

unless authorized by the CID Commander. 
 
3. It is the responsibility of the investigator conducting an interview in the CID or District 

Substation interview rooms to ensure that the recording system’s audio and video are 
operating properly. The investigator should check the volume control to ensure that it 
has not been turned off. 

 
4. Visual recordings, created in the CID or District Substation interview rooms, shall 

show an empty interview room prior to the investigator and person being interviewed 
entering the room and will conclude only after the person being interviewed has been 
permanently removed from the room. It is preferable that a visual recording created at 
a location other than the CID or District Substation interview rooms show the same. 
However, if circumstances do not make such a recording reasonably possible, the 
audio or visual recording should capture the interview from the time the investigator 
and interviewee begin to speak with each other until the interview has completely 
finished. If the recording does not capture the interview from the time the investigator 
and the interviewee begin to speak with each other until the interview has completely 
finished, the investigator shall document the reason in the criminal investigative file.  

 
5.  Visual recordings created in the CID or District Substation interview rooms must film 

both the investigator and interviewee.  
 
6. Visual recordings created at locations other than the CID or District Substation 

interview rooms should film both the investigator and interviewee. If the recording 
does not film both the investigator and interviewee, the investigator shall document the 
reason in the criminal investigative file. 

 
7.  Investigators will record the starting time of any recesses taken and the resumption of 

the interview. 
 
8.  Video/audio recordings of interviews conducted in the CID interview rooms at Police 

Headquarters are automatically saved to the recording system hard drive for a period of 
approximately two weeks before they are recorded over by the system. Since the CID 
system hard drive at Police Headquarters should not be stored as evidence, to ensure 
compliance with discovery and to prevent the loss of any evidence, following an 
interview, the investigator shall ensure that recordings are copied to three DVD disks 
and distributed to the following: 
 

a. the Durham Police Department Property and Evidence Unit to be stored as 
evidence; 

b. the appropriate prosecutor’s office after criminal charges have been filed; and 
c. the lead investigator for inclusion in the criminal investigative file. 
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 The distribution of video/audio recordings of interviews conducted in the District 

Substation interview rooms will follow the same procedure as those recorded in CID, 
except the original recording shall be turned in to the Property and Evidence Unit to be 
stored as evidence when the recording is on a removable media and not on the system 
hard drive. 

 
9.  When an interview is recorded at a location other than a CID or District Substation 

interview room, the original recording shall be obtained by the investigator and shall 
be stored in the Durham Police Department Property and Evidence Unit. If the 
equipment, policies or practices of the custodian do not reasonably allow the 
investigator to take possession of the original recording, the investigator shall obtain a 
duplicate of the original which shall be stored in the Durham Police Department 
Property and Evidence Unit. The investigator shall ensure that two copies of the 
original or duplicate of the original are made and distributed to the following: 
 

a. the appropriate prosecutor’s office after criminal charges have been filed; and  
b. the lead investigator for inclusion in the criminal investigative file. 
 

10. The investigator conducting the interview is responsible for ensuring that the audio and 
any video portions of the recording have been properly copied.  

 
11. In the event an investigator discovers that an interview did not properly record due to 

an equipment malfunction or other reason, the investigator shall document this fact, in 
writing, in the criminal investigative file. 

 
12. Recordings shall be clearly labeled with the date and time of the interview, the case 

IR#, the name of the person interviewed and the name of the investigator conducting 
the interview. 

 
13. Handwritten notes are required to be made during the interview. This is to ensure there 

is documentation of the interview in the event of a recording equipment malfunction. 
 

IV. REFERENCES 
 

NCGS 15A-211 
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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines for the security and use of interview rooms. 
 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
 

For the purpose of this policy, interview rooms include those designated for conducting 
interviews, polygraphs, voice stress analysis, and other rooms where it is likely an 
interview could turn into an arrest of a person. The intent of this standard is to establish 
safe conditions for the various situations law enforcement officers may encounter when 
conducting interviews in the interview rooms. Occasionally, however, conditions 
unexpectedly develop such as an apparently cooperative suspect becoming combative. The 
following procedures shall apply to anyone who utilizes the interview rooms. 

 
II.  PROCEDURE 

 
A.  Interviews 

 
1. The transporting officer is responsible for the safety and security of persons brought to 

the interview rooms until relieved by another officer assuming responsibility for the 
individual. 
 

2. All prisoners shall be thoroughly searched for weapons and contraband prior to being 
placed in an interview room. 

 
3. Officers should use discretion and abide by applicable laws to conduct protective frisks 

of persons not in custody. 
 
4. Officers will thoroughly check the interview room for the presence of weapons and 

contraband prior to placing someone inside the room and immediately after their 
removal from the room. 

 
5. Officers may wear department approved weapons in the interview rooms if the weapon 

is secured in an approved holster. If an officer elects not to wear a weapon in the 
interview room, the weapon must be locked in a secure location outside the presence 
of the interviewee. 

 
5. Handcuffs may be removed at the discretion of the officer having physical custody of 

the individual.  If there is any doubt as to officer safety, the handcuffs will remain in 
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place.  At no time will anyone be secured to a movable or immovable object in the 
interview room. 

 
6. If a person in custody is left alone in an interview room, visual contact will be 

maintained through an open door, a two-way mirror in an adjoining room, or by 
utilizing the audio/video recording equipment installed in a room. 

 
7. Witnesses, victims, and other persons not in custody should not be left alone in the 

interview rooms for extended periods of time. Officers should make visual contact at 
least once every fifteen minutes. 

 
8. Officers may request assistance by utilizing their two-way police radio, their cell 

phone, or by calling out to other personnel on the floor. 
 

9. Officers will ensure that the basic needs of persons placed in the interview rooms are 
met, including access to restrooms and water.  

 
10. For fire safety reasons, cigarette lighters and matches will be removed from individuals 

placed in an interview room.  In the event of a fire in an interview room area, officers 
should be aware of the location of the nearest fire extinguisher. If an evacuation 
becomes necessary due to a fire alarm or actual fire, the individual will be taken out of 
the building according to the evacuation policy. 

 
11. The number of officers/Department personnel allowed in the interview room at one 

time is at the discretion of the lead interviewer or his/her supervisor. 
 
12. Interview rooms may be equipped with audio/visual recording devices. 

 
B. Maintenance of Interview Rooms 
 

1. The interview rooms shall be left clean. Necessary forms may be stored in file cabinets 
or on shelving approved by the District or Division Commander. 

 
2. Any failure of the audio/video recording devices or damage to any equipment or other 

property shall be reported to a supervisor immediately. 
 

3.  The interview rooms are equipped with a table and chairs. Only those items necessary 
to conduct the interview and to provide for the safety and/or comfort of both the officer 
and the person being interviewed are allowed in the interview room. 

 
III. REFERENCES 
 
 CALEA 42.2.10 

 



SEXUAL ASSAULT INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST 

 

______ Gather information from the patrol supervisor and responding officers. Coordinate with all 
responding units to assure that all investigative concerns are addressed.  

______ Coordinate with Forensic Services the gathering and storage of evidence from the victim, 
suspect, and crime scene. Photos should be taken of the crime scene; victim and victim’s 
injuries; and suspect and suspect’s injuries. Document acts such as choking, biting, sucking, 
kissing, masturbation and application of lubrication. Inform forensic services of these acts 
reference DNA and fingerprint evidence. 

______ Interview the victim about pertinent facts that will assist in evidence collection. If the victim is 
willing, have her return to the crime scene to describe exactly what happened and where. This 
can be very helpful to forensic personnel. 

______ Complete an in depth interview with the victim.  

______ Complete an in depth interview with the suspect. 

______ Notify the victim if an arrest is made and bond/release conditions. 

______ Felony Screening sent to the District Attorney’s Office. 

______ Sexual Assault Kit sent to the SBI Lab.  

______ Schedule a case review with the Forensic investigator.  

______ Arrest warrants should contain the victim’s first initial and last name and the police 
department’s address as the victim’s address. Any subpoenas that come for the victim to the 
police department shall be served on the victim by the lead investigator.  

______ Assist the victim with transportation to and from the hospital, home, or other safe place.  

 

Attachment 1 – District Investigator SOP D-22 (Sept 2010) 
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I. Definitions 

 
A. Sexual Assault - Any forced or coerced sexual activity against the will of the victim.  

 
B. Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) exam is a medical exam performed by a medical 

professional who has been trained to collect and preserve evidence from victims of sexual 
assault. The purpose of the SANE Exam is to address the medical needs of the victim while 
preserving evidence related to the crime. 
 

C. Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) is a nurse or other medical professional who has been 
specially trained to collect evidence from victims of sexual assault. 

 
D. Blind Report is a report of a sexual assault, attempted or completed, in which the victim chooses 

not to pursue a formal investigation at the time of the report, however wishes to inform law 
enforcement of the assault and relevant information.  

 
E. Anonymous Report is a procedure where a medical facility provides a forensic medical exam 

without revealing any victim information to law enforcement. The evidence kit is sent directly to 
an evidence warehouse agreed upon by law enforcement agencies. The preservation of evidence 
will allow law enforcement to be able to work the case at a later date if the victim chooses to 
later file an official police report and pursue prosecution of the case. 

 
II. Duties and Responsibilities 

 
A. Lead Investigator 

 
1. Upon arrival, assumes responsibility for the investigation. The various tasks necessary to 

successfully complete the investigation may be delegated to other officers or investigators, 
but the ultimate responsibility for all of these tasks rests upon the lead investigator. 

 
2. Gathers information from the responding officer and the patrol supervisor. Coordinates with 

all responding police units and Crime Scene Investigators (CSI) to ensure that all 
investigative concerns are addressed. 

 
3. Ensures that all information and evidence is obtained from the responding officer before he 

or she is released from the case. 
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4. Conducts an investigation in accordance with wishes of the victim. The investigation shall 

include the following: 
 

• Interviewing the victim by conducting an in-depth interview. 
 
• If not already done, obtaining written statements from witnesses and the victim. 
 
• Photographing the crime scene & documenting victim injuries. 
 
• Coordinating the gathering and storage of evidence from the victim, suspect, and 

crime scene. 
 
• Providing information to the victim regarding the processes that will occur in the 

investigation, arrest and judicial proceedings. 
 
• Ensuring that the victim has received information on available victim assistance 

resources. 
 
• Completing a SBI-5 form for submitting the evidence kit to the State Bureau of 

Investigations. 
 

5. Utilizes the Sexual Assault Investigation Checklist to ensure all aspects of the investigation 
are properly documented.  (see attachment 1) 
 

6. May utilize the assistance of the responding officers, additional investigators, or Forensic 
Services for follow-up information and/or evidence gathering. 
  

7. If the investigation does not result in an arrest, the lead investigator will notify the victim, 
either by phone or in person, with an explanation. The investigator will assure the victim that 
the case will not be disregarded, and shall remain open for further investigation. 

 
B. Delayed Reporting Procedures and Considerations 

 
1. Be aware that delayed reporting is not uncommon, and this should not deter a thorough 

investigation. Keep in mind that something has caused the victim to be reluctant to report the 
incident sooner. Be patient regarding any hesitancy by the victim. Be sensitive to the fact 
that, while it is important to document the reason for the delay, questions about the delay 
may cause the victim to feel as if they are being blamed in some way. 
 

2. North Carolina law allows victims of sexual assault to report the crime to police up to several 
years after the assault takes place, depending on the age of the victim at the time of the 
assault and the nature of the assault. There is no statute of limitations on felonies in North 
Carolina as long as the offender was an adult at the time of the incident. 
 

3. Assure the victim that, despite the delayed report, a thorough investigation will be conducted. 
 

4. Encourage the victim to get medical attention if he or she has not already done so. Explain 
that, although forensic evidence from the victim’s body should be collected within seventy-
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two (72) hours of the assault, it is important for the victim to get medical attention. This is 
due to concerns about pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Additionally, any other 
physical injuries may be documented and treated by medical providers. 
 

5. In a case involving child sexual abuse or incest, often the reported incident is part of an 
ongoing pattern of abuse, and is not a one-time event. The reporting officer or investigator 
must complete a mandatory report to the Department of Social Services, Child Protective 
Services (CPS).  Generally speaking, CPS will refer the victim to a medical provider who is 
specially trained to diagnose child sexual abuse.  If the abuse occurred within the last 
seventy-two (72) hours of the report of the abuse, the child victim should be examined at the 
hospital. Medical personnel conducting this examination will determine whether a rape kit 
should be completed. 

 
III. Evidence Collection 

 
A. Victim 

 
The responding officer, the investigator, and the CSI should meet at the crime scene to 
discuss areas that should be analyzed for evidence collection. Evidence collection from the 
victim should be done at a medical facility by appropriate medical personnel. 

 
B. Collection of the Sexual Assault Kit 

 
1. The sexual assault kit should be sealed and signed by the SANE or physician. The chain of 

custody on the box top should be signed by the person picking up the sexual assault evidence 
kit. The victim name, IR# and item number should be written on the box top before 
submission to Property/Evidence. This box should be submitted with its own item number. 
This box should be turned over to an Evidence Technician directly or placed in a locker. The 
kit box does NOT go into a refrigerator. 
 

2. There is a manila envelope attached to the box bottom. Inside of the clasped (not sealed) 
envelope should be a plastic bag, sealed and signed by the SANE/Physician. Inside of the 
plastic bag should be any hair evidence and the buccal swab from the victim in their 
individually marked envelopes. This plastic envelope should be placed in a DPD 9x12 
envelope, sealed and submitted as a separate item to Property/Evidence. 
 

3. If a urine container and/or blood tube have been collected from the victim, the 
SANE/Physician should turn these items over to Law Enforcement in a clear plastic bag. 
These items should be placed in a pilfer can or equivalent for submission to 
Property/Evidence as a separate item. The two can be packaged in the same container and 
listed as one item. These items are the only two pieces of evidence which must be 
refrigerated until sent to the SBI Lab.  Do not place these specimens in the Sexual Assault 
Collection Kit box. 

 
If a sexual assault has been facilitated by drugs and has occurred within 36 hours, make 
sure the SANE nurse is aware. The SANE nurse should then collect a urine and blood 
sample. 
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Instructions for the Lead Investigator:  In criminal cases where a sexual assault is believed 
to have been facilitated by drugs, the SBI Crime Laboratory requires a special request from 
the District Attorney’s office before analysis is performed on blood or urine to determine if 
alcohol or drugs are present.  Once this request from the District Attorney has been obtained, 
forward it to the Special Agent in Charge of the Drug Chemistry section. The plastic bag can 
be sent to the SBI Crime Laboratory with the Sexual Assault Collection Kit box as long as 
they are packaged separately. 
 

4. Any clothing not included in the evidence kit box should be placed in paper bags and sealed 
by the SANE or physician. These items are to be placed in DPD bags, sealed and turned into 
Property/Evidence as separate items. If any of these items are wet, contact a Crime Scene 
Investigator to collect the evidence so drying procedures may be followed. 
 

5. The pink copies of the kit paperwork will be turned over directly from the SANE or 
physician to law enforcement. The facility may use its own envelope or place it in the 
clasped manila envelope, but there is no longer a designated envelope for the paperwork 
attached to the kit. The pink copies should be turned over to the lead investigator. If the lead 
is unknown at the time of submission to Property/Evidence, the officer can submit the 
paperwork to Property/Evidence as a separate evidence item. 

 
C. Suspect 

 
1. Evidence collection is to be done as recommended by the State Bureau of Investigations 

Evidence Collection Procedures.  A SANE nurse will perform a Sexual Assault Kit on the 
suspect (hair, saliva and blood samples, etc.).  Suspect Evidence Kits (which are stored at the 
Forensic Services Lab) will be taken to the facility housing the suspect and the kit will then 
be performed by either a medical representative of the assigned institution or by the CSI.  
When the kit is complete it will be turned over to the CSI to be submitted into 
Property/Evidence. 
 

2. If the suspect does not give written consent, a non-testimonial order or a search warrant must 
be served on the suspect to obtain evidence samples. A search warrant must be done to obtain 
blood samples from a suspect who does not consent. 

 
D. SBI Submissions 

 
An investigator completing the SBI-5 form shall follow the following instructions: 
 
1. In cases with an unknown suspect, the kit box, urine sample, and blood tube should be sent to 

the lab as soon as possible. The outer clothing and remaining samples from the kit should go 
to the lab only after the initial DNA screening of the box kit is found to be negative. 
 

2. In cases with a known suspect, follow the same protocol as #1, except: a known DNA sample 
of the suspect should be obtained immediately and submitted to the SBI Lab with the kit box 
or as soon as possible. Also consider collecting a full subject kit (hair and DNA) from the 
suspect in cases where hair samples will need to be compared at a later time. Photographs of 
the suspect should be taken with good documentation of any identifying marks such as 
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tattoos, scars, and birthmarks. Photographs of the suspect’s genital area may be necessary in 
some cases.  
 

3. Once the SBI Lab has tested the kit box for DNA and none is found, the outer clothing and 
hair samples from the victim should be sent for analysis. If a suspect is known, his/her hair 
samples should be sent for comparison at the same time. 

 
 

IV. Arrest Considerations 
 

A. Arrest Procedure 
 

Arrest Procedures are consistent with all other misdemeanor and felony charges, with the 
following additional considerations: 

 
• When the victim’s physical safety is in jeopardy, and the relationship with the suspect 

is brief or nonexistent, the charging officer shall use a description of the victim for the 
warrant or other court documents, (i.e. “a 35 year old female” or “a 14 year old 
juvenile female,” etc.).  The victim’s first initial and last name and 505 West Chapel 
Hill Street should be used for the victim contact information on any subpoenas or 
other court documents that require a name and physical address. 
 

• In the case where 505 West Chapel Hill Street is used as the victims address, the 
investigator shall be responsible for serving any subpoenas on the victim.  If the 
investigator is not available, the investigator’s supervisor shall assume responsibility 
for the service on any of these subpoenas.   
 

• The investigator will be responsible for notifying the victim when an arrest is made, 
any release conditions if the suspect is released from jail, and the Statewide 
Automated Victim Assistance & Notification (SAVAN) telephone (1-877-NC-
SAVAN or 1-877-627-2826).  If the investigator is not available, the investigator’s 
supervisor shall be responsible for this notification. 

 
 

V. Blind Reporting of Sexual Assaults 
 

A. Blind Reports 
 

A blind report is a report of either an attempted or completed sexual assault in which the 
victim chooses not to pursue a formal investigation at the time of the report, but still wishes 
to inform law enforcement of the assault and other relevant information.  A blind report may 
be filled out regardless of the victim’s relationship to the offender.  A rape kit may or may 
not be performed, depending on the victim’s preferences.  Blind report information may 
come from the victim, or a service provider such as medical personnel or Durham County 
Rape Crisis personnel who are acting on behalf of the victim.  If the victim is willing to 
speak to an investigator, one should be called.  The following protocol should be followed in 
taking a blind report: 
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• Officers receiving a blind report shall prepare an Incident/Investigation Report for the 

appropriate charge.  “Blind Report” shall be entered in the victim name and narrative 
section.  Information reported on the Incident/Investigation Report will be brief, and 
only the amount necessary for data entry into the OSSI system: victim race, sex, 
ethnic origin, age and date of the incident and nature of the offense.  If the incident 
occurred at the victim’s residence, 505 West Chapel Hill Street should be entered in 
location information.  This information shall not be released to the public. 
 

• The officer shall record as much detail as given by the victim or caller on a 
Supplemental Narrative to be included with the report.  This supplemental form 
should be titled “Blind Report” on the first line of the narrative.  Officers shall 
explain the limitations of a blind report without disrespecting the victim’s choice not 
to pursue an investigation.  If a rape kit is performed, the Incident Report number, the 
officer’s name and contact information should be given to the victim or other 
reporting party to ensure that the Rape Victim’s Assistance Claim may be filed. 
 

• This information should also be kept by the victim to ensure that a duplicate 
Incident/Investigation Report is not completed if the victim decides to proceed with 
an investigation at a later date. 
 

• The Investigation/Incident Report shall be submitted to the Records Division, with a 
copy of the Supplemental Narrative being sent to Investigations.  This Supplemental 
Narrative shall remain on file in Investigations in case the victim decides to pursue 
the case at a later date, and to be periodically compared to other cases for similar 
crime elements, such as suspect identifications, crime locations, and victim 
characteristics. 
 

• If the victim agrees to be contacted at a later date, only the lead investigator shall 
pursue such a follow-up.  No further action shall be taken unless the victim initiates 
or agrees to such an investigation. The rape kit will be stored in Property/Evidence 
and not submitted to the SBI Lab unless the victim decides to pursue the case at a 
later date. 

 
VI.  Anonymous Reporting of Sexual Assaults 

 
Victims may choose to seek medical treatment and submit to an evidence kit at the hospital 
without revealing any information to law enforcement. The evidence kit would then be sent 
to the warehouse agreed upon by law enforcement, as directed by state law. Duke Police will 
pick up the kit and take it directly to the Post Office. If Duke Police is too busy, a Durham 
Police Officer may be called to take the kit to the Post Office. The box will be pre-addressed. 
No other documentation is necessary by the officer. 

 
VII. Durham Crisis Response Center 

 
The Durham Crisis Response Center (DCRC) provides essential support services that assist 
the Durham Police Department by ensuring that the victim’s needs are met throughout the 
investigation and prosecution of a case.  Sexual assault cases should always be referred to 
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DCRC for response and follow-up. Police officers should expect the following from DCRC 
advocates: 

 
• Upon arrival at the hospital, the advocate meets with the responding police personnel 

and gathers information about the incident, the victim, and any significant others in 
the victim’s life. 
 

• The advocate provides crisis counseling and case management services to the victim 
and any significant others.  The advocate will be attentive to the needs of the victim 
by assisting in the coordination of services, such as medical treatment, mental health 
assistance, investigative resources, and other resources. 
 

• Advocates will assist the victim during the medical examination to ensure that 
medical personnel perform a thorough, but minimally intrusive, examination of the 
victim. 
 

• The advocate gives information on how to contact the DCRC, as well as how to 
contact other appropriate resources, such as SAVAN and victim compensation 
programs. 
 

• The advocate provides support to the victim during the investigative interviews and 
other contacts with the Durham Police Department. 
 

• The advocate serves as a liaison between the victim, the Durham Police Department, 
the DCRC, the District Attorney’s Office, and any other available resources. 
 

• The advocate provides follow-up services to the victim and maintains contact with the 
victim throughout the investigation and prosecution. 
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UNIFORM PATROL BUREAU HANDBOOK 
ENABLING STATEMENT 

This handbook (electronic) is the property of the Durham Police Department. The 
policies and procedures stated in this handbook apply to all personnel assigned to the 
Patrol Bureau. The Uniform Patrol Bureau currently consists of the following 
components: 1) Patrol; 2) ) High Enforcement Abatement Team (HEAT); 3) Crime 
Prevention; 4) COP; 5) Property Crimes Investigators; 6) Desk; 7) Canine Unit; 8) 
Traffic Services Unit (TACT/ Motorcycle; 9) Downtown Bike Unit. Each member of the 
Uniform Patrol Bureau will be held accountable for adherence to the policies and 
procedures that apply to their assignment. 

This handbook has been written with the knowledge that unusual situations frequently 
develop during the patrol function that might necessitate action not covered by these 
guidelines. In these instances, officers should use the totality of their training and 
experiences to make judgmentally sound discretionary decisions. 

It is the responsibility of all supervisors to conduct training so that subordinate 
employees will be knowledgeable of the provisions of this handbook. 

Modifications to this book will be made and/or approved by the Uniform Patrol Bureau 
Chief. This handbook will be periodically reviewed and updated. 

An electronic version of the handbook is available on the Police Department 
Supplemental web page, through your Captain or the Accreditation Manager. 
 
The revised policies and procedures in this handbook will become effective on 
September 1, 2010 
 
 
 
Deputy Chief S. M. Mihaich 
Uniform Patrol Bureau Chief 
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PURPOSE 

The Patrol Division is the primary unit within the Police Department that delivers municipal police 
services to the City of Durham on a 24-hour basis. Municipal policing is done within the 
Community Oriented Policing Concept. The functions of the line patrol component include but are 
not limited to the following: 

1. Responds to calls for service on a 24-hour basis in a reasonable and expedient manner.

2. Responsible for preliminary investigation of crimes, offenses, incidents, conditions and
referral to appropriate department or agency. Most misdemeanor offenses are to be
investigated by the patrol officer or District Investigators. Most felonies are referred to the
Criminal Investigation Division or to the Special Operations Division. See General Order
4018, Preliminary and Follow-up Investigations.

3. Investigation of traffic crashes, enforcement of traffic laws through education and
preventive patrol, maintaining traffic flow during emergency and special events and
reporting appropriate traffic data and information to local, state and federal agencies.

4. Preventive Patrol, both directed and random, aimed at reducing opportunity for criminal
activity as well as gathering criminal intelligence and information from citizens.

5. Enforcing City Ordinances including parking, loitering, and regulation of some business
activities such as pool halls and amusement centers.

6. Service of legal processes, including warrants, criminal summons, involuntary
commitment papers, juvenile custody orders, subpoenas, etc. 

7. Warrantless arrest of violators within the parameters of state law and departmental policy.

8. Use of specialized patrol techniques or programs to remedy identified problem and to
bolster the Community Oriented Policing concept.

9. Preparation of reports and testimony in court.

10. Render emergency medical aid when appropriate.

UP SOP A-1, R-3   8-2010 
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COURT LIAISON  
 
Position Summary: This is a sworn administrative position. The work involves 

close attention to detail and facilitation of the working 
relationships between the court system and the Police 
Department. The Court Liaison ensures that officers attend 
court only when they are actually needed thereby 
encouraging productive use of patrol time. In addition, 
police reports are screened and reviewed by the Court 
Liaison. The Liaison also attends or monitors arraignment 
proceeding in lieu of officers' presence. 

 

Immediate Supervisor:      Uniform Patrol Bureau Administrative Captain  
 

Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

• Transports and sorts a number of documents to the Court system from 
Police Headquarters including subpoenas for District Court, Superior Court, 
Juvenile Court and Civil Court; checks citations for errors such as incorrect 
court dates, wrong charges, not having witnesses listed on back of citation 
in accident and criminal cases; checks and submits criminal summons; 
returns commitment papers that have not been served in the required time; 
returns warrants to Clerk's office including recalled warrants, license pick up 
orders, computer printouts of warrants on file in our computer system, 
submits screening reports for felony cases to screening offices in the District 
Attorney's Office; takes pistol permit record checks to the Sheriff's 
Department.              10% 

 

• Checks courier box for records checks from the Department of Motor 
Vehicles, Parole Commission Letters, warrants and subpoenas from other 
counties, letters to all divisions within the Department from various law 
enforcement agencies.      2% 

 

• Checks daily roster for any officer out sick or injured on his/her court date. 
Informs the Assistant District Attorney in each courtroom of their absences. 

      1% 
 

• Calls Officers to court by radio or telephone when they are needed in court 
for not guilty pleas.                                                                               5% 

 

• Maintains a file on record checks sent from the Department of Motor 
Vehicles on defendants charged with DWI and Driving While Licensed 
Revoked. The officers in our department are required to submit a record in 
all DWI and DWLR charges before the judge makes a final deposition.     5% 

 

• Obtains records from the Sheriff's Department Communications System 
when a record is lost or not in file.           5% 

• Processes subpoenas for service; sends subpoenas with telephone 
numbers to the Telephone Response Unit; assigns subpoenas to correct 
beat car by using a sheet guide.           5% 
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• Calls officers to court based upon alphabetical listing of defendant's names 
to two courtrooms; monitors situation to ensure one officer is not needed in 
both courtrooms; negotiations among District Attorney and defense attorney, 
and police officers are handled by telephone when possible so that the 
officer does not have to leave the district. (The Court System cooperates 
with the Police Department in its efforts to keep officers on the street)    45% 

 

• Coordinates Transportation of witnesses such as elderly persons, witnesses 
without transportation, witnesses in need of protection.                 2% 

 

• Requests screening information from officers who have failed to screen 
felony cases.       5% 

 

• Devises and maintains system that reduces down time for patrol officers as it 
relates to the courts.     10% 

 

• Notes how officers present themselves in court and in terms of demeanor, 
proper preparation and courtroom testimony       5% 

 

Qualification:         Graduation from high school and 3-4 years experience as a Police 
Officer after graduation from the Durham Police Academy or any 
equivalent combination of training or experience which provides the 
following knowledge, skills and abilities: 

 

• Considerable knowledge of the accepted principles, practices 
and methods of law enforcement; 

 

• Considerable knowledge of applicable Federal, State and local 
laws and ordinances; 

 

• Considerable knowledge of the geography of the City of 
Durham and surrounding areas; 

 

• Ability to follow directions 
 

• Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing 
 

• Ability to analyze complex problems and situations and 
develop effective resolutions with due regard to surrounding 
hazards and circumstances; 

 

• Ability to establish and maintain effective relationships with 
others; 

 

• Ability to meet and maintain physical requirements as may be 
established by competent authority. 
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UNIFORM PATROL NORTH AND SOUTH BUREAU CHIEF:  
 

 Assistant Chief 
 

Position Summary:            The Assistant Chief is responsible for supervisory and 
administrative work in the direction of a major police 
organizational unit. The work involves responsibility for 
planning, organizing, directing, supervising, and evaluating 
the Uniform Patrol Bureau. The Uniform Patrol Bureau 
Assistant Chief is responsible for police patrol activities, 
traffic control and related services. The Assistant Chief 
works with wide latitude for the exercise of independent 
judgment subject to established policies and governing 
laws, rules and regulations. Supervision is exercised 
directly or through subordinate supervisors, over a large 
staff of sworn and non-sworn personnel. 

 
Immediate Supervisor: Deputy Chief 
 
Responsibilities: 
 

• Plans organizes, directs, supervises and evaluates the programs and 
functions of the Uniform Patrol Bureau. Monitors and evaluates operations 
through conferences with subordinate supervisors, recommends and 
implements improvements in organization, staffing, procedures and 
methods.    40% 

 

• Confers with subordinate supervisors for the purpose of resolving 
Operational concerns, problems, interpreting new or revised rules and 
regulations, or to develop and explain new methods and procedures.    15% 

 

• May respond and take command of major operations or emergencies 
involving bureau operations; coordinates bureau activities with other City 
Departments and other law enforcement agencies.      5% 

 

• Coordinates in-service training assignments of division; reviews and 
approves personnel actions; participates in the formulations overall 
departmental policies    10% 

 

• Makes presentations to a variety of public, civic, professional and other 
groups and assemblies for the purpose of interpreting bureau programs and 
activities. Serves as Police Chief in absence of higher ranking member or as 
otherwise delegated.                   10% 

 

• Responsible for directing career development activities of the Uniform Patrol 
Bureau.    10% 

 

• Directly supervises District Commanders.                   10% 
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DISTRICT COMMANDER: CAPTAIN 
 

Position Summary District Commanders are responsible for the delivery and 
maintenance of police services at all times in their 
assigned District. They must direct and control the 
operational and administrative activities of all personnel 
under their command. They formulate and execute 
command decisions relative to special and routine police 
problems within their authority. The District Commander is 
ultimately responsible for the control and resolution of 
police actions occurring in their district. 

 
Immediate Supervisor:  Assistant Chief 
 
Responsibilities: 
 

• Conduct staff meetings, reviews/prepares reports, executes district goals and 
objectives, and performs other administrative duties. Prepares for and attends 
Crime Abatement Presentations monthly.                                               40% 

 

• Supervises assigned personnel                                                        10% 
 

• Maintains and establishes liaison with respective City Council member       10% 
 

• Maintains dialogue through very frequent meetings with merchants and 
residents to identify concerns and utilize subordinate personnel or other 
sources to create solutions within a problem oriented policing framework    40% 

 
General Duties: 
 
The District Commander assumes responsibility for providing, directing, and 
controlling; call answering, preventive patrol, and police-community programs in the 
Commanders district. The District Commander is additionally responsible for insuring 
that crime and traffic problems, community problems, and concerns of a police service 
nature receive proper attention based on their magnitude, pattern of occurrence, 
priorities, and available resources. 
 
The District Commander supervises one Administrative Lieutenant. 
 
The District Commander is responsible for assisting in the development and 
maintenance of the Partners Against Crime (PAC) initiative within his/her District. 
The District Commander will attend PAC meetings and act as liaison with community 
groups and City Council members within his/her respective District. One of the most 
important duties of the District Commander is to establish dialogue with merchants 
and residents to identify concerns and utilize department resources to create solutions 
within a problem oriented policing framework. 
 
The District Commander is responsible for development and implementation of 
general plans of action in response to police service needs. The District Commanders 
planning must include maintaining sufficient personnel levels within the Commanders 
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division to provide adequate police service during normal periods of demand, as well 
as for unusual events and incidents requiring greater numbers of personnel. The 
District Commander is responsible for the development of plans to provide police 
coverage to unusual events or incidents in his/her district. Using information from 
Crime Analysis, and other sources, the District Supervisors will direct proper attention 
and service to identified problems. 
 
The District Commander is responsible for assisting in the development of Bureau 
goals and objectives. The Commander is responsible for developing District goals and 
objectives, which complement Bureau and Departmental goals and objectives. The 
District Commander recognizes deficiencies and problems within his/her command 
and takes appropriate action to correct them. 
 
When the necessary corrective action is beyond the authority level of the District 
Commander, he/she will make specific, corrective recommendations to the Patrol 
Bureau Commander. 
 
Another area of responsibility for the District Commander is the development, 
preparation, and execution of specific budgetary issues relating to his/her district. The 
District Commander will maintain supply and operational economy and will direct the 
administration of all District budgetary matters. As administrator of District resources, 
the Commander is responsible for effective deployment and utilization of personnel in 
his/her command toward attainment of District and Bureau goals and objectives. The 
District Commander evaluates personnel availability and service needs periodically. 
The District Commander makes or approves transfer of his/her respective personnel 
between squads in the best interest of the District or Bureau. 
 
Insuring that routine performance of District personnel follows established policies, 
procedures and rules of the Department is his/her responsibility. The District 
Commander additionally insures that performance of District personnel meets or 
exceeds Departmental standards. The District Commander evaluates the performance 
of his/her immediate subordinates with sufficient justification for objective appraisals 
and takes appropriate action when performance deviates above or below the 
standard. An important part of his/her efforts to guarantee adequate performance 
includes identifying training needs, requesting and/or providing appropriate training to 
District members. 
 
The District Commander is responsible for maintaining a high level of compliance with 
Departmental policy and procedure within his/her District. The Commander is 
responsible for the direction and control of all personnel within his/her District to insure 
the proper performance of duties. The District Commander will promote and stimulate 
supervision on the part of supervisory personnel under his/her command and will 
conduct open inspection of all personnel, components, and equipment of his/her 
District, The District Commander will direct the correction of any inadequacies 
detected. The District Commander reviews and evaluates personnel actions in 
administrative investigations to insure fair and objective investigations, reasonable 
supervisory judgments, and consistent application of discipline. The District 
Commander approves or administers all discipline in the District except matters 
requiring Bureau or Departmental action. The District Commander will be responsible 
for the maintenance, availability, and development of all operational equipment under 
his/her control. 
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The District Commander will regularly confer with the North or South Bureau Assistant 
Chief on operational activities, problems, and needs of his/her District and will conduct 
periodic staff conferences with his/her subordinates. The District Commander is also 
responsible for the timely and accurate preparation of the required correspondence, 
reports and records relative to his/her command. The District Commander will develop 
and utilize meaningful communications with his/her personnel relative to District, 
Bureau, and Departmental matters. The District Commander is responsible for 
insuring proper channels of communications are available and utilized to expedite the 
flow of information and the resulting action. The District Commander is responsible for 
effective and courteous interpersonal relationships with members of the Department 
and the public. The District Commander will maintain necessary skills for making 
effective presentations on behalf of the Department. 
 
The District Commander will be expected to maintain a flexible work schedule which 
enables him/her to meet the requirements of this position and the objectives of the 
Bureau. The schedule will also allow him/her to physically monitor the operations of 
his/her district during daytime, nighttime and weekend shifts. 
 
The District Commander is responsible for compliance with prescribed duties and 
responsibilities for his/her position and policies, procedures, and rules of the 
Department. The District Commander will manage his/her office and time in a manner 
to allow effective performance of his/her duties. 
 
Principal Accountabilities: 
 

1) Provide, direct and control the efficient and effective delivery of police service in 
his/her District. 

 
2) Identify concerns of merchants and residents and develop responses for 

resolution. 
 

3) Evaluate routine and special police problems and take or direct appropriate 
action 

 
4) Be responsible for the development of realistic District goals and objectives. 

 
5) Develop plans to make optimum use of all resources to insure adequate daily 

operations. 
 

6) Develop and maintain a program of crime prevention and education for his/her 
district. 

 
7) Develops and/or implements special tactical plans. 

 
8) Insure sound District fiscal operations through realistic forecasts in 

development of District budget, proper execution and periodic post evaluation 
of expenditures. 

 
9) Perform the overall management functions for the District so that capabilities of 

his/her staff will be effectively utilized. 
 

10)  Maintain continuing programs of inspection and evaluation to insure 
compliance by District personnel to performance standards, policies, 
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procedures, and rules of the Department and takes appropriate corrective 
action when necessary. 

 
11) Provide the Uniform Patrol Bureau Commander with accurate and timely 

reports. 
 

12) Develop, maintain, and utilize effective communication channels to expedite the 
flow of information. 

 
13) Organize and maintain his/her office and time to be readily available to carry 

out the duties outlined in this document. 
 

14) Utilize effective and courteous interpersonal relationships with Departmental 
members and the public. 

 
15) Comply with prescribed duties and responsibilities, policies, procedures, and 

rules of the Department. 
 

16) Maintain a flexible work schedule for meeting goals and monitoring the 
operations of his/her district during all shifts. 
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PATROL CORPORAL 
 

Position Summary:            Patrol Corporal is primarily responsible for the delivery of 
municipal police services to the city on a 24-hour basis. 
Patrol Corporals also are field supervisors who have 
supervisory authority and responsibility over subordinate 
officers at all times. Patrol Corporals fill in the place of 
Patrol Sergeants during the absence of a sergeant and 
have full staff authority when filling in. Patrol Corporals are 
also responsible and accountable for administrative duties 
assigned to them by appropriate supervisory personnel. 

 
Immediate Supervisor: Police Patrol Sergeant (See immediate supervisor of Patrol  

Sergeant when filling in the absence of Sergeant) 
 

Duties and Responsibilities:  
 

• Patrols a designated area of the City in a patrol car; 
prevents and discovers commission of crime; 
apprehends criminals and offenders; enforce vehicles 
and traffic laws; make police presence known in a 
manner that contributes toward the deterrence of law 
violators.                                                                   35% 

 

• Answer calls and radio dispatches involving automobile 
crashes, misdemeanors, and felonies crimes. Provided 
first aid, gather evidence, locate and question witnesses 
, and make arrest as required.  conducts preliminary 
investigations at those scenes; Prepares various related 
case, complaint and shift reports. Testifies in court.   35%                     
     

 

•  Establishes traffic-control and police protection at 
incidents, which may attract crowds; performs police 
duties at parades, processions, and demonstrations in 
assigned areas.                      10% 

 

• Carries out the special instructions or assignments given 
by appropriate supervisory personnel.       5% 

 

•  Provides on the scene supervision and general direction 
and assistance to subordinate officers.       5% 

 
• Identifies needs and concerns of citizens and 

businesses in community and initiates appropriate 
action or referral. (Community Policing)                5% 
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• Fills in for Patrol Sergeants when absent for short or 
extended periods of time. Assumes all duties and 
responsibilities of the Patrol Sergeant. Provides 
administrative support to the Sergeant by 
completing/assisting in the completion of  reports.      5% 
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ASSISTANT DISTRICT COMMANDER (LIEUTENANT) 
 

Position Summary Assistant District Commanders are responsible for 
coordinating the delivery and maintenance of police service 
throughout their entire district during their tour of duty. 
Additionally, each Assistant District Commander will assist 
the District Commander in directing the operational activities 
of all personnel assigned to that district. Assistant District 
Commander will assist the District Commander as directed 
and act as Commander in District Commanders absence. 

 
Immediate Supervisor District Commander 
 
Duties and Responsibilities 
  

• Coordinates police service district wide during his/her tour of duty      40% 
 

• Observes and records the performance of District Sergeants and is 
responsible for their performance appraisals        20% 

 

• Answers citizens complaints relating to District Personnel        10% 
 

• Provides information to District personnel of operations, legal, and procedural 
nature               10% 

 

• Provides District Commander with reports             5% 
 

• As directed, assists District Commander in overall management functions 
                    5% 

 

• Provides administrative staff support including special projects and the 
investigation of cases referred by Internal Affairs        10% 

 

Assistant District Commander are primarily responsible for coordinating operational 
activities during their tour of duty. They are responsible for monitoring field activities 
district wide in order to ensure effective and efficient delivery of police services. They 
will respond to the scene of serious and/or unusual occurrences and assume command 
when necessary. 
 
A major area of responsibility for Assistant District Commander is to observe the 
performance of Department personnel and provide input for performance appraisals. 
They will regularly observe and record the performance of District Sergeants and use 
this information to complete their performance appraisals. Assistant District Commander 
may assume the duties and responsibilities of the District Commander in there absents. 
They will be familiar with all the duties and responsibilities of the District Commander 
and will maintain sufficient job knowledge and skill to substitute in the role of District 
Commander. 
 
Assistant District Commander will maintain a working knowledge of current laws, 
policies, police methods, and will instruct District or squad personnel on changes and 
updates of the aforementioned. 
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Assistant District Commander will facilitate communication with both their Commanding 
officer and other District personnel on operational activities and needs of the District.  
 
They are responsible for the timely and accurate preparation of required operational 
correspondence, reports and records. They will assist their Commanding Officer in the 
general administration of the District as directed and will represent the District at 
Departmental and community functions as directed. 
 
Principal Accountabilities: 
 

1. Coordinate the efficient and effective delivery of police service district wide during 
their tour of duty. 

 

2. Evaluate routine and special problem during their tour of duty and take or direct 
appropriate action. 

 

3. When assigned, assume duties and responsibilities of the District Commander. 
 

4. Observe the performance of Department personnel and provide input for 
performance appraisals. 

 

5. Maintain continuing program of inspections to ensure compliance by District 
personnel with performance standards, policies, procedures, and rules of the 
Department and take appropriate, corrective action when necessary. 

 

6. Provide information to District personnel of an operational, legal, and procedural 
nature. 

 

7. Provide the District Commander with accurate and timely operational reports. 
 

8. Assist their Commanding Officer in the general administration of the District as 
directed, including but not limited to special projects and Internal Affairs 
investigations. 

 

9. Assist as directed in administrative duties not specifically assigned to the District 
Commander. 

 

10. Comply with prescribed duties and responsibilities, policies, procedures and rules 
of the Department. 

. 
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MASTER OFFICER 
 

Position Summary:          Master  Officer (MO) is primarily responsible for the 
delivery of municipal police services to the city on a 24 
hour basis. Master Officer's are also responsible for 
administrative duties assigned to them by appropriate 
supervisory personnel. 

 
Immediate Supervisor: Police Patrol Sergeant or Police Corporal filling in 

during absence of Police Sergeant 
 
Duties and Responsibilities:    
 

• Patrols a designated area of the City in a patrol car; prevents and discovers 
commission of crime; apprehends criminals and offenders enforce vehicles and 
traffic laws and  make police presence known in a manner that contributes 
toward deterrence of law violators.                                                        30% 

 

• Identifies needs and concerns of citizens and businesses in community and 
initiates appropriate action or referral.(Community Policing)                          10% 

 

• Answer calls and radio dispatches involving automobile accidents, 
misdemeanors, felonies and a wide variety of domestic related disturbances 
including, but not limited to assistance with mentally or physically ill persons, 
neglected children and marital disturbances, prepares various related case, 
complaint and shift reports.                                                                      35% 

 

• Conducts major and minor accident investigation and preliminary investigations 
at the scene of crimes; administers first-aid to persons; gather evidence, locates 
and questions witnesses; makes arrests as required by circumstances, and 
testifies as a witness in court.            10% 
 

• Establishes traffic-control and police protect at incidents which may attract 
crowds; performs police duties at parades, processions, and demonstrations in 
assigned areas; checks and reports on deficient street lights, signs, road 
surfaces or other facilities which serve the public. Checks doors and windows 
and examines premises of unoccupied buildings or residences in order to detect 
any suspicious conditions; gives information and provides assistance to motorists 
and the public.               10%    
 

• Carries out the special instructions or assignments given by appropriate 
supervisory personnel.                                  5% 
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POLICE OFFICER RECRUIT 
 

Position Summary:                   Police Officer Recruit is a training position involving the 
development of knowledge, skills and abilities related to 
the protection of life and property through the enforcement 
of laws and ordinances. 

 
Immediate Supervisor:      Police Training Officer  
 
Duties and Responsibilities:   The Police Officer Recruit must demonstrate proficiency in 

the following categories: 
 

• Driving skills under normal, moderate, and high stress 
conditions. 

 

• Response time to calls. 
 

• Moderate and high stress conditions. 
 

• Self-initiated field activity. 
 

• Officer safety with regard to suspects, suspicious 
persons and prisoners. 

 

• Use of proper level of force for the given situation. 
 

• Problem solving and decision-making. 
 

• Ability to listen and understand radio transmissions. 
 

• Accuracy and completeness of routine reports and 
forms. 

 

• Report writing including - organization, detail, grammar, 
spelling, neatness and time used. 

 

• Field performance under non-stress conditions. 
 

• Investigative, interview and interrogation skills. 
 

• Control of conflict. 
 

• Radio - appropriate use of codes and procedures - 
articulation of transmissions. 
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UNIFORM PATROL BUREAU HANDBOOK 
 

POLICE OFFICER  
 

Position Summary:                 Police Officer (PO) is primarily responsible for the 
delivery of municipal police services to the city on a 24 
hour basis. 

 
Immediate Supervisor: Patrol Sergeant or Patrol Corporal filling in during 

absence of  Patrol Sergeant. 
 
Duties and Responsibilities:  
 

• Patrols a designated area of the City in a patrol car; prevents and discovers 
commission of crime; apprehends criminals and offenders; enforce vehicles and 
traffic laws; make police presence known in a manner that contributes toward 
deterrence of law violators.          35% 

 

• Identifies needs and concerns of citizens and businesses in community and 
initiates appropriate action or referral.(Community Policing)      10%  

 

• Answer calls and radio dispatches involving automobile accidents, 
misdemeanors, felonies and a wide variety of domestic related disturbances 
including, but not limited to assistance with mentally or physically ill persons, 
neglected children and marital disturbances, prepares various related case, 
complaint and shift reports.           30% 

 

• Conducts major and minor accident investigation and preliminary investigations 
at the scene of crimes; administers first-aid to persons; gather evidence, 
locates and questions witnesses; makes arrests as required by circumstances, 
and testifies as a witness in court.         10% 

 

• Establishes traffic-control and police protection at incidents which may attract 
crowds; performs police duties at parades, processions, and demonstrations in 
assigned areas; checks and reports on deficient street lights, signs, road 
surfaces or other facilities which serve the public. Checks doors and windows 
and examines premises of unoccupied buildings or residences in order to 
detect any suspicious conditions; gives information and provides assistance to 
motorists and the public.           10% 

 

• Carries out the special instructions or assignments given by appropriate 
supervisory personnel.             5% 
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UNIFORM PATROL BUREAU HANDBOOK 
 

PATROL SERGEANT 
 

Position Summary: The Patrol Sergeant is responsible for the supervision of 
frontline persons and at times specialized police work The 
Patrol Sergeant is responsible for the delivery of municipal 
police service to the city on a 24-hour basis. Work involves 
the supervision and coordination of a squad of police 
officers. The sergeant frequently participates in the work 
performed by subordinate officers and may act for superior 
officers in their absence. The work requires the use of good 
judgment under normal and emergency circumstances. A 
Sergeant functions with considerable independence and in 
accordance with applicable laws, ordinances and 
regulations under the general supervision of a superior 
officer. 

 
Immediate Supervisor: District Lieutenant / Watch Commander 
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
 
 

• Supervise patrol officers; Inspects the equipment and appearance of 
subordinate officers, assigns officers to patrol areas; relay and explain special 
orders, memos and information; gives advice to subordinates when necessary 
,evaluates performance and complete performance evaluations.      25% 

 
• Perform law enforcement duties by responding to call for service; check with 

subordinate  to monitor officers’ actions for compliance with  City and 
Department  policies; responds to emergency calls within an assigned area or 
as directed by a superior Assists in the apprehension and arrest of law 
violators; questions suspects, interviews witnesses, and makes court 
appearances.                                                                                                 15% 

 
• Perform administrative duties by reviews reports of subordinates and prepare 

reports for higher ranking officers and other units (Professional Standards), 
Attend meetings          50% 

 

• Coordinates special assignments in the Uniform Patrol Bureau.        10% 
 

. 
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UNIFORM PATROL BUREAU HANDBOOK 
 

WATCH COMMANDER: (LIEUTENANT) 
 

Position Summary:                Watch Commanders are responsible for coordinating the 
delivery and maintenance of police service throughout the 
entire city during their tour of duty.   Watch Commanders 
will assist in limited administrative duties at the discretion 
of the Bureau Commander. 

 
Immediate Supervisor:          Uniform Patrol Administrative Captain 
                               
Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

• Coordinates police service citywide during his/her tour of duty.                       50% 
 

• Observes and records the performance of District Sergeants and provides input 
for performance appraisals.                                                                      15% 
 

• Conducts regular inspections of District personnel.                                          10% 
 

• Conducts inspections of secondary employment sites to assure policy    
compliance by officers.                                                                                     10% 
 

• Provides information to District and Bureau personnel of operations, legal and 
procedural nature.                                                                                             10% 
 

• Provides Executive Command staff with daily watch reports.                            5% 

 
Watch Commanders are primarily responsible for coordinating operational activity 
during their tour of duty. They are responsible for monitoring field activities citywide in 
order to ensure effective and efficient delivery of police services. They will respond to 
the scene of serious and/or unusual occurrences and assume command when 
necessary. 
 
A major area of responsibility for Watch Commanders is to observe the performance 
of Department personnel and provide input for performance appraisals. They will 
regularly observe and record the performance of District Sergeants and forward this 
information to the District Commander for performance appraisal purposes.  
 
Watch Commanders will conduct frequent inspections of all personnel and equipment 
and will provide operational information to officers. They will maintain a working 
knowledge of current laws, policies, police methods, and will instruct District or squad 
personnel on changes and updates of the aforementioned. 
 
Watch Commanders will facilitate communications with both their Commanding officer 
and other District personnel on operational activities and needs of the District. They 
are responsible for the timely and accurate preparation of required operational 
correspondence, reports and records. They will assist their Commanding Officer in the 
general administration of the Uniform Patrol Bureau as directed and will represent the 
Uniform Patrol Bureau at Departmental and community functions as directed. 
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Principal Accountabilities: 
 

1. Coordinate the efficient and effective delivery of police service citywide during 
their tour of duty. 

 
2. Evaluate routine and special problems during their tour of duty and take or 

direct appropriate action. 
 

3. Observe the performance of Department personnel and provide input for 
performance appraisals. 

 
4. Maintain continuing programs of inspections to ensure compliance by District 

personnel with performance standards, policies, procedures, and rules of the 
Department and take appropriate, corrective action when necessary. 

 
5. Provide information to District personnel of an operational, legal, and 

procedural nature. 
 

6. Provide the Executive Command Staff with accurate and timely operational 
reports. 

 
7. Assist their Commanding Officer in the general administration of the Uniform 

Patrol Bureau as directed. 
 

8. Assist as directed in administrative duties not specifically assigned to the 
District Commander. 

 
9. Comply with prescribed duties and responsibilities, policies, procedures and 

rules of the Department. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To have responsibility and accountability for all sectors of the city and to the Community Oriented 
Policing Concept by maintaining continuity of service in Patrol Beats. 
  
DEFINITION AND PROCEDURES 
 

1. The City of Durham is currently divided into patrol beats. 
 

2. Officers are assigned to permanent patrol beats. For the purpose of the Durham Police 
Department a permanent beat means approximately a one year to two-year assignment at 
the discretion of the District Commander. 

 
3.  Assignments of permanent patrol beats shall usually be done on the basis of seniority 

within the patrol squad. Supervisors may make patrol beat assignments based on the needs 
of the community and Department. 

 
4. Additional officers will be considered supplemental resources. 

 
5. Corporals may be  assigned a  patrol beat if  more than two (2) line cars are parked at the 

discretion of the Watch Commander 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a consistent method concerning preliminary investigations of crimes that occur on 
County Property that lies within the City, City property in the county and certain areas annexed by 
the city. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

1. Police Officers will conduct preliminary investigations anywhere in the City Limits.  
 

2. If the offense occurred on County Property within the City, officers shall take the report and 
advise the complainant that the case will be referred to the Sheriff's Department for follow-up. 

 
3.  If the case requires immediate follow-up, the District Sergeant or Watch Commander should 

contact the Sheriffs Department on-duty Shift Commander. The Sheriffs Shift Commander 
will call the appropriate resource.  

 
4. The Court Liaison Officer will carry the referred reports to the Sheriff's Department daily as 

he/she handles court correspondence and other paperwork at the Durham County Judicial 
Building. 

 
5. The Police Department will provide property checks for county-owned buildings that lie within 

the City Limits. The Sheriff's Department will check the City owned property at or near Lake 
Michie, the Little River Lake, the Brown Water Treatment Plant and other City owed property in 
the County. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To explain shift rotation and to maintain continuous police coverage in the Uniform Patrol Division. 
 
DEFINITION 
 
The Uniform Patrol Division has four squads that work 12 hour and 10 minute rotating shifts.  
Districts report to work at 05:50 for day shift and 17:50 for night shift.  Shift change will occur at 
0600 for day shift and 1800 for night shift. The schedule rotates on a 28-day cycle. Patrol Officers 
assigned to one of the four squads workday and night shifts according to the following schedule: 
 

 Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri.  Sat. Sun. 

Week 1 Night Night Night Night Off Off Off 

Week 2 Day Day Day Off Night Night Night 

Week 3 Off Off Off Day Day Day Day 

Week 4 Off Off Off Off Off Off Off 
 
The time between reporting and shift change is to be used for roll call and information exchange 
between Districts, Squads and the Watch Commander 
 
Each district utilizes patrol vehicles in an overlapping 12-hour shift. These patrol vehicles augment 
patrol coverage and assist in providing continuous patrol coverage during shift change. The 
number of overlapping patrol units and their duty times are determined by The Uniform Patrol 
Commander and/or District Commander and is subject to modification to reflect the needs of the 
department. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
1. Officers are to remain in their patrol beats as long as possible prior to shift change, unless 

called   in early by a supervisor. 
  
2. The officer on-duty takes ownership of any call assigned to his/her patrol beat until actual 

shift change. Calls are not to be passed on to oncoming shift once dispatched. Supervisors 
have the discretion in this area to modify the aforementioned statement as special needs 

 
UP SOP A-5, R-4 8-2010 
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arise. Otherwise, officer’s assigned calls are to take their calls regardless of the time the call 
was dispatched. 

 
3. Officers shall remain alert to utilize the overlapping shift units during shift change periods in 

order to facilitate as smooth a shift transition as possible. 
 
4. Supervisory personnel may direct Communications to move patrol cars to facilitate a smooth 

shift change. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish guidelines for removing disruptive non-residents from Durham Housing Authority. 
 
PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
 

1. Under the trespass policy, a notice of trespass form will be made available to all Patrol 
Units. 

 
2. Persons who are involved in disturbances or engaged in disruptive activities, and are not 

residents of the Durham Housing Authority premise may be served with a Durham Housing 
Authority Trespass Notice. (Attachment 1) 

 
3. Any officer who answers a call for service shall attempt to obtain the identity of the 

subject(s) involved 
 

4. If the subject(s) involved in the disruptive behavior is not a resident or a guest of a resident, 
he/she will be served with a trespass notice by the officer present. 

 
5. Place the name and address of the violator on the trespass form and give the violator a 

copy.  
 

6. Advise the violator that he/she will be arrested if they refuse to leave or return to the 
premises without written permission of the Housing Authority's Executive Director. 

 
7. The Housing Authority will also provide names to the Police Department of persons served 

with a notice of trespass. 
 

8. A copy of the Trespass Notice will be forwarded to the Housing Authority and a copy will be 
maintained at DCI. 

 
9. Officers will be able to check with DCI for information on the current file of individuals 

trespassed and from which location(s). 
 

10. If the disturbance/situation is of such a nature as to merit follow-up by the Housing Authority, 
then a Code 1 should be submitted and referred to the Durham City Housing Authority 
through the Durham Police Department. 

 
11.  When a person who is on the trespass list is arrested, a copy of the notice of trespass or 

DCI confirmation should be presented to the Magistrate for justification. 
 

12. Officers serving Notice of Trespass on violators shall sign and date the form in the proper 
location. 
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Execuive Director                                                                                                   DHA 
A Commitment to Quality Living  

Chief of Police 
City of Durham Police Department 
505 W. Chapel Hill Street 
Durham, North Carolina 27701 
 
Dear Chief of Police: 
 
The Housing Authority of the City of Durham has dominion over the lands and common 
areas within our public housing communities in Durham that are not public streets.  We 
are committed to invoking all appropriate measures under the law to preserve and 
protect the lives and property of all of our residents. 
 
From time to time, the Housing Authority experiences difficulties from individuals who 
come on our property and become involved in trouble or questionable activities.  In the 
majority of these cases, these persons are not residents. 
 
The person identified in this letter has been officially ordered not to come onto any of 
the properties that are under the jurisdiction of the Housing Authority.  If any police 
officer sees this person on our premise, the Housing Authority requests the person be 
arrested for trespassing.  We will support any such prosecution. 
 
You may accept this letter as our request for a trespass prosecution of the person listed 
on this letter until you receive written notice that this person is no longer considered a 
trespasser on Durham Housing Authority premise. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Deputy Director 
 
TRESPASSER_______________________ADDRESS__________________________ 

GIVEN TO THE ABOVE PERSON__________AM/PM DATE_____________________ 

LOCATION/DEVELOPMENT______________________________________________ 

DESCRIPTION: SEX:  M / F   AGE/DOB ________________ HGT _________RACE__ 

SOCIAL SECURITY #________________________ DRIVER’S LICENSE # _________ 

REASON(S) ___________________________________________________________ 

POLICE OFFICER_______________________________________________________ 

TRESPASSER’S SIGNATURE_____________________________________________ 
 

This action may be appealed to the Crime Prevention Coordinator at the address below. 
Distribution (1) Person Trespassed (2) Police Department (3) Crime Prevention Coordinator 
The Housing Authority of the City of Durham ● Post Office Box 1726 ● 330 E. Main St. ● 

Durham, North Carolina 27702 
(919) 683-1551 ● FAX (919) 683-1237 
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PURPOSE 
 
To ensure Bureau-wide standardization and follow-up of /Property Checks. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. Officers should utilize the Patrol Request Form. (See attached) 
 

2. The officer or departmental employee taking the citizen request should complete the top 
portion of the form and forward it to the appropriate District Commander. 

 
3. All Patrol Request Forms will be maintained at the station where they are accessible to the 

patrol unit covering that beat. 
 

4. The form will remain available to the patrol officer until midnight of the expiration date. 
Property Checks should be limited to a maximum of 30 days unless approved by the District 
Commander for a longer period. 

 
5. After expiration, it should be returned to the District Commander for review. 

 
6. After 90 days the District Commander may discard the returned forms. 

 
7. Every attempt should be made to check the property during the officer's tour of duty. The 

officer should make notation on the Patrol Request Form when he/she checks the property. 
 

8. A special effort should be made to check the property on the expiration date. 
 

9. The employee taking the request should emphasize that the service is offered on an "as 
time  allows basis" and is not a substitute for other crime prevention measures. 
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Fill in top part then print 

DDuurrhhaamm  PPoolliiccee  DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt  
505 W. Chapel Hill St. Durham, NC. 27701 

  
PPAATTRROOLL  RREEQQUUEESSTT  

 
RESIDENTIAL                                                           COMMERCIAL  

 
DATES: From:      to        dist/area:       

Location:       

Requestor:       

Special Instruction/Information:       

Emergency Contact:       

                                                                                       
DATE TIME OBSERVATIONS OFFICER 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
          Person Taking Request 
         

_____________________________ 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a departmental procedure that conforms to the policy of the District Attorney. 
 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. If a complainant alleges that a school official has assaulted a student, do not refer the 
complainant to the Magistrate's Office for an arrest warrant. 

 
2. Write an Incident Report and refer the report to the Youth division. 

 
3.  The Youth Division in concert with the District Attorney's Office will then investigate the 

allegation.  
 

4. Based upon the investigation, the District Attorney will then decide upon the appropriate 
criminal justice system action. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish procedures to ensure the timely approval and submission of reports, and to prevent 
the loss of reports. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES 
 

1. Sergeants or Corporals will ensure that each officer turns in all reports. 
 

2. Officers are to list all calls on their radio log (see A-33 attachment 1). If the call requires a 
written report, then the address, IR number and clearing code will be listed. 

 
3. Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that all reports are accurate and complete before 

being approved. Supervisors will sign (initial) all reviewed reports. At least once a month 
the records unit will send out a list of field reports missing in RMS. On that list are three (3) 
columns:  

 
(1) Signed- this means that the supervisor needs to approve the report 
(2) Rejected- this means that the supervisor has rejected the report and the 

officer needs to pull the report back up and make the necessary 
correction. 

(3) Open-means that the officer has not signed the report and needs to pull it 
up sign it and send it to his/her supervisor. 

 
A supervisor must approve the reports. 

 
4. Records will inform District Commanders of incomplete reports within (5) days after 

reports are received and are being held in the incomplete or trouble files. This will receive 
immediate attention by the officer. 

 
5. A filing system for reports may be established at the District Stations at the discretion of 

the District Commander. Official reports must come off of RMS. 
 

6. It is the investigating officer's responsibility to maintain a copy or sufficient notes to 
reconstruct an accident report until such time he/she is assured the report has been 
received in Records or DMV for computer generated crash reports. 

 
7. The use of exchange slips at accident investigations is also mandated. 
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Fill in then print  

 
UNIFORM PATROL REQUEST FOR TRANSFER 

 
 
Memo to: Assistant Chief         ,Uniform Patrol Bureau Commander 
  
Through: Captain      , District       Commander 
 
 Lieutenant       , District      Asst. Commander 
 
 Sergeant         , District      ,       Squad 
 
From:        ,       _____________________________                                                                         
          (PRINT NAME)                                                    (SIGNATURE)    
 
Date                                                                         
 

         
 I am requesting a transfer from my present assignment of  

           
District          ,        Squad to District       ,      Squad 
         

  I am requesting a transfer/exchange from District      ,       Squad 
           
with Officer       at  District     ,        Squad 
         

 I am requesting a transfer from my present assignment of  
District     ,     Squad  to  (Check one only) 

 Any assignment on      Squad 
 Any assignment in District     . 

 Any other assignment in Uniform Patrol 
 

Responsibilities of Officer Requesting Transfer 
1) Make copies of this request and forward to the District Commander, District Lieutenant and Sergeant of the 

District/Squad that you request transfer to. 
 
2) Route the original to the Uniform Patrol Bureau Commander through your current Sergeant, District 

Lieutenant, and District Commander. 
 

Cc:  Captain     , District     Commander 
 Lieutenant      , District     Asst. Commander 
 Sergeant      District     ,     Squad 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a standard procedure to allow Sworn Uniform Patrol personnel to request transfer 
within the Uniform Patrol Bureau. 
 
PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITITES 
 

1. Sworn Uniform Patrol Bureau personnel may at any time submit a request for transfer 
within the Patrol Bureau. A request for transfer will be submitted by utilizing the "Uniform 
Patrol Bureau Request for Transfer" form (See Attachment 1). Memoranda requesting 
transfer will not be accepted. 

 
2. The "Uniform Patrol Bureau Request for Transfer" form shall be completed in full by the 

Patrol member desiring the transfer and presented to his/her immediate supervisor. The 
request, with any attached notation, will be forwarded up the appropriate chain-of-
command to the Uniform Patrol Assistance Chief. 

 
3. The Uniform Patrol Commander and their Staff will keep requests for transfer on file for 

review and consideration at appropriate times. 
 

4. Approval of "Requests for Transfer" cannot be guaranteed. Transfers will be authorized 
based on the needs of the Patrol Bureau and for the benefit of the Department 
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PURPOSE 
 
To ensure the adequate supervision, guidance and coordination of Uniform Patrol Officers. 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
The Patrol Division consists of five (5) sectors or districts. Each district has four (4) squads.  
Districts 1 - 4 are allocated (1) Sergeant, (2) Corporals and 6-9 officers depending upon the 
number of patrol beats in the district. District 5 is allocated (1) Sergeant, and (2) officers. The 
Corporals aid the Sergeant in a supervisory capacity as well as assist in covering patrol beats  
Special Units that operate within Uniform Patrol are staffed and supervised at levels set at the discretion of 
the Uniform Patrol Commander. 
 
Generally, a Sergeant's span of control does not exceed (12) subordinates. 
 
 
 
See General Order 1007 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a systematic and impartial procedure for determining time off for line officers and first line 
supervisors. 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
Generally, districts 1 - 4 allows (2) officers off per shift if the squad has a full complement to include 
one officer coming in four (4) hours later and another officer leaving four (4) hours early. District 5 
may allow (1) officer off per shift to include one officer coming in four (4) hours later and another 
officer leaving four (4) hours early. This may include (2) officers or (1) officer and the sergeant. 
Therefore, on each shift throughout the City, a total of nine (9) officers may take the time off. This 
general rule may be modified by the Uniform Patrol Commander based upon the organizational 
needs. 

 
An officer or sergeant generally may not ask for a time off more than (90) days in advance. Should a 
sergeant have to make an exception to this policy, they are to document this in writing and forward a 
copy to the District Commander for record-keeping purposes. Time off is awarded on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. 
 
PROCEDURE 
 

1. A vacation book is kept by each sergeant at the district. When an officer wants time off he/she 
is to communicate this to the sergeant. The sergeant then places the officer's name in the 
vacation book. 

 
2. The officer given the time off is required to submit a completed leave request form to the 

sergeant or corporal. 
 

3. The sergeant notifies the Watch Commander of persons off when he/she submits the line-up 
for the next work shift. 

 
4. Leave request forms are forwarded by the sergeant or corporal to the District Administrative 

Assistant or designated time keeper. Sergeant’s leave requests are forwarded to the district 
Lieutenant for approval then forwarded to the District Administrative Assistant or designated 
time keeper. Leave requests, including compensatory leave, will be submitted prior to taking 
the time off. 

 
5. Desk Officer's requests for time will be submitted to the Watch Commander, who will approve 

or deny the request. 
 

6. Investigators will take all city holidays on the day designated by the city. Officers will submit 
a request for leave form for holidays taken. Due to the nature of the work assignments 

UP SOP A-16, R-5        8-2010 
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there will be allowance for special projects. Any deviation must have the approval of the 
unit Sergeant. 
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PURPOSE 
 
Roll Call is accomplished at a formal ten (10) minute period prior to the beginning of the oncoming 
shift. The 10 minutes gained each shift will be added together for the 28 day work cycle and 
rounded based on the attached (A-17 Attachment 1). During this time information is given to officers 
concerning wanted persons, criminal activity, directives and changes within the department. The 
sergeant also conducts a formal or informal inspection of the officers and equipment to determine 
readiness for duty. In addition short training sessions may also be conducted if time is available.   
 
Monthly training is accomplished during a formal two-hour period on Saturday/Sunday morning. 
Each district trains during different time periods. Monthly training is training developed by the 
Training Commander, District Commander, Watch Commander, or District Sergeant .The training 
may be followed by a test. 
 
Career Training is defined as training opportunities that require departmental approval. 
Arrangements for attendance to approved schools or training will be made by the Training Division. 
Necessary funds and transportation will be coordinated by the Training Division. 
 
PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR ROLL CALL TRAINING 
 
The Supervisor in charge will, prior to conducting roll call, decide what topics will be address during 
roll call training. The date, topic(s) of discussion, and officers present will be logged in the squad 
training log (Attachment 2). At the end of the month the training log will be forward to the District 
Commanders and the Watch Commander 
 
PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR MONTHLY TRAINING 
 

1. The Training Commander, District Commander, Watch Commander, or District Sergeant will 
determine the topic for monthly training. 

 
2. The Training Commander, District Commander, Watch Commander or District Sergeant will 

develop objectives and a list of test questions if a test is to follow training. The objectives will 
be closely related to the test questions so that the learning process is enhanced. 

 
3. The Training Commander, District Commander, Watch Commander or District Sergeant or 

his/her designee may create a written lesson plan based on the objectives. 
 

4. The Supervisor will distribute the objectives and use the lesson plan to cover the training 
thoroughly. 
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5. At the conclusion of training the sergeant may administer a test. The passing score is 70%. If 

an officer fails the test, then the sergeant shall conduct an immediate remedial training 
session with that officer(s). The officer(s) shall be re-tested in the problem area only. A 
failure shall be properly documented in the officer(s) performance log by the sergeant. If a 
pattern of failure develops, then the sergeant shall refer the officer to the Training Division for 
remedial help. 

 
6. It is very important that the integrity of the Department and the testing process be 

maintained. Sergeants will ensure that testing is conducted properly and honestly. Failure to 
comply will result in disciplinary action. 

 
7. The completed test shall be forwarded to the Training Division following review by the District 

Commander. This information shall be kept on file in the Training Division as a record of 
training activity and as an aid should civil or criminal litigation arise as a result of officer 
action. 

 
8. The Watch Commander shall coordinate required videotape training on his/her respective 

squad. 
 
CAREER REQUESTS 
 
Officers desiring to attend a school or training opportunity that will enhance their career or benefit 
the department shall complete a City of Durham Request for Training Form (Attachment 3) and 
submit that form through their chain of command. Training requests will be reviewed by the chain of 
command with final approval by the Uniform Patrol Assistance Chief. Approved training requests 
will be forwarded to the Training Division for logistical needs. 
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Roll Call Time Accrued 
 

Days Worked  Minutes Earned   Time Accrued in Hours 
 1    10     .25 
 2    20     .50 
 3    30     50 
 4    40     .75 
 5    50     1.0 
 6    60     1.0 
 7    70     1.25 
 8    80     1.5 
 9    90     1.5 
 10    100     1.75 
 11    110     2.0 
 12    120     2.0 
 13    130     2.25 
 14    140     2.5 
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DAILY ROLL CALL AND 

MONTHLY WEEKEND TRAINING LOG 
DISTRICT:     SQUAD:     MONTH/YEAR:    

ROLL CALL TRAINING 
(Use Daily Roster for proof of attendance) 

DATE SUBJECT MATERIAL USED 
(GO, MEMO, ETC) SUPERVISOR COMMENTS 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 

MONTHLY WEEKEND TRAINING 

DATE SUBJECT MATERIAL USED 
(GO, MEMO, ETC) SUPERVISOR COMMENTS 

      
 

    
 

 

OFFICER ATTENDING PERSONNEL NUMBER 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish minimal requirements for supervisory response to calls. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
I.   Situations that require the presence of a sergeant or corporal shall include but will not be 
 limited to the following: 
 

A. Life-Threatening Situations 
 

1. Hostage 
 
2. Barricaded Subject 

 
3. Kidnapping/Felonious Restraint 

 
4. Violent Disturbances - Domestic or Gang Related 

 
5. Officer Call For Assistance 

 
B. Serious Felony Cases 
 

1. Homicides or Questionable Death Call  
 
2. Armed Robberies, Bank Robberies 
 
3. Rape/Sexual Assault 
 
4. First Degree Burglary  
 
5. Serious Injury or Fatal Accident 
 
6. Break-Ins (Commercial or Residential) Where $5,000.00 or More is Taken 
 
7. Assault on Police Officer inflicting injury 
 

C. Calls Requiring Supervisory Assistance 
 

1. Injured Officer 
 
2. Accidents involving Police Equipment 

 
3. Serious Fire Calls, Especially Where Evacuation is imminent and Dangerous Traffic 

Conditions Exist 
 

4. Injury to a Citizen While in Police Custody  
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5. Any situation of a Sensitive Nature that could Negatively Impact the Police 
Department 

 
II. The sergeant or corporal will notify the Watch Commander of the aforementioned situation 

and advise the nature of the situation. The Watch Commander shall respond to major 
incidents and major crime scenes. 

 
III. By the nature of the supervisory role, a sergeant or corporal should check with officers on an 

assortment of calls in order to determine the level of service delivered in the community. 
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PURPOSE  
 
To establish uniform guidelines and procedures in the daily preparation and timely distribution of the 
daily Uniform Patrol Bureau Duty Rosters.  
 
DEFINITIONS 
 

• DUTY ROSTER:  The official Department document recording duty assignments and 
absences from duty on a daily basis of all personnel assigned to the on-duty Uniform Patrol 
Platoon. 

 

• DAY SHIFT:        The platoon working the 0600 – 1800 hours shift. 
 

• NIGHT SHIFT:    The platoon working the 1800 – 0600 hours shift. 
 

• STAFFING PERCENTAGE:  The number of officially authorized positions that are being 
staffed.  This figure is derived from a staffing chart approved by the Uniform Patrol Bureau 
Chief. 

 

• CALL TAKERS:   The number of officers at work, (as indicated on the duty roster), and are 
available for answering and responding to calls for service.  ** The Desk Officer is not a call 
taker for purposes of roster calculations.  Recruits riding with their respective PTO’s are not 
included in the calculations.   

 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The Watch Commander is responsible for the accurate preparation and the subsequent submission 
and distribution of the daily Duty Roster.  
 
A completed Duty Roster is to be submitted by City of Durham email or faxed at the start of a duty 
shift to the following locations; 
 

• Durham/Durham County Emergency Communications (DECC) 
 

• DCI Operators 
 

• The Desk Officer 
 

• Court Liaison Officer (Monday – Friday Day Shift only.) 
  
Additionally, Watch Commanders will send the Duty Roster by City of Durham email utilizing a   
distribution list approved by the Uniform Patrol Assistant Chief.  The Watch Commanders will 
maintain and update this list 
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STAFFING FIGURES 
 
Watch Commanders will include at the bottom of the Duty Roster a set of staffing figures.  These 
figures represent the number of call takers at work and the platoon’s staffing level.   The two figures 
are to be provided at the bottom of the duty roster in the following format:  54 / 95  
 
The call takers working is the first figure provided.  The second number is that platoon’s staffing level.  
In the above example, 54 are the number of call takers available and 95 is the percentage of 
authorized positions staffed. 
 
The daily staffing level is determined by the total number of personnel at work in relation to the 
number of personnel assigned to the platoon. The daily staffing level should not include the Desk 
Officer, and any recruits riding with PTO’s. A staffing chart with accurate percentages is posted in the 
Watch Commander’s Office.  The Watch Commanders will be responsible for updating this chart as 
official staffing levels increase or decrease.  
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Uniform Patrol Staffing 
Do NOT include in the staffing count:        

• Desk Officer      
• Recruits in PTO Phase       

TOTAL STAFFING POSITIONS PER SQUAD:  57, including WC & K9’s 
District 1:  13 total positions   District 2:  13 total positions    District 3:  12 total positions 
     *100     * 200    * 300 
     * 110 * 120   * 210 * 220   * 310 * 320 
     * 111 * 121   * 211 * 221   * 311 * 321 
     * 112 * 122   * 212 * 222   * 312 *322 
     * 113 * 123   * 213 * 223   * 313 *323 
     * 114 * 124   * 214 * 224   * 314 *324 
     * 115 * 125   * 215 * 225                                  * 315    

District 4:  12 total positions  District 5:  4 total positions 
* 400     * 500 
* 410 * 420    * 512 
* 411 * 421    * 522 
* 412 * 422    * 523 
* 413 * 423 
* 414 * 424 
* 415  

TOTAL OFFICERS PERCENTAGE TOTAL OFFICERS PERCENTAGE 
57 100 44 77 
56 98 43 75 
55 96 42 74 
54 95 41 72 
53 93 40 70 
52 91 39 68 
51 89 38 67 
50 88 37 65 
49 86 36 63 
48 84 35 61 
47 82 34 60 
46 81  33  58 
45 79                     32  56 
(To obtain percentage, divide the number of officers working by 57 – then multiply by 100.) 
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I. Duties and Responsibilities  
 

A.  Responding Patrol Officer 
 

Responds to the scene as quickly as possible without lights and siren, unless absolutely 
necessary for a crime in progress response.  (Code 3 response is generally avoided to 
ensure the police response is discreet and does not draw unnecessary attention to the 
victim, his/her home, etc.)   

 
Assesses the victim’s injuries and, if needed, requests EMS. 

 
Obtains only the following information from the victim: 
 

a. A brief narrative of the assault, explaining that a complete statement will be taken 
at a later time. 

b. Additional assailant description for dispatch to other officers (if the assailant has 
just left the crime scene). 

c. Any areas in the crime scene that may contain forensic or other evidence. 
 
Briefs the supervisor on the initial facts obtained from the victim.   

 
Consults with the Investigator to determine if response to the crime scene is necessary or if 
the Investigator should respond to the hospital directly.  When possible, it is best for the 
victim to remain at the scene until CID can respond.   

 
Secures the crime scene and assists in collecting evidence. 

 
Informs the victim that a support person (friend, relative, DCRC Advocate, etc.) may 
accompany her/him to the various agencies, e.g., hospital and police department, if the 
victim so desires.   

 
Gives the victim the following information: 
 

a. The need for medical attention for the victim’s health and protection, and for the 
gathering of evidence from the victim’s person. 

b. In most cases, there is no cost for immediate medical services. A DCRC 
Advocate will be able to tell the victim more about the Victim’s Compensation 
Program. 

c. She/he should take a change of clothes to the medical facility because the 
clothing worn at the time of the assault will be kept as evidence. (The officer may 
need to assist the victim in obtaining clothing and/or other personal items from 
the crime scene if committed in his/her home.) 
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d. She/he should not change clothes, shower, urinate, douche, smoke or drink 
anything before going for medical attention. 

e. The crime scene should not be cleaned. 
f. The victim’s name, address, and any other identifying information will not be 

released to the public or the media.  The victim’s age, race, sex, and general 
location of the assault will be released to the media. 

g. The victim may remain at the hospital for several hours and arrangements may 
need to be made for small children, pets, or other people in their care as well as 
jobs or other commitments. 

 
Transports or arranges transportation of the victim to Duke or Durham Regional Hospitals’ 
Emergency Department. The officer will arrange for the telecommunicate to call the medical 
facility to alert them of the victim’s arrival and the need for a SANE nurse and to call the 
Durham Crisis Response Center to have an advocate respond to the medical facility. 
 
Stays with the victim to serve as a liaison to the Investigator. 

 
Writes an Incident/Investigation Report noting “See Supplemental” for the victim’s name, 
address, and other identifying information and citing the location of the crime in general 
terms (refer to the public information policy). The name, address, and other identifying 
information concerning victims of sexual assaults, attempted sexual assaults, and 
crimes of a sexual nature are not released to the public.   

 
Gives the victim a Victim Resource Card and the IR Number of the report 

 

B.  Responding Supervisor 
 

1. Supervises the attempt to locate assailant and the securing of the crime scene.   
 

a. If another officer(s) is needed to assist the assigned officer, the supervisor may 
request additional units to set up a perimeter or search the crime scene area.   

b. Discretion should be used when the crime occurred at the victim’s residence.  
Additional units should not park directly at the residence, and the use of crime scene 
tape should be minimized to ensure the privacy of the victim may be maintained.  

 
2. After obtaining the initial facts from the responding officer(s), the supervisor assures that 

contact is made with an investigator.  A determination is made regarding the need for 
immediate response.  If immediate response is needed, the supervisor will make the 
request.  If response is needed after hours, the supervisor should follow the applicable on-
call procedures. 

 
3. Reviews the officer’s Incident/Investigation Report to ensure that the victim’s name, 

address, and other identifying information are not available to the public.  
 

4. If the victim is a university student, the Campus Police will be notified of the assault if the 
victim gives consent; however, the victim’s identity will not be given.  This notification 
should be accomplished as soon as possible.    

 

C.  Delayed Reporting Procedures and Considerations 
 

1. Be aware that delayed reporting is not uncommon, and should not deter a thorough 
investigation. Keep in mind that something has caused the victim to be reluctant to report 
the incident sooner. Be patient regarding any hesitancy by the victim. Be sensitive to the 
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fact that, while it is important to document the reason for the delay, questions about the 
delay may cause the victim to feel as if they are being blamed in some way. 

 
2. North Carolina law allows victims of sexual assault to report the crime to police up to 

several years after the assault takes place, depending on the age of the victim at the time 
of the assault and the nature of the assault. 

 
3. Assure the victim that, despite the delayed report, a thorough investigation will be 

conducted. 
 
4. Encourage the victim to get medical attention if he or she has not already done so. Explain 

that, although forensic evidence from the victim’s body should be collected within seventy-
two (72) hours of the assault, a rape kit may still be performed up to five days after the 
assault and it is important for the victim to get medical attention, due to concerns about 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Additionally, any other physical injuries may 
be documented and treated by medical providers. 

 
5. In a case involving child sexual abuse or incest, often the reported incident is part of an 

ongoing pattern of abuse and is not a one-time event. The reporting officer or investigator 
must complete a mandatory report to the Department of Social Services, Child Protective 
Services (“CPS”). Generally speaking, CPS will refer the victim to a medical provider who is 
specially trained to diagnose child sexual abuse. If the abuse occurred within the last 
seventy-two (72) hours of the report of the abuse, the child victim should be examined at 
the hospital. Medical personnel conducting this examination will determine whether a rape 
kit should be completed.  

 

II. Evidence Collection 
 

A. Victim 
 

The responding officer, the investigator, and the Forensic Technician should meet at the 
crime scene to discuss areas that should be analyzed for evidence collection. All of the 
following items should be considered: 

 

1. Evidence collection from the victim or suspect should be done at a medical facility by 
appropriate medical personnel.  

 
2. If a urine sample is collected due to an allegation or belief that a “date rape” drug was 

utilized in committing the sexual assault, the sample should be collected by appropriate 
medical personnel and logged in the same manner as a rape kit. 

 
3. Photographs may be taken, but only with the victim’s consent. The photographs may be 

taken by the investigator. Alternately, photographs may be taken by the responding officer 
or a Forensic Technician at the direction of an investigator. Photographs are evidence and 
should be handled as such, and not turned in with the Incident report. 

 

B. Crime Scene 
 

1. The responding officer and supervisor will ensure the crime scene area is properly secured 
until the investigator and the Forensic Technician can collect all pertinent evidence. 

 
2. Evidence collected at the crime scene, e.g., clothes, bed sheets, letters, audio tapes, may 

be marked and documented in the responding officer’s notes as to how, what, and when 
each item of evidence was collected.  
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C. Suspect  
 

1. If the suspect does not give written consent, a non-testimonial or a search warrant must be 
served on the suspect to obtain blood or evidence samples.    

 
2. Evidence collection is to be done as recommended by the State Bureau of Investigations 

Evidence Collection Procedures.  The officer should call the emergency department to 
request a SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner) and to inform of them of an estimated 
time of arrival.  A SANE will perform a Sexual Assault Kit on the suspect (hair, saliva and 
blood samples, etc.). Suspect Evidence Kits (which are stored at the Forensic Services 
Lab) will be taken to the facility housing the suspect and the kit will then be performed by 
either a Medical Representative of the assigned Institution or by the Crime Scene 
Investigator.  When the kit is complete it will be turned over to the Crime Scene Investigator 
to be submitted into property at Headquarters.   

 

D. Chain of Custody 
 

1. Evidence obtained at a medical facility, out of the presence of a Durham police 
department officer, will be retained by the SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner) or the 
medical facility security personnel until retrieved by a Forensic Services Technician of the 
Durham Police Department or Uniform Patrol when Forensic Services Technician is not 
available. The reporting Officer is to leave all information pertaining to the case with the 
SANE nurse in order for the Property Report to be properly filled out. 

 
2. Evidence kits must be received at the medical facility; the receiving officer or forensic 

services technician must sign off on accompanying documents to ensure chain of custody. 
 
3. Each kit is logged into evidence and the proper paperwork completed. 

 

III. Arrest Considerations 
 

A. Arrest Procedure  
 

Although most arrests will occur after CID investigation, responding officers may affect an 
arrest on scene.  In such instance, arrest procedures are consistent with all other 
misdemeanor and felony charges, with the following additional considerations: 
 

1. When the victim’s physical safety is in jeopardy, and the relationship with the suspect is 
brief or nonexistent, the charging officer shall use a description of the victim for the 
warrant or other court documents, (i.e. “a 35 year old female" or  "a 14 year old juvenile 
female,” etc.). The victim’s first initial and last name and 505 West Chapel Hill Street 
should be used for the victim contact information on any subpoenas or other court 
documents that require a name and physical address. 
 

2. In the case where the 505 West Chapel Hill Street address is used for as victim’s address, 
the investigator shall be responsible for serving any subpoenas on the victim. If the 
investigator is not available, the investigator’s supervisor shall assume responsibility for the 
service of any of these subpoenas. 
 

3. The investigator will be responsible for notifying the victim when an arrest is made, if the 
suspect is in jail, and any release conditions if the suspect is released from jail, and the 
Statewide Automated Victim Assistance & Notification (SAVAN) telephone number (1-877-
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NC-SAVAN or 1-877-627-2826). If the investigator is not available, the investigator’s 
supervisor shall be responsible for this notification. 
 

4. If an arrest is made for a sexual assault case being investigated by any other law 
enforcement agency, the arresting officer shall notify that agency. 

 

IV. Blind Reporting of Sexual Assaults 
 

A. Blind Reports  
 

1. A blind report is a report of either an attempted or completed sexual assault in which the 
victim chooses not to pursue a formal investigation at the time of the report, but still 
wishes to inform law enforcement of the assault and other relevant information. A blind 
report may be filled out regardless of the victim’s relationship to the offender. A rape kit 
may or may not be performed, depending on the victim’s preferences. Blind report 
information may come from the victim, or a service provider such as medical personnel or 
Durham County Rape Crisis personnel who are acting on behalf of the victim. If the victim 
is willing to speak to an investigator, one should be called.  

 

2. The following protocol should be followed in taking a blind report: 
 

a. Officers receiving a blind report shall prepare an Incident/Investigation Report (code 
1) for the appropriate charge, such as Rape, Attempted Rape, Sexual Assault, or 
Attempted Sexual Assault. “Blind Report” shall be written in the narrative section. 
Information reported on the Incident/Investigation Report will be brief, and only the 
amount necessary for data entry into the RMS system: date of incident, location of 
incident and nature of the offense. This information shall not be released to the 
public. 

 
b. The officer shall record as much detail as given by the victim or caller on a 

Supplemental Narrative to be included with the report. This supplemental form 
should be titled “Blind Report” on the first line of the narrative. Officers shall explain 
the limitations of a blind report without disrespecting the victim’s choice not to 
pursue an investigation. If a rape kit is performed, the Incident Report number, the 
officer’s name and contact information should be given to the victim or other 
reporting party to ensure that the Rape Victim’s Assistance Claim may be filed. This 
information should also be kept by the victim to ensure that a duplicate 
Incident/Investigation Report is not completed if the victim decides to proceed with 
an investigation at a later date. 

 
c. The Investigation/Incident Report shall be submitted to the Records Division, with a 

copy of the Supplemental Narrative being sent to CID. This Supplemental Narrative 
shall remain on file in CID in case the victim decides to pursue the case at a later 
date, and to be periodically compared to other cases for similar crime elements, 
such as suspect behaviors, suspect identifications, crime locations, and victim 
characteristics.   

 
d. If the victim agrees to be contacted at a later date, only the lead investigator shall 

pursue such a follow-up. No further action shall be taken unless the victim initiates 
or agrees to such an investigation. 

 
e. A blind report shall not be taken when the victim of the crime is a minor child victim 

of sexual violence. 
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V. Incident Reports to be forwarded to the Assigned Investigator 
 
A. Unwanted Sexual Contacts and Crimes of a Sexual Nature 
 

1. Copies of Incident/Investigation Reports containing reports of the following activities shall 
be forwarded to the assigned Investigator: 
 

a. Unwanted sexual contact, including touching or grabbing of the breasts and/or the 
buttocks. 

b.  Crimes of a sexual nature, including peeping, indecent exposure, and obscene 
phone calls. 

c. The discovery of an intruder inside a victim’s residence. 
d. Stalking behaviors, paraphellic behavior, and mail or Internet communications that 

include sexually explicit intent. 
 
2. The investigating officer shall refer these cases to the Durham Crisis Response Center, 

who will provide services for the primary and secondary victims of these crimes. 
 

VI. Durham Crisis Response Center 
 

A. The Role of the DCRC Advocate 
 

1. The Durham Crisis Response Center (DCRC) provides essential support services that 
assist the Durham Police Department by ensuring that the victim’s needs are met 
throughout the investigation and prosecution of a case. Sexual assault cases should 
always be referred to DCRC for response and follow-up.   If a rape kit is to be performed, 
DCRC services should be offered to the victim after the advocate has been called and 
arrived at the medical facility. 

 

2. Police officers should expect the following from DCRC advocates: 
 

a. Upon arrival at the hospital, the advocate meets with the responding police 
personnel and gathers information about the incident, the victim, and any 
significant others in the victim’s life. 

b. The advocate provides crisis counseling and case management services to the 
victim and any significant others. The advocate will be attentive to the needs of the 
victim by assisting in the coordination of services, such as medical treatment, mental 
health assistance, investigative resources, and other resources. 

 
c. Advocates will assist the victim during the medical examination to ensure that 

medical personnel perform a thorough, but minimally intrusive, examination of the 
victim. 

d. The advocate gives information on how to contact the DCRC, as well as how to 
contact other appropriate resources, such as SAVAN and Victim Compensation 
programs. 

e. The advocate provides support to the victim during the investigative interviews and 
other contacts with the Durham Police Department. 

f. The advocate serves as a liaison between the victim, the Durham Police 
Department, the DCRC, the District Attorney’s Office, and any other available 
resources.  

g. The advocate provides follow-up services to the victim and maintains contact with 
the victim throughout the investigation and prosecution. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To ensure an adequate number of personnel respond to potentially violent or dangerous calls. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

A At least two officer shall respond to the following calls if available:  
 

1  Any major Part 1 Crime of a violent nature 
 

2  Felony warrant service 
 

3  Warrant service on dangerous subjects.  
 

4  Mental commitment 
 

5  Assault on Officer/Resisting Arrest 
 

6  Bank alarm 
 

7  On scene arrest for felony or violent misdemeanor 
 

8  Crime in Progress this includes Alarms (10-89’s) 
 

9  Domestic or neighborhood disturbance 
  

10  Serious accident or accident at high volume traffic area or hazardous area 
 

11  Prowler or Suspicious Person/Vehicle call during darkness 
  

12   Any other occasion deemed necessary by supervisor. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish criteria for the use of foot patrol. 
 
DEFINITION 
 
The Uniform Patrol Division does not employ permanent foot patrol beats at this time. However, foot 
patrol is utilized at the district level following an analysis of its needs by district supervisors. Foot 
patrol is an excellent tool in the Durham Police Department's guiding philosophy of Community 
Oriented Policing. 
 
CRITERIA AND REASONS FOR USAGE 
 

1. Foot patrol may be employed in high-density commercial and residential areas where criminal 
activity is pervasive or where crime is perceived to be pervasive by citizens. 

 
2. Foot patrol is used to improve the department's perception by establishing communication with 

citizens. Foot patrol makes the department more accessible to the community. 
 

3. Foot patrol is used to gather information from citizens about quality of life issues as well as 
criminal intelligence. 

 
4. Foot patrol is employed to deter people engaged in criminal activity. 

 
5. Foot patrol may be used as an instrument to defuse possible large-scale altercations. 

 
PROCEDURES 
 

1. Any officer with supervisory approval may implement foot patrol. 
Officers will either call out over the radio or put themselves out on the MDC. 

 
2. The District Commander shall approve all long-term foot patrol activity after consultation with 

the Uniform Patrol Assistant Chief. The sergeant may approve short-term foot patrol. 
 
3. The District Commander shall be notified as far in advance as possible of the intent to employ 

foot patrol. 
 
4. The District Commander or Sergeant has the authority to immediately terminate foot patrol 

based upon departmental needs. 
 
5. After completing foot patrol, the officer shall complete a Directed Patrol Form (attachment 1) or 

fill in the note section of the call on the MDC detailing his/her activities. 
 
6. Officers are encouraged to use the Citizen Concern Form (attachment 2) for information 

gathering purposes. 
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Squad__________

Date Hours:___

UP SOP  A-23 att 1   rev  8-2010

Squad__________

Date Hours:___

UP SOP  A-23 att 1   rev  8-2010

Durham Police Department

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                     
______________________________________                                   ____________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Officer(s) performing D.P.____________________________

_______

                                                                                                                                            Location of Directed Patrol:

Problems Statement:__________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                              

Results/Officers Comments:

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                                                     
______________________________________                                   ____________________

Officer(s) performing D.P.____________________________

_______

Location of Directed Patrol:                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                   

To:_________From:_______

Tactics:_____________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                   

___________________________________________________________________________

Tactics:_____________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                                                    

__________________________________________________________________________

Results/Officers Comments:

                                                                                                                                                                              

Directed Patrol Report

Durham Police Department
Directed Patrol Report

From:_______ To:_________

Problems Statement:__________________________________________________________



Fill out them print 

     Citizen Concern Form 

 

Citizen’s Name        

Address       

Telephone Number (Home)       (Work/Cell)       
(Please Print Clearly) 

Concerns:       
Date       
 

Durham Police Department would like to know your concerns. You are encourage to bring your 
concerns to the attention of your district PAC (Partners Against Crime) 
 
 

Please bring or mail this form to your District Police Sub-station. 
 
 
District 1      District 2    District 3  District 4   District 5 
921 Holloway St     5285 N. Roxboro Rd   #8 Consultant Place 3022 Suite B Fayetteville St. 516 Rigsbee Ave. 
Durham NC      Durham NC     Durham NC  Durham NC   Durham NC 
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Print then fill out 

     Citizen Concern Form 

 

Citizen’s Name_______________________________________________________________ 

Address____________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone Number (Home) ___________________ (Work)____________________________ 
 

(Please Print Clearly) 
Concerns: 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Date____________ 
 

Durham Police Department would like to know your concerns. You are encourage to bring your 
concerns to the attention of your district PAC (Partners Against Crime) 
 
 

Please bring or mail this form to your District Police Sub-station. 
 
 
District 1      District 2    District 3  District 4   District 5 
921 Holloway St     5285 N. Roxboro Rd   #8 Consultant Place 3022 Suite B Fayetteville St. 516 Rigsbee Ave. 
Durham NC      Durham NC     Durham NC  Durham NC   Durham NC 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a policy concerning vehicle lockouts. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

1. No officer shall use a "slim-jim" under any circumstances while in an on-duty status. 
 

2. Communications will only dispatch an officer to a vehicle lockout if an emergency exists. An 
emergency situation includes but is not limited to the following circumstances: 

 
a. A child or a mentally/physically handicapped adult locked inside a vehicle under any 

circumstances. 
 

b. Extreme weather conditions when a person is locked out of a vehicle - heat, cold, 
electrical storm, etc. 

 
c. Medical emergency. 

 
d. Other exigent circumstances. 

 
e. A stranded female/juvenile, or elderly person locked out of a vehicle during darkness 

and/or in isolated areas or areas of criminal activity. 
 

f. An animal locked inside a vehicle during extreme heat or cold or during other 
situations considered dangerous to life. 

 
3. During an emergency an, officer may forcibly enter a vehicle with citizen approval. The officer 

should contact a supervisor prior to the act only if time or circumstances permit. Citizens, 
when reasonable should be encouraged to forcibly enter their own vehicle. If time permits the 
officer may call for the fire rescue apparatus during an emergency. This unit has numerous 
tools for gaining emergency entry and is staffed by emergency medical technicians. 

 
4. If an officer encounters a citizen locked out of his vehicle in a non-emergency status, the 

officer shall inform the citizen that it is necessary to call a locksmith. If a locksmith is 
necessary the officer may look up the nearest locksmiths on the computer or have the desk 
officer look in the yellow pages. Once a locksmith is located the citizen, the officer or the 
desk officer may call. 

 

DPD-SOP-A-25, R-3    Rev 8-2010  1 



5. With approval of a supervisor the officer may transport a citizen within the Durham City Limits 
to get extra keys in an emergency or a non-emergency status. However, transportation of 
citizens is considered a last resort. If the citizen transported is of opposite sex from the 
officer, then the officer shall give mileage at the beginning and the end of the transport. 

 
6. An Incident Report should be written if an officer forcibly enters a vehicle during an 

emergency situation. The report should include the circumstances and an estimate of 
damage for insurance purposes. 

DPD-SOP-A-25, R-3    Rev 8-2010  2 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a departmental policy concerning officer response to vehicle repossessions. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
1. As a policy, Durham Police Officers do not stand by for professional repossessors. 
 
2. Communications will not dispatch an officer to stand by for a professional repossessor.  
 
3. If some criminal act occurs during the repossession then a Durham Police Officer may act 

upon the criminal violation. 
 
If the repossessor has a “Claim and Delivery”, a civil paper issued by the clerk of courts, the 
repossessor should ask for assistance from the sheriff’s department in enforcing this civil paper. 

 UP SOP A-26, R-1    Reviewed 9/2010 
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PURPOSE 
 
To assign responsibility for cleaning city streets following accidents. 
 
Sec. 50-388 Cleaning debris at accident scenes of the Durham City Ordinance addresses the 
responsibility of wrecker drivers at accident scenes. 
 
"The tow truck driver and the tow truck operator engaged in towing a disabled vehicle shall clean up 
and remove from the street or highway any broken glass, vehicular parts, contents of a disabled 
vehicle, or other debris before leaving the scene of the accident, to the satisfaction of the police 
officer at the accident scene."   
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. All tow trucks should carry brooms, dustpans, speedy dry or something to clean up fluid spells 
and containers to remove debris. 

 
2. If the City Ordinance is not adhered to, officers should issue a citation for this violation or call 

the wrecker company back to the scene for cleanup. If the debris is not removed, City of 
Durham Street Cleaning should be called to remove the debris. 

 
3. Violations of this ordinance or misconduct by wrecker operators shall be reported to the 

Towing Inspector for administrative review. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish protocol for calling wreckers and tow trucks. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
1. Officers should determine if rotation wrecker(s) are needed or if the owner/driver has a preference 

of wrecker. Officers should use the code "10-51" for a rotation wrecker and the term "10-51, 
owner's request" and identify the company requested. 

 
2. Officer should advise Communications the vehicle's make and model, and situation when 

requesting wreckers, e.g. vehicle is overturned or has no tires, etc. 
 

3. All wreckers (rotation, owner's request, AAA, etc.) have a time limit of 35 minutes from time of 
notification to respond to the scene of an officer request. Communications will inform the officer of 
the time. 

 
4. If a wrecker fails to show within the 35-minute time limit, the officer may call for another wrecker. 

 
5. Heavy duty wreckers have a time limit of 45 minutes 
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POLICY 
 
The Durham Police Department is committed to transporting and handling arrestees in a humane 
and safe manner. Since we do not maintain a holding facility, it is necessary that an officer stand by 
with an arrestee while in custody. When at the Durham County Jail (Magistrate's Office) officers 
may temporarily place prisoners in the jail's holding cells while processing their prisoners. Until 
prisoners are accepted by Durham County Sheriff's Department personnel, the Durham Police 
Department is responsible for the safety of prisoners. 
 
TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING OF NON-PATROL ARRESTEES 
 
If the Uniform Patrol Bureau generates an arrest at any time then the patrol officer is responsible for 
all processing including standing by at the Criminal Investigation Division if interview is necessary. 
 
If the Criminal Investigation Division generates an arrest during working hours then the Investigator 
will stand by and transport the prisoner. If the Criminal Investigation Division makes an arrest after 
hours then the investigator should request assistance in standing by and transporting through the 
Watch Commander. 
 
If a Special Operations Division Investigator needs patrol units for transport of arrestees or standby 
purposes then the lead SOD investigator should contact the Watch Commander for assistance. 

UP SOP A-30, R-2  9/2010 
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. Between the hours of 0700 and midnight, no more than four patrol vehicles or four officers 
should be at an eating establishment. 

 
2. Generally, meal breaks are discouraged during the first and last hours of a shift, but 

supervisory discretion may be exercised in this area. 
 
3. An officer has up to 45 minutes for a meal break. The officer should call 10-7, Code 1 if he/she 

desires to take an uninterrupted meal break. If eating at a restaurant, officers are to give the 
name and location of the restaurant when calling 10-7. If eating at a residence, prior 
supervisory approval of the location is required. Officers are to monitor their portable radios 
during meal breaks. Meal breaks are not guaranteed and are to be taken only when manpower 
permits. 

 
4. If an officer calls 10-7, Code 1, Communications will check to see if the officer calling out of 

service lowers coverage in the district to less than fifty percent. If coverage drops below fifty 
percent, Communications will inform the officer that he/she cannot take a meal break at that 
particular time. During extremely busy shifts, supervisors may exercise discretion in this area. 

 
5. Generally, officers are encouraged to take meal breaks within their district. Due to the shortage 

of eating establishments in some districts, supervisory discretion may be exercised in this 
area. 
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PURPOSE 
 
To establish a procedure that protects the property of persons who have been incapacitated by 
accidents. 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. Officers should make every effort to assure the safekeeping of the property. 
 
2. The investigating officer using the normal procedure for submitting property should submit 

valuables, such as handguns, jewelry, money, etc. to the Property Room. 
 

3. If it is possible and expedient, the officer may personally return the items to the victim. The 
officer should document this exchange of property on a property report and have the victim 
sign for it. 

 
4. Officers may turn the property over to a family member if they can confirm the identification 

of the family member and if the family member will sign the property report acknowledging 
receipt of the property. Officers are not obligated to turn property over to a family member if a 
family member demands the property under what the officer can articulate as suspicious 
circumstances. 

 
5. In the case of a fatal accident, the investigating officer or his/her assistant will secure and 

inventory the property of the victim. 
 

6. Personal property that is left in the vehicle (clothes, books, etc.) shall be listed on the vehicle 
inventory form that is to be signed by the wrecker operator before removing the vehicle. 
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. At the beginning of each shift, the officer is to begin a radio log using the departmental 
provided form. The front of the radio log form addresses the current condition and status of 
the patrol vehicle and Department-issued equipment. (See attachment 1) 

 
2. On the backside of the radio log, the officer should list at a minimum, the location/address of 

the call, the nature of the call and the code under which the call was cleared. Enter the IR 
number for calls cleared with codes 1, 4, 6, and 8. 

 
3. Radio logs shall be reviewed by supervisors and kept in a file at the station for a period of six 

months. 
 

4. The radio log is an excellent tool for use by officers or supervisors to document an officer's 
daily activity. It is also to be used to account for missing/damaged City owned property. 

 
Note: Front of attachment 1 -call log sheets has been updated to reflect current equipment and paperwork carried. Department forms will 
be updated as budget allows. Continue to use the old forms or the attachment until the new forms are printed. 
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Officer: __________________ Personnel #:_______ Squad:_________ 

Date:________________ Day:____________Shift:_______________ 

City Vehicle #:_________  Ending Mileage:   ______________ 

Assigned Beat:_________  Beginning Mileage: _____________ 

     Total Mileage:  _______________ 
 

    VEHICLE 
Cleanliness: Outside….[  ] Good [  ] Fair  [  ]Poor 
  Inside……[  ] Good [  ] Fair  [  ]Poor  
Body Damage NONE[  ]yes  [  ]no  NEW[  ]yes [  ]no  PREVIOS[  ]yes  [  ] no 
Describe New Damage:__________________________________________ 
Lights:   All working  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Light repairs needed:____________________________________________ 
Siren working:   [  ]yes   [  ]no     Dash Lights Working   [  ]yes   [  ]no    
Tires OK  [  ]yes [  ]no      Spare Tire & Jack [  ]yes [  ]no    
Vehicle checked for Contraband:    [  ]yes [  ]no    
 

    EQUIPMENT 
Maglight  [  ]yes [  ]no     Fire Extinguisher  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Clipboard [  ]yes [  ]no     First Aid Kit  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Extra Cuffs [  ]yes [  ]no     Bio-Haz Kit  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Hazmat Mask [  ]yes [  ]no     Bio-Haz suit  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Computer [  ]yes [  ]no     Flares (12)  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Gas Key  [  ]yes [  ]no     Blankets (2)  [  ]yes [  ]no  
Street Chalk  [  ]yes [  ]no     Rubber Gloves  [  ]yes [  ]no   
Metal Flare Box  [  ]yes [  ]no    Haz-Mat Book  [  ]yes [  ]no   
Crime Scene tape [  ]yes [  ]no     LO Jack or ETS  [  ]yes [  ]no   

SERGEANT  
Alco-Sensor [  ]yes [  ]no     100’ Tape  [  ]yes [  ]no    
Ammunition [  ]yes [  ]no     Shackles/Restraints [  ]yes [  ]no    
Keys  [  ]yes [  ]no      AED   [  ]yes [  ]no    
Jump Box [  ]yes [  ]no   AND/OR Jumper  Cables  [  ]yes [  ]no    
 
 
Comments/ Missing/ Damaged Equipment ___________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________                                                                                                                      
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

Time Location Nature IR# 10-24 code 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
Warrants_____ Subpoenas_____ Citations______ DWI______ 
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PURPOSE 
 
To clarify the responsibility of insurance agents in regard to their clients involved in traffic accidents 
investigated by the Durham Police Department. This should eliminate many citizen complaints 
about police actions in this area. 
 
PROCEDURES 
 
1. If an insurance agent or carrier is listed on the accident report and it is later learned that the 

vehicle involved is not covered by the listed company, the officer should instruct the other driver 
to call the listed company. The driver should request a letter stating that the person does not 
have insurance and then file with his/her own company under the uninsured motorist provision. 

 
2. Officers should cite motorists when it is determined, or they have reason to suspect the motorist 

did not have in force the required liability insurance. 
 
3. Citizens with questions may be directed to the Consumer Division of the Department of Insurance 

in Raleigh. The telephone number 1-800-546-5664 (in-state) or 919-807-6750 for out of state 
callers. They may also go to www.NCDOI.com. 
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Uniform Patrol Officers who are assigned calls will be responsible for submitting written reports as 
required depending on the nature of the incident. 
 
RAPE CASES 
 
The investigator assigned to a rape case will be responsible for the initial report. If the investigator 
does not respond to the scene, then the Uniform Patrol Officer will submit the initial report and a 
supplemental report as required. 
 
BANK ROBBERIES 
 
The lead investigator assigned to the case will initiate the incident report. The Uniform Patrol 
officers responding will submit supplemental reports indicating their action and observations. 
 
HOMICIDE 
 
The Uniform Patrol Officer assigned to a homicide call will initiate the incident report. All officers 
responding or assisting in the call will submit a supplemental report. 

UP SOP A-36, R-1     Reviewed 9/2010 
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GUIDELINES  
 
On duty physical exercise may be conducted every other day in the Uniform Patrol Bureau. Officers 
participating in this program must follow guidelines set forth in GO 2022 Wellness Program. 
  
The time allotted for the activity shall not exceed one hour thirty minutes. Officers participating in 
physical exercise are to utilize times that are slow or when staffing is high when deciding when to 
call off the air. Officers are to call off on the radio, "10-7, code 20, and give their physical training 
location." Supervisors are to monitor the number of officers off the air at a given time for training to 
insure staffing is not adversely impacted. 
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GUIDELINES 
 
There are certain parking enforcement situations that allow the officer to issue either a written 
citation or a parking ticket, at the officer's discretion. These situations generally pertain to 
handicapped spaces, fire lanes and parking at fire hydrants.  
 
The preferred method of enforcement is the issuance of a parking ticket. Utilizing this method does 
not add to an already crowded court docket and keeps the issuing officer from being tied up in 
court. 
 
An exception to this might be an aggravating case such as a known offender who repeats the 
violation in obvious disregard of previously issued parking tickets. 
 
The enforcement of fire lanes on private property requires that the City Council recognize the 
request by owners for enforcement. Once recognized the appropriate city sign will be placed on the 
property. The sign must say  "By order of the City Manager" below the no parking notice to be 
enforceable by the Durham Police Department. Vehicles may be ticketed or towed if necessary from 
these properly designated fire lanes 

 UP SOP A-38, R-1  Reviewed 9/2010 
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POLICY 
 
In order to prevent potential damage, only approved car wash facilities will be used to wash and 
clean Department vehicles. 
 
AVAILABLE FACILITIES 
 
Ritz Touchless Car Wash - Chapel Hill Boulevard 
Bunky’s Car Wash – Chapel Hill Boulevard 
 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The operator of the vehicle will get the basic Car Wash. Detailing of the car will need to be 
approved by the District Commander. 
 
The operator of the vehicle should ensure that the operator's name, personnel number and the five-
digit vehicle number appear legibly on each receipt. 
 
 
If at all possible, officers should use the facility closest to the assigned work area. 
 
 
TAKE HOME VEHICLES 
 
See G.O 1013 
 

UP SOP A-39, R-4   8-2010 
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POLICY 
 
Conducting field interviews in a culturally diverse setting, within the historical context of community 
polarization requires extreme sensitivity on the part of the police officer. It is the policy of the Durham 
Police Department that the officer utilizes the field contact as an intelligence gathering mechanism 
while simultaneously emphasizing officer safety, individual rights and community sensitivity to matters 
of this nature. 
 
GUIDELINES FOR FIELD STOPS 
 
Officers coming into contact with subjects acting in a manner that the officer can articulate clearly 
as suspicious or furtive should attempt to complete intelligence submission card. Persons cannot be 
arrested for Obstructing and Delaying an officer if they refuse to cooperate during a field stop. 
 
DO NOT CONFUSE A "TERRY STOP" OR AN INVESTIGATIVE DETENTION WITH A FIELD 
CONTACT. 
 
The field contact should be used in the following instances: 
 

• Subject(s) in area of recent break-in. 
• Subject(s) in area of ongoing criminal activity. 
• Subject(s) in vehicle which may have been involved in criminal activity or possess items 

which may be stolen or used in the commission of a crime. 
 
INTERVIEW/OBSERVATION REPORT 
 
The card is to be completed with all information available, including the subject's name, alias, 
address, race, sex, date of birth, physical description, location where contact was made with the 
subject and why the person was stopped. 
 

INTERVIEW OBSERVATION INTELLIGENCE SUBMISSION CARD ROUTING 
 

Officers will submit the intelligence submission card to the Intelligence Officer, of the Special 
Operation Division at the end of each shift through the Desk Officer. The officer may also fill the 
card out on the MDC. 
 
USE OF THE CONTACT CARDS 
 
The Special Operations Division will use these as an investigative tool. The Intelligence Submission 
Card may be assigned to an investigator for follow-up. 
 
The Special Operations Division will refer information to other divisions. The completed Intelligence 
Submission Cards will be kept for one year from the date of contact, and then they will be purged. 
 
See GO 4071 Att. 1 for Intelligence Submission Card. 
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. During night shift roll call the On-call CID personnel will attend the briefing. At this time CID 
personnel can pass information and patrol officers can exchange information.  

 
2. The Special Operations Division maintains an on-call investigator at all times when not working 

regular scheduled hours. Uniform Patrol officers are encouraged to utilize the on-call 
investigator in cases where immediate contact with an SOD investigator is imperative. During 
working hours patrol officers need to only contact the SOD Office and request an investigator 
to respond to a particular scene or contact by telephone immediately. 

 
3. In addition, Uniform Patrol Officers may use field contact cards, supplemental reports and 

interpersonal contact with officers in other divisions. 
 

4.  Command level officers also meet weekly at staff meetings where information is exchanged 
among districts. 

 
5. The Watch Commander meets monthly with Patrol Sergeant’s. Information is exchanged 

between the Sergeant’s and Bureau Commander. The Sergeant’s will then report back to their 
respective squads. 
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POLICY 
 
The equipment in all patrol vehicles should be kept in good working order and ready for duty at all 
times. Officers will be held accountable for damaged/missing equipment whenever it is found 
damaged or missing due to negligence. 
 
EQUIPMENT IN ALL UNIFORM PATROL VEHICLES    
 

1. Two (2) disposable blankets 
2. Minimum of twelve (12) flares 
3. Correct vehicle and fuel pump keys 
4. Fire extinguisher 
5. First Aid kit (officer issued equipment) 
6. Hazardous Materials Identification Book (may be on the computer)  
7. Disposable gloves 
8. Protective mask(CPR) 
9. Marking Crayon or Chalk 
10. Bio-hazard disposal kits (officer issued equipment)  
11. Bio-Hazard suits 
12. Spare tire, jack and lug wrench 
13. Lab top computer in the mount  
14. Crime Scene Tape 
15. Metal Flare Box 
16. ETS (Pro-net) (only in certain patrol vehicles) 
17. Lo Jack (only in certain patrol vehicles) 

 
The ETS and the Lo Jack are to be operational at all times 
 
EQUIPMENT IN SERGEANT'S VEHICLE 
 
All of the above, plus: 
 

1. Alco-Sensor 
2. Ammunition (minimum one box .45 cal and one box shotgun shells) 
3. Restraints / Shackles 
4. Battery jumper cables and/or jump box  
5. Measuring tape or wheel 
6. AED (also in Corporal’s cars) 
7. Keys for traffic signals  
8. Other special keys unique to each District 
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EQUIPMENT IN WATCH COMMANDER'S VEHICLE 
 
All of the equipment in an officer's patrol car plus: 
 

1. Emergency Operations Guide 
2. Restraints/shackles 
3. Crime scene tape  
4. Incident Command board and markers 
5. Roof-mount green light (indicating command post)  
6. Decimeter 

 
INVENTORY 
 
Inventory of this equipment will be taken at the beginning of each officer's shift using the Radio Log 
form. (See attachment 1on SOP A-33 Radio Logs ) Missing items are to be reported promptly to 
immediate supervisors. Requests for replacement vehicle equipment should be made in writing thru 
the chain of command (as high as the District Commander) to the Supply Room.  
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POLICY 
 
To ensure that temporary and permanent hazards are identified and that the information is 
disseminated at the District and Departmental level. 
 
DEFINITION 
 
A hazard may be any danger confronting police officers including, but not limited to environmental 
conditions, storage or transportation of hazardous materials and dealing with violent or armed 
persons, etc. 
 
PROCEDURES 
 
When an officer encounters any situation of a permanent or temporary nature described above, 
he/she shall write a memo/ email to the District Sergeant/Corporal   The Supervisor is to ensure that 
the information is posted on the G.I. Board at the District Station and that the Watch Commander 
receives written notification. The Supervisor will also refer a copy of the memo/email to 
Communications, Emergency Management and the Fire Department, if deemed necessary. 
 
If a hazard exists of a citywide nature or such an extremely dangerous magnitude, the District 
Sergeant shall notify the chain of command in the most expeditious manner possible. 
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
It is the responsibility of the District Commanders to complete evaluations on Patrol Sergeants. 
 
The District Commander shall obtain input from the Watch Commander in evaluations for Patrol 
Sergeants on a quarterly basis. 
 
The Watch Commander will complete quarterly reviews with the Patrol Sergeant. 
 
To document that input has been received from the Watch Commander, the Watch Commander 
shall initial the evaluation form beside the signature of the District Commander 
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POLICY 
 
The decision to send a Uniform Patrol Officer outside of City jurisdiction in order to transport a 
wanted subject held by another agency will rest with the Watch Commander. Major considerations 
should include: 
 
- Distance to be traveled 
- Seriousness of the crime involved - available manpower 
- Length of time arresting agency will hold suspect. 
 
 
CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In most circumstances, Uniform Patrol vehicles should not be sent more than an hour's driving time 
from the Durham City limits to transport suspects for misdemeanor or felony offenses within state 
boundaries. Warrants may be obtained through NCAWARE by the other in state jurisdiction or 
Warrant Control for out of state jurisdiction. Warrants may be sent through Warrant Control to out of 
state agencies if the suspect is being held on other charges. 
 
NCAware allows warrants to be served by the other jurisdiction if they choose to do so. The other 
jurisdiction can print off the original warrant and serve it if the suspect is being held on other 
charges. 
 
If a suspect is wanted on serious felony charges (homicide, rape, armed robbery) outside of the 
hour's driving time, then the Criminal Investigations Division should be notified. C.I.D. can then make 
arrangements for transport. Uniform Patrol may assist at the request of the C.I.D. Commander if 
approved by the Watch Commander. Agencies will usually hold suspects upon verification until the 
next working day. 
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POLICY 
 
Each district of the Durham Police Department's Uniform Patrol Division shall conduct regular line 
inspections (one that is carried out by personnel in charge of the employees, facilities or procedures 
being inspected) using procedures appropriate to the structure and mission of the Division. 
Managers and supervisors shall participate in the responsibility for conducting such inspections and 
for the correction of conditions discovered by the inspections. (See G.O 4029)  
 
ROLL-CALL INSPECTIONS 
 
In those units which have regular roll call, commanders will provide periodic inspections of officers 
for compliance with uniform and equipment regulations. Commanders will monitor such inspections 
and will be accountable for enforcing regulations within their command.  
 
SQUAD IN-RANK INSPECTIONS 
 

• The inspecting officer should always set the example in terms of appearance, professional 
bearing and demeanor. The inspector should be familiar with the inspection routine and be 
able to perform all movements crisply and expertly. 

 

• The inspecting officer should notify the supervisor and squad as to the purpose of the 
inspection, when the inspection shall take place and the areas and equipment to be covered 
by the inspection. 

 

• Officer will be instructed to report to the formation with an unloaded weapon. 
 

• Upon the arrival of the inspecting officer, the supervisor should call the squad to attention. All 
squad members will fall in a single file spaced at a close interval. The supervisor should 
position him/herself one pace in front of and centered on his/her squad. The supervisor 
should be the first officer inspected and then should follow the inspecting officer through the 
inspection, always positioned to the inspector's left side. 

 

• After inspecting the supervisor, the inspecting officer should take the most direct route to the 
first officer to be inspected. This will always be the officer to the inspector's left as he/she 
faces the squad formation. 

 
THE INSPECTION SEQUENCE 
 

1. The inspecting officer should halt in front of the first officer, execute a right face and be 
directly in front of and facing the individual to be inspected.  

 
Officers shall crisply draw their weapons using all safety techniques, and hold it vertically 
with the arm bent at the elbow close to the hip and the weapon near their shoulder. 
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The inspecting officer will crisply remove the weapon from the officer and inspect it, opening 
the slide inspecting the barrel, etc. for excessive oil or dirt. The weapon will be returned to 
the officer in the same manner. The officer will return the weapon to his/her holster and 
assume the position of attention. 
 

2. The uniform inspection begins by looking at the officer's head gear: 
 

* is it clean? 
* is the hat badge positioned properly and polished? 
* is the hat appropriate for the season (summer/winter)? 
* is the bill of the hat wiped clean? 
* is it positioned properly on the head? 
 

3. Next the individuals hair and sideburns are checked: 
 

* does it conform to Department regulations? 
 

4. The face is inspected next: 
 

* check for a clean shave; 
* check for a correctly trimmed mustache. 
 

5. The inspecting officer then begins with the left shoulder area: 
 

* check the badge 
* check the left pocket and buttons and left epaulet. 

 
6. The inspector then focuses back to the right: 

 
* check the right epaulet 
* check the right pocket and button 
* check the nameplate and appropriate pins/ribbons to see they are positioned properly and in 

the right order. 
 

7. The inspector then follows the officer's gig line down to the belt: 
 

* check the condition of the leather gear 
* insure that no unauthorized equipment is being carried 
* check to see that the belt and holster fit correctly 
 

8. Next, inspect the trousers: 
 

* check the cleanliness and fit of the trousers; 
* insure the trouser cuff is at the appropriate height. 
 

9. The final item to be inspected is the footwear: 
 

* check for appropriate shoe style and color  
* check to see if the shoes are polished 
* check the shoes serviceability (i.e. worn down heels, frayed stitching). 

 
10.  At this point the inspecting officer should look directly at the individual. If any comments are 

necessary, the inspector should state them. If the officer's appearance is exceptional, the 
inspector should tell the officer so. 

 
11. The inspector then makes a right face, takes one step, then executes a left face. This will 

position the inspector in front of the next officer and the process repeats itself. 
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12. The accompanying supervisor should be making notes on any discrepancies as he/she moves 

along with the inspector. 
 

13.  After the last officer is inspected, the inspector moves to the rear of the squad and slowly 
walks to the left side of the squad, inspecting the rear of all the squad members. 

 
14.  After completing the rear inspection, the inspector moves to a position facing the squad. The 

supervisor takes a position directly in front of the inspecting officer and receives any 
additional comments. 

 
POST-INSPECTION REVIEW 
 
After the inspection is over and the officers are dismissed, the inspector should review any 
deficiencies with the supervisor in private. They both should receive a copy of the inspection. The 
supervisor should be held strictly accountable for all corrections and for the general appearance of 
the squad at all times. The supervisor in turn, should always set the example for the squad. 
 
VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
 
Uniform patrol vehicles in operation shall be inspected by squad in the following manner: 
 
The district commander, or designee, will conduct the inspection. Officers shall position their 
vehicles in a line with the left door, hood and trunk open. The sergeant and corporals will align their 
vehicles together, ahead of the other squad members. All officers will fall in at attention in front of 
the left front fender of their vehicles with any weapons to be inspected. All weapons shall be 
unloaded prior to assembly. Personnel will be placed at parade rest by the sergeant or corporal until 
the inspection begins. 
 
The inspection will begin at a designated time and with the appearance of the district commander or 
his/her designee. The supervisor shall order the troops to attention. The supervisor will be 
inspected first as per the in-rank inspection proceedings. Weapons will be inspected as outlined in 
the manual of arms. Once the inspection of the supervisor has begun, the corporal (next senior 
officer if the corporal is the supervisor) will place the remaining officers at the position of parade 
rest. 
 
VEHICLE INSPECTION 
 
All vehicles regularly assigned to the Uniform Patrol Division shall be inspected on a regular basis 
by the supervisors and managers of those units. Vehicle condition and presence of prescribed 
equipment shall be the basis for such inspections. The in-depth nature of the inspection shall be at 
the inspector's discretion depending on time constraints, number of officers to be inspected and/or 
specific problems that may arise. The following items may be reviewed: 
 

Under the hood:  
*cleanliness 
*fluid levels (oil, transmission, brakes, etc.) 
 

Interior: 
*cleanliness 
*oil change date 
*any item left under the seats 
*special equipment, to include Alco-Sensors, handcuffs, HazMat guide, etc. 

 
Trunk: 

*cleanliness 
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*first aid kit (missing or not, serviceability)  
*spare tire (proper air pressure, tread wear)  
*Flares (serviceability, correct number)  
*disposable blankets (correct number, serviceability) 

 
Exterior: 

*cleanliness 
*tires (tread wear, proper air pressure)  
*any damage 

 
The inspecting officer will then return to the supervisor and have the supervisor fall out and 
accompany him/her throughout the remainder of the inspection. The supervisor should record any 
deficiencies found. Officers shall remain at attention until their vehicle has been inspected and the 
inspecting officer has moved on to the next person. The officer shall then assume the position of 
parade rest. 
 
Upon completion of all units, the supervisor shall call all officers to attention for any comments from 
the inspecting officer. The inspecting officer shall place the troops at ease prior to speaking. After 
the inspector finishes speaking, the officers will be called to attention by the supervisor and 
dismissed. 
 
FREQUENCY 
 
The Uniform Patrol Division will inspect personnel, vehicles and equipment by district during the 4 
daytime shift of each platoon. Each District Commander will schedule the day and time of their 
respective inspections taking into consideration existing staffing. Inspections may be cancelled 
when deemed appropriate by bureau and/or division commanders or their designee. 
 
REPORTING PROCEDURES 
 
During the inspection, the supervisor will note any deficiencies found by the inspecting officer. It is 
the responsibility of the supervisor to have those deficiencies corrected. The District Commander or 
his designee will forward a copy of the inspection form to the Uniform Patrol Commander. A copy 
will be forwarded to the Staff Inspections Unit for Accreditation requirements. 
 
The District Commanders will ensure that deficiencies have been corrected during the next weekly 
inspection. 
 
INSPECTION OF FACILITIES  
 
The inspecting officer will inspect the district substations monthly. Inspection will be made for 
cleanliness, organization and adequacy of Department supplies, security measures taken and 
accountability shotguns. Deficiencies and corrections will follow the same procedures as previously 
outlined. 
 
INSPECTION OF ACTIVITIES 
 
While inspecting the district substations, the inspecting officer will inspect records of officer activity 
for the period. These records will include radio logs and monthly activity summaries. Deficiencies 
and corrections will follow the same procedures as previously outlined. 
 
MANUAL OF ARMS - CALIBER .45 PISTOL 
 

Inspection Arms 
 

1. The command for this movement is inspection, ARMS. On the command of execution, ARMS, 
execute raised pistol and then without lowering the hand, reach across the body and grasp the 
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slide with the thumb and first two fingers so that the thumb is on the side of the slide. Shift the grip 
of the hand so that the thumb engages the slide stop. Push the slide fully to the rear and engage 
the stop in its notch with the thumb. Return the hand back to the side and remain at raised pistol. 

 
2. If the pistol is inspected in ranks and the inspecting officer takes the weapon, lower the hand 

smartly to the side. When the inspecting officer is ready to return the pistol, raise the hand back to 
the raised position and accept the weapon. After the pistol is returned, allow the slide to go 
forward, activate the de-cocker, return the pistol to the holster, and resume the position of 
attention. 

 
MANUAL OF ARMS – SHOTGUN 
 

Inspection Arms 
 

1. Inspection arms from order arms is a three-count movement. The command is inspection, ARMS. 
On the command of execution, ARMS, execute port arms in two counts. On count three, push the 
slide forward with the appropriate hand. Twist the weapon to visually inspect the receiver through 
the ejection port and then assume the inspection arms position. 

 
2.  If the inspecting officer takes the weapon, the officer being inspected should lower their arms 

smartly to the side. When the inspecting officer is ready to return the weapon, the officer being 
inspected will raise his/her hands to the port arms position and accept the weapon. After the 
weapon is returned, the officer will allow the slide to go forward and resume the position of attention. 
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District Commander:

INSPECTED BY: 

INSPECTION DATE:     

Absent From Inspection

Radio Call Number

Valid N.C. Operator's License  
Appearance: Hair, Facial Hair, Jewelry, Leather, Uniform, & 
Accessory Goods

Weapon:     {x } Duty Weapon  { } Shotgun

Baton, CapStun, Handcuffs

Citation Book, Parking/Warning Tickets

Traffic Safety Vest, Mag-Lite and Wand

Vehicle Cleanliness & Oil Level

Factory Vehicle Lights

Emergency Lights and Siren

Mobile Data Terminal ID #
Supervisor's Vehicle: Alco-Sensor, Extra Ammo, 
Measuring Tape, Jumper Cables, Jump Box Green light

Defibrillator (Seals Intact)  g         
Extinguisher, Disposable Blankets, Chalk, Disposable Gloves, 
Sharps Container, Etc.

Spare Tire, Jack, and Lug Wrench

Keys for each vehicle

Video Cameras working

Transmitters for each vehicle
HAZ-MAT Equipment ( boots, gloves and suit)

HAZMAT Mask Seals intact

Contact BIO-HAZARD Team.        

ETS (Pronet) in vehicles/ operational

Low Jack in vehicle /operational

Issues Gas/Haz-mat Mask

Copies to Uniform Patrol Chief, District Commanders
Y  = Present / Working
N  = None / Not Working
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POLICY 
 
At least triennially, the Uniform Patrol Commander and the Uniform Patrol District Commanders will 
meet and evaluate the current allocation and distribution of Uniform Patrol Personnel. Allocation of 
personnel addresses the number of officers necessary to satisfy existing workload demands. 
Distribution of personnel is guided by the temporal and geographic frequency of documented 
incidents. 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
The Uniform Patrol Commander will schedule a review of current staffing levels at least every three 
years. The data that is currently captured by the Computer Aided Dispatch System will be utilized 
when analyzing the personnel needs of the Uniform Patrol Bureau. Statistics obtained from the 
Uniform Patrol Monthly Report may also be employed in compiling appropriate figures. A written 
allocation and distribution study based on the existing data for the identified time period will be 
completed. Results will be made available to the Chief of Police. Significant and continuing 
variations between patrol beat workloads may be used as a basis to change beat configurations, 
work schedules and to support the need for additional personnel 
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	1. Evidence obtained at a medical facility, out of the presence of a Durham police department officer, will be retained by the SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner) or the medical facility security personnel until retrieved by a Forensic Services Techn...
	A. Arrest Procedure
	Although most arrests will occur after CID investigation, responding officers may affect an arrest on scene.  In such instance, arrest procedures are consistent with all other misdemeanor and felony charges, with the following additional considerations:
	1. When the victim’s physical safety is in jeopardy, and the relationship with the suspect is brief or nonexistent, the charging officer shall use a description of the victim for the warrant or other court documents, (i.e. “a 35 year old female" or  "...
	IV. Blind Reporting of Sexual Assaults

	A. Blind Reports
	1. A blind report is a report of either an attempted or completed sexual assault in which the victim chooses not to pursue a formal investigation at the time of the report, but still wishes to inform law enforcement of the assault and other relevant i...
	2. The following protocol should be followed in taking a blind report:

	V. Incident Reports to be forwarded to the Assigned Investigator
	A. Unwanted Sexual Contacts and Crimes of a Sexual Nature
	A. The Role of the DCRC Advocate
	1. The Durham Crisis Response Center (DCRC) provides essential support services that assist the Durham Police Department by ensuring that the victim’s needs are met throughout the investigation and prosecution of a case. Sexual assault cases should al...
	2. Police officers should expect the following from DCRC advocates:
	a. Upon arrival at the hospital, the advocate meets with the responding police personnel and gathers information about the incident, the victim, and any significant others in the victim’s life.


	A-22 - Response to Calls
	1  Any major Part 1 Crime of a violent nature

	A-23 - Foot Patrol
	DEFINITION
	CRITERIA AND REASONS FOR USAGE
	PROCEDURES
	1. Any officer with supervisory approval may implement foot patrol.
	2. The District Commander shall approve all long-term foot patrol activity after consultation with the Uniform Patrol Assistant Chief. The sergeant may approve short-term foot patrol.
	3. The District Commander shall be notified as far in advance as possible of the intent to employ foot patrol.
	4. The District Commander or Sergeant has the authority to immediately terminate foot patrol based upon departmental needs.
	5. After completing foot patrol, the officer shall complete a Directed Patrol Form (attachment 1) or fill in the note section of the call on the MDC detailing his/her activities.
	6. Officers are encouraged to use the Citizen Concern Form (attachment 2) for information gathering purposes.
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	A-23 A- 2 - Citizen Concern Form fill in
	A-23 A- 2 - Citizen Concern Form
	A-25 - Vehicle Lockout
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
	1. No officer shall use a "slim-jim" under any circumstances while in an on-duty status.
	2. Communications will only dispatch an officer to a vehicle lockout if an emergency exists. An emergency situation includes but is not limited to the following circumstances:
	a. A child or a mentally/physically handicapped adult locked inside a vehicle under any circumstances.
	b. Extreme weather conditions when a person is locked out of a vehicle - heat, cold, electrical storm, etc.
	c. Medical emergency.
	d. Other exigent circumstances.
	e. A stranded female/juvenile, or elderly person locked out of a vehicle during darkness and/or in isolated areas or areas of criminal activity.
	f. An animal locked inside a vehicle during extreme heat or cold or during other situations considered dangerous to life.
	3. During an emergency an, officer may forcibly enter a vehicle with citizen approval. The officer should contact a supervisor prior to the act only if time or circumstances permit. Citizens, when reasonable should be encouraged to forcibly enter thei...
	4. If an officer encounters a citizen locked out of his vehicle in a non-emergency status, the officer shall inform the citizen that it is necessary to call a locksmith. If a locksmith is necessary the officer may look up the nearest locksmiths on the...
	5. With approval of a supervisor the officer may transport a citizen within the Durham City Limits to get extra keys in an emergency or a non-emergency status. However, transportation of citizens is considered a last resort. If the citizen transported...
	6. An Incident Report should be written if an officer forcibly enters a vehicle during an emergency situation. The report should include the circumstances and an estimate of damage for insurance purposes.
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	PURPOSE
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES


	A-28 - Request for Wreckers
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

	A-30 - Transporting Arrestees
	A-31 - Meal Breaks
	A-32 - Accident Victims Property
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

	A-33 - Radio Logs
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
	Note: Front of attachment 1 -call log sheets has been updated to reflect current equipment and paperwork carried. Department forms will be updated as budget allows. Continue to use the old forms or the attachment until the new forms are printed.
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	GUIDELINES FOR FIELD STOPS
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	A-41 -Exchange of Information across Divisions
	A-45 - Equipment for Patrol Vehicles
	EQUIPMENT IN ALL UNIFORM PATROL VEHICLES
	The ETS and the Lo Jack are to be operational at all times
	EQUIPMENT IN SERGEANT'S VEHICLE

	1. Alco-Sensor
	EQUIPMENT IN WATCH COMMANDER'S VEHICLE
	INVENTORY


	A-47 - Identification and Dissemination of Patrol Hazards
	DEFINITION
	PROCEDURES

	A-48 - Watch Commander Input Into Evaluations of Patrol Ser
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	CONSIDERATIONS
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